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Sierra County Child Deliber-- j Suspected Member of Black
ately Attempts to Kill Brutal
Jack's Gang Also Wanted
Fight Can
Bryant
Charles
for Savage
at Trinidad on a Similar
Determine

Whether Cuban
Be Settled
Without Intei
vention by United States.

ttack
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BoyA
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PALMA TRIES TO HEAD

.,3

of

Washington. Sept. 16. Cuba will
undoubtedly hold the interest of the
world during the week to come. The
visit of Secretaries T.ift and Bacon to
the island republic, with the avowed
purpose Ot bringing about a solution
of the trouble which already has resulted in bloodshed and commercial
disruption in Cubo, is recognized on
all sides as an event of tht first importance In world affairs. Preceded,
accompanied and followed by a formidable land and sea fighting force,
President
of
representatives
the
Roosevelt will reach the Cuban capi
tal early in the week and ttie propn
ei y has been made in ofticial circles
that their work Will be completed
within seven days
Within that limited space or time
it is expected that It will have been
definitely determined whether an am
init.le settlement of the conflict In
the island can be brought about without further Intervention on the part
of the United Saes.
It is probable that on the success or
to
failure of the mission entrusted
Secretaries Taft and Bacon depends
renew
the immediate future of the
nubile whether it shall remain as ai
.....sent a sovereign state, or shall
....,..
under the active possession of
the Culled States for a lime at least.under provisions of the Piatt amendment.
-

er

PALMA

ANXIOUS TO

READ OFF INTERVENTION
Havana. Sept. it:. The government
this evening Is making final Strenuous
efforts to restore peace In Cuba and
inthus avoid any kind of Vmerlcan entervention. The object of these
deavors, It Is said. Is that It may be
able to sav hv the time Secrretary 01
War Tail and Acting Secretary Haeon
arrive thai peace already has been
therefore, there IS
secured and
no need for the American governrestore
ment's Intervention, either to tranquilpeace OT insure permanent
ity.
inA member of the government
formed the Associated PreSB thatin they
acarc making strenuous efforts
cordance with lb" advice contained
that
In President Roosevelt's letter,
they have no objection to the friendly
States In the
assistance of the United
but
matter if it becomes necessary,
ihey believe they can settle it between
revolutionists
the government and the any
intervenWithout the necessity of
they are
say,
least, they
At
tion.
accomplish
to
making an attempt
this end unaided, and with fair pros-peeof success.
This in the latest phase of a rapidly
changing situation that developed late
Ibis afternoon when an extraordinary
gazelle was issued containing a decree
signed by President Palma OH recommendation oí the secretary of public
works, Montalvo.

cund

Mrs. Ifryant and daughter were ar- rested and taken pel ore Judge Keil :,t
Like Valley for examination.
Both
were allowed to return home to await
the result of Bryant's wound. District
Attorney H. A. Wolford was present at

Cclebration of Independence of .Mexico
Not Marred by Slightest Sign of
an Outbreak.

g.

li.t It., i ul.i.rli.ff ,,f
n nron.iuenl v.tcaMst
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hvmns hv
Baud concerts were given
on the
various plazas during the afternoon
and evening. This afternoon a grand
military pageant participated in by
thousands was formed aAd marched
IHontiph (he principal streets of ll,e
city. There was not the slightest disorder, and so peacefully was the affair carried out that the authorities
say it will tend to counteract the effects of the rumors of an
feeling, which have been rife for some
months past.
No reports nfjrouhlc have been received from any point In the states f
Nueva Leon or CoahUlla, the two stales
traversed by the lines of the merged
railway systems.
DIAZ OPENS AUTUMN
SESSION OF CONGRESS
Mexico City, Sept.
ls President
Días opened the autumn session of
congress tonight In the presence of
senators and deputies and a brilliant
audience. He said In his message that
with almost all civilised nations Mexico was on the most friendly terms,
while with un nation was any question existing which even
remotely
threatened son filet,
PRESIDENT PALMA DECREES
The long discussed question of an
SUSPENSION OF llosTH.ITIKs
international dam in order to insure
Washington, Sept. IB. -- The Cuban an
equitable distribution of the waten
legation tonight received
of the lUo Orunde has taken satisfacgram from Its government
tory form In a treaty signed at Washing a decree suspending all hnslilitles. ington
This treaty will be submitted
The message was very brief and to the Mexican senate for ratification.
read
Respecting the lubor riot at Catri"Announce to the government that nea. In June, the president said It h dea
issued
today
has
president
the
gan as a labor movement, degeneracree ordering a suspension of hostili- ting iiulckly Into grave perturbation f
It Is expected that the revolu- public
ties.
It
order. Fortunately
wis
tionists will do the same."
suppressed, thus avoiding what
th" quickly
Arturo Padro, of Almeida.
might have been very serious conseCuban charge d'afaflrs. Immediately quences.
notified Acting Secretary of Sta'.e
The president also took up the reAdee of the Issuance of the decree. cent labor strikes,
principally thit
The decree follows:
which occurred on the Mexican Cen
'
susare
operations
"All campaign
tral railway
The strike was limited
pended, and in consequence the gov- to the men leaving their work In the
only
on
the
act
will
ernment forces
shops with a view to obtaining certain
the republic concessions from the company. As
defensive throughout
they
The secretary of the Interior will Issue were cicuny in uicir rigni. ma mini- all the necessary orders for the exe- oroies lerqieeieo 11 alio ao nun un re
cution of this decree."
fort was limited to preventing any
The decree caused great surprise as breach of peace. The executive exil was believed to signify a change of pects on the part of both capitalists
heart by the government officials, and workingmen regard for each othwho, for the past two days, have been ers rights.
strongly against taking up peace overtures with the emissaries of the revoLightning r.xplodc Magazine.
lutionists.
Montfauenn. Prance. Sept. 18.- - The
Press
learns
that
Associated
The
powder magazine of the fort was extoday's action had Its beginning by ploded by lightning today. Sev in
(leneral Menocal's renewed effort In persons were killed and many Injured.
visiting Secretary Montalvo and urging him to make the strongest possiRoot Leave Callao.
to
induce President
ble endeavor
Urna. Peru, Sept. It',. The Cnlle.li
Pnlma to Tomply with President Wales cruiser Charleston, with SecreRoosevelt's advice and avoid the con- tary Itool on hoard, left Callao tonight
sequences of intervention by request- for Panama.
ing a truce and endeavoring In have
the Cubans themselves come to an
Dediolen Succeeds Trepoff.
agreement.
f". Petersburg, Sent. a..
)nen
Monocal nnd Montalvo first lnvlt"d Dediolen.
prefect of St.
former
several of the conslprators and found Petersburg.
will succeed the lal
General Trepoff. as commandant of
(Continued on Page 2, Column 2.) the Imperial palace.
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lie Will Know In Three
Years Where Magnetic Polo

Least

is

situated.

Seattle, Wash.. Sept. 16. Captain
ltoald Amundsen, the discoverer of
the northwest passage, reached Seattle yesterday on his steamship Saratoga from Nome.
He was met by a
committee of the chamber of commerce and the local Norwegian societies. Owing to his desire to reach the
government observatory at Sitka in
order to complete his magnetic ob- sci vations, Captain Amundsen sailed
for Sitka on the steamer Jefferson a
short time after his arrival.
"My observations
extend over a
period of three years and il will take
three years to calculate them out."
said he. "Until that time It Is utterly
Impossible to say positively what I
my observahave accomplished by
tions. I believe, however, that I have
located the north magnetic pole. I
run not suy as yet whether It Is a
shifting point or extends over a large
area. We also took careful observations of the Aurora Rorealls and I believe my observations will show that
this phenomenon has a marked effect mi... ii the compass. Our zoological and ethnological collection has been
carefully atended
to
and Is fairly
complete."
The valuable scientific instrumcnis
used by Captain Amundsen In taking
nMCMtl observations were not to
be found when he left the steamship
Saratoga. It was at first thought
they had been stolen, but he later
stated that he probably had left them
In Nome. Their loss may seriously Interfere with his magnetic observations.
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A

high dive, corner Railroad

Hamburg. Sept. 16. Count Witts,
minister of Russia. who is
being treated here for polypi of the
nose, Is much annoyed at the utterly
untrue report published In the I'nü l
Stales that an attempt wus made on
his life by an nnarchtst numed Rosenberg at Soden Saturday, lie Is out
of Russian public life now, his friends
ssy. and is not regarded as the object for u terrorist plot,
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u Un

switchman, employ- IP the local yards.
the S.nii
met Instant dlyfiih
in from of
the
passenger st loll at ten minules after
12 o'clocgthis
morning, when his
i head
was caughl between the buffers
of mall and baggage ears and crushed
Into a pulp
Th" accident happened just after
passenger
the first section of the No.
'train had pulled iu from the east and
while a crowd was still walling on the
station platform for the arrival Of
section carrying local passengers. Half a dozen people, trainmen.
Station employes and Others, saw the
man drou from between the cars and
a cry of horror went up as the nature
of the accident was realized.
The mail ear of tile southbound passenger train was being backed up
againsl a baggage car on NO. 7, the
latter car lo he transferred to the El
P.1SO train.
Martin had ( limbed onto
the buffer of the mall cur to make
In some way he
the connection.
Slipped Just as the cars came logelhei
and his head was caught between the
The
man's
two Mat steel plates.
brains were literally crushed oui ind
death must have been Instantaneous.
and Ihe
The coroner w is notified
body removed Immediately after hit
less than two hundred delegates t.' arrival. An Inquest will be It .1 this
ibis convention in town this morning. morning,
Martin was married and lived With
a day bufore the convention opens.
II is evident that the estimates of his Wife In a house on the extension of
the Santa
the attendance at the sheep growers' South First street, south ol
There are no children.
meeting have been extremely con- Fe shops.
Topeka
four
from
came
here
servative and that the capacity of the Martin
n employed in
Klks' theatre may be taxed when the months ao and his
convention openes tomorrow morning. the sards here since thai lime.
The program for today, while not
so crowded with events as those of G0LDFIELD THREATENS
the other five days of the week, will
TO LYNCH MURDERER
offer plenty of amusement.
Col. Uorradaile, who is directing
the march to the fair grounds, especially requests all who are to Join the Deliberate nnd Rental Killing of Boy
line to be al the Alvarado hotel not
by Gambler cause-- . ISxcltcmenl
later than 1:30, as (he line will move
in Nevada CfUnp.
promptly at 1:46.
ii

M

Great Crowd Gathers
cAt Station to Welcome
Governor Hagerman

V

Enthusiastic Reception to New Mexico s
Chief Executive Who Will Upen
Twenty-Sixt- h
Three thousand people packed the

Fair Today

i

RESURRECTION

OF THE

Sept.
N'ev.,
If..
John
aged 1!. was sho'.; to death by
Jack Thompson, this morning. Morits
was a messenger for the telephone
company and had occasion to no to
one of the notorious d 'Uee halls of
the red light district.
There, it is said, he accidentally
bumped Into Thompson, who was
Thompson swore at him
dancing.
and threatened that he would tlx the'
Mmut 3 o'clock In th"
hoy later.
morning MoritS was passing by a saloon on his wheel, when Thompson
drew his .dstoi and Hied, one shot
He fell
striking Morits In the hip.
from his machine s,nd Thompson deliberately walked to the fallen boy
leaned over him and delivered another fatal shot. Indignation is at a high
pitch and heie is talk of lynching.
MoritS was well known. His home
was In St. Paul, here his mother lives.
Ooldflebl.

MorltB,

MADRID COAL FIELDS
Trains

t
Re Started on Santa
RrniK'li During the Week to Market Output of Mines.

tv

Spelal

to the Morning J lurnal,
Raton. X. M.. Sept. (I w. H. Habn
of Aibuiiucniuc. head of the new coal
compah organised to develop new
coal deposits ill th Madrid Held, has
been In Raton securing coa miners
go to work mi his properties. During
the cooiing week the mines will he
started full blast and the trains will
resume on the Madrid branch of
Kc to carry the output to mar-

ket

I

AMBUSHED BY

THIEVING

Mouse ol

white Man,

SEVERAL INDIANS SAID
TO BE BADLY

WOUNDED

Cowboys Finally Capture the
Camp of Hostiles With
Stolen Bedding, Guns and
Horses in San Mateos.
Corresponden, c Morning Journal.
M .. Sep. Hi. - .News has
Hlllshoro
replied here of a pitched battle between cowboys ami Apache Indians
in the San Maten mountains in which
many rifle and revolver shots were
fired on both sides. It Is believed several of the Indüwts were severely
wounded. Noneof the white men
were
hit. aitAidigh the fusillade or
bullets was llvlll for a few minutes.
The trouble ssTirled when a band Ot
a
dozen or more of the marauding
Apaches raided the ranch house of
rilarles Anderson on South Fork, not
far from Chloride, Sierra county.
Willie Anderson was Sway the redskins broke Into his house, took all
Ills bedding, blankets and food supplies lore down a lot of pasture fences
and slide (wo ehoioe rldltiK ponies,
after turning a whole herd of horses
out of the pasture. As soon us Andes
sun returned, and discovered his loss
he notllled Ills neighbors li.id a posse
of Chloride citizens, accomimnied by
Jim Hllér of Hillshoro look up the
trail of the Indians, which they followed for four days.
The rest gave it up as a bad Job.
but Anderson, burning for revenge and
ihe recovery of ills property, followed
the trail with Hilar until ihey were
deep In the recesses of Ihe San Mateo
mountains of Socorro county, nearly
tWO hundred miles from the scene of
Deep in a canyon
they
the theft.
finally caughl sight of the losi horses.
No Indians were In sight. Cautiously
making their way Inward the horses.
which were picketed, the cowmen were
suddenly fired upon from the brush
by
the Apaches,
who hud left the
horses as a snare. Although It was
at close ran::e. the while men were
uninjured and heat a hSStV retreat
Into llie limber. Just as they retreated the rest of the party who had
decided to follow up the trail again
hove in sight. Two Indians at
tne
same time stciped from .over.
The
whole party opened lire on the Indians. Tile lire w.l returned with Interest for a fea moments, when the
Apaches seeing themselves outnumbered, made their escape.
The white
men captured Ihe camp of the Indians nearby, recovering nil their bedding and provisions, a number of stolen rifles and linee
other stolen
horses besides the two of Anderson s.
A big lot of bows and arrows was also
captured. The Indians had evidently
been using the latter weapons to hunt
With for fear their pursuers
would
hear the sound of ther rifles.
Two o the recovered horses
to p. ii. w instosi and another
one lo Ranchman A. T. McDonald.
Traces o' Moo, near Ihe BOORS of
the light Indicate (hot some of ihe
Indians were wounded, although huir
badly Is a matter of conjecture.
This occurrence is believed to be
Ihe basis for all Ihe stories of troublesome Navajos cent out from this
section.
Anderson and llller sav the
Indians were Apaches and not Nava- (
is believed there ale not more
than a dozen in thtf band a'l fold.

It IS expected the llrst lot will
be
ready for the market September 24. A
HARD WORK TO KEEP
Is
large
employed
to
be
force of men
fair association and members of the
executive committee, will announce
LID ON GAY PARIS
the opening of the fair. The governor GIANT POWDER" BtOWS
will deliver a brief address from the
veranda of the AU. irado and the parTHREE MEN TO PIECES
Paria, sent. II- .- Although a majorly will prOOSed St once til the lair
ity oí tlM stores here toda-- , compiled
grounds.
The governor's escorl to
n premaBy
16.
Sept.
Winnepeg,
with i lie compulsory weekly rest law.
the grounds will be a body of horse- ture explosion of dynamite today
men gathered from the country dis-- i
several remained open, causing num- camp,
eighteen
a
miles
railroad
from
demonstrations,
Ths police
ricts, many of whom arrived in A- Keiiora,
three men were blown to erous
were forced reiieatcdly to charge a
lbuquerque last night.
pieces.
Fragments
of
their
bodies
411
persons
iu
the Ternes dls- -'
Delegate W. H. Andrews, who is were picked up forty feel away.
mob of
trlcl, arresting twenty of litem. Othchairman of the committee for the
er dOmOAStratiflttS were easily ills-- I
arrangement of the escorl, said last
pri sed.
night that he expected no less than TWO DEAD; 25 INJURED
five hundred men iu line, and that he
would not be surprised at a greater
IN TROLLY CAR WRECK ANOTHER BIG STEAMER
number.
The governor. Delegate Andrews
GROUNDS ON HAWAI
and President I. una. of the fair assoSan Francisco, Cal., Bspt. 10. Two
ciation, will head the procession. persons are dead, three .seriously InNEW YORK PRIMARIES
Which will form on (forth First Btre-J- t jured, live sustained
minor injuries "Mongolia" Hon Fn OH Rocks Willi
and proceed to the grounds under and over a score received hnilses uod
LIKELY TO BE EXCITING
Tags Hurrying to Rescue Milii- the direction of Col. John Uorradaile. cuts in the collision of two. heavily
ehtnia si iji- -i Floated,
Members of the exeeUttVO committee loaded electric cars this ajteniooii.
and a number of well known New following the accident a clalb of auiideii ami Murphy Kg ported lo (.el
Mexico men who are In Albuquerque thority occurred between sungOOIlS of
Honolulu, Sept. 1. The steamship
Piglll ..I Their Uves lor ( out rol
for the fair, will follow in carriages the Cnlted railroads and the City
Isl
is ashore near Midwav
and the mounted escort will bring up
hospital as to who should reo- - Vt.niifolin
of City and Cnunl.
Yokofrom
MongOlls
sailed
the rear.
der aid to the wounded
and where and. The
Seulembei
At the fair grounds the line will thev should be taken. The police tln.il- - hama 'or San Kranrieco
fourth large
New York. Sept. lfi.
On Tuesday
disband and the afternoon program ly took a hand In Ihe metier aiul the 10. The Mongolia Is the
Pacific vessel to be stranded primary Slsctlons will be held In Xew
of sports will proceed.
Injured were taken to the Central Bm- - tranS
oilitWO
The
months.
'list
within
the
York by both the democratic and reHlg Crowd in I,Hst Night.
orgency hospital,
er three were the United Stales trans- publican parlies.
Much Interest
On the train which brought the
The Read:
and
the
Sheridnn
ports,
and
Thomas
governor to Albuquerque hist nlglif
taken In these primaries because of
William pibkjkin, bookbinder. .Mam hurla.
ths
were more than a hundred peopio
Contests for control being waged
JOHN OBLP, baker.
message re. eived from Captain 'against
A
II. R. Odell. Jr.. present bead
from northern New Mexico towns. A
Sorlouslv loured:
says
Mongolia
thai
'be
Porter of the
of the state republican organisation,
train crowded with passengers for AAlbert Johnson, contractor, left foot vessel
a
bad
In
on
Is
Is
and
the
locks
lbuquerque had Just arrived from the crushed, compound fracture ..f right
Charles R Murphy, head of Ihe
position.
Her passengers have been 'and
Tammany democracy.
west and the nearby hotels filled up leg.
on Mldw i; Island. It Is
safely
landed
The opposition to odell in Now
and overflowed within ten minutes
Arthur Johnson, right leg crushed. .
bought hat steamers w ill he hurried York
City Is being waged by Herbert
after the truln arrived, fur people
George Rnglsch. left hip fractur.-dsupplies
port
and
with
this
from
I
had been coming in all day.
fracture of ribs and Internal lnjurli". tackle unless the .Mongolia Is ipllcklV Parsons, Chairman of the county reForty or fifty men weurlng th"
who recently
committee
The accident occurred at Turk a'ft
They will also bring away publicanI'resldenl
Roosevslt at Oyster
convention badge of the Knights of Devlsadoro street, where an easlhouiwl floated.
passengers. Midway Island Is ut 'visited
her
Bay,
Pythias arrived last evening and the Kills struct car became uucnutrotlebl
and received from the president
terly lacking In accommodations for an sudoresmsni
of Mr.
members of this lodgo
Paraon's
formed a in descending the Hcvlsadero slre.-many people and considerable course in
pretty fair crowd by themselves :is hill and crashed Into a westbound E' so
political uffalrs.
ma; result.
In Tammany the situation Is more
they gathered in the street In front of lis street ear as II was turning from. hardships
complicated.
Sturges' hotel, where the lodge has Turk Into Derisaderc street The wesi- - rh; M
Murphy is fighting to
I M
A
T
continue as leader of the organisaopened headquarters for the week.
bound car was packed with men, wo j
LAST I'l I.I.KH OFF ROCK
Sheep Qrowers' Convention Oclcgalc men and children on llielr way to the I Honolulu. Hept.
IS. The I'm Iflc tion, but opposed lo him are forcea
?
friendly lo Mayor Mcl'lellan. while
But the Interesting phuse ot the beach.
Mull company's steamship Manchuria,
crowd that poured In last night was in
of Congressman TimoThe Kills street car struck the other which went aground on Rabbit Island the adherents
the number of delegates to the aheep car n glancing blow and lore off one August '0. was successfullv tloated to- thy I). Sullivan, who are very powernnd wool growers' convention, who side of It. PlsrSOn was standing on Hi day and she is now being towed to Ihe ful in the organisation, have not yet
Help harbor by Ihe tug Restorer. A great Indicated their position. Whether Hip
arrived. From the west came dele- steps and was Instantly killed.
gates from Valencia, McKinley and whs so fearfully crushed that he died srod of people are watching the Msn-- i New York county delegates lo Ihe
Socorro counties, and from the east soon after arriving at the Central Km crowd of people are watching the Man- - stale democratic convention will he Inill.., in It llenral
they came from everywhere, from the ergency hospital. These two as well Itnal efforts to 'nil! the Manchuria on structed for
n
p:
of Ouudalupe county, from us practically all of ths Injured were Ihe reef, several thousand bags or governor mny depend on the result if
Tucumrarl and Roiwell, Union county on the Kddy si reel car. hose on Ihe flour were Jettisoned.
These nre the Tammany primary, as Murphy it
and Han Juan, from almost every cor- other car escaping with bruises nnd washing ashore and are being picked generally supposed to favor such 1
ner of thu territory.
endorsement,
There are no cuts.
on i the natives.
;
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Horrified Bystanders See San
ta Fe Employe Meet Terrttole Pitched Battle Between Citizens of Chloride and Red- Death Between Buffers 0Í
'
f!:
Rnoonrrp
Mm 'inn
skins Follows Indian Raid on
Pore
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th-a-

p. aa

rived at 7; 110 o'clock from Santa Fe,
who will deliver the address al
Hold Burglar Opens Trunk. Extracts and
1:30 o'clock
this afternoon, which
13,06 mid Makes Getaway While
will formally open the twenty-siyl- h
Ruhiilo Wields the Hoc Susannual New Mexico fair.
A band played loudly as the train
pect Arrested.
pulled iu; people crowded close to
the tracks so thai the station offices
Special to the Morning Journal.
had to force them back out of danger.
1
While tru k The fair officers and the members of
Raton, X. M Sept
executive committee had difficulgardener Henry Ituhulo and all his the
ty in making their way to the Pullin
hoeing
at
work
the man to meet the governor.
family were
garden yesterday afternoon a burglar
Hon. Solomon l.una, president of
surreptitiously gained entrance to th" the fair association, welcomed the
house, opened a trunk, extracted governor in behalf of the fair association and the people Of Albuquerque,
therefrom MD0, Rubulo's year's savings, and got away with the swag
ami after greeting the members of the
was
discovered.
committee, he was escorted to the
the theft
The farm is located about a mite hotel lobby, when- another big crowd
Ituhulo, as was waiting.
and a half from Raton.
Many of these were
soon as he discovered his loss, at once personal friends of the governor and
came to the city and notified Sheriff a half all hour was passed in greeting
Marlon Llttrell. He swore out a warthem, so that it was after 8 o'clock
named ClSOflS when the dinner glveta by Mr. Lunu
rant for a Mexican
Martinez, whom he suspected of the was served. At the table with the
robbery. Martinez was arrested and governor and the fair president were
placed in the county Jail. Entrants Attorney General W. C. Reld
and
to the Ituhulo house was gained by ('apt. Arthur Trelford, superintendbreaking a window and the burglar ent of tile penitentiary, who accomevidently knew where the money w is panied the governor from Santa Fe,
. Coffin
located as he passed by three oth'-and A. II. McC.affcy,
John
trunks to open the one wnence ne to m of the fair board, and Harry W.
Martinez was known to Kelly, of Las Vegas.
the money.
be familiar With the Ituhulo mansion.
An informal reception in the hotel
St..
lobby followed the dinner.
The Opening ExerciSCS.
AMUNDSEN HAS FOUND
At 1:80 this afternoon Governor
LONG-LOS- T
NORTH POLE Hagerman, with the officers of th n
,

Month.
a Year. "KILt

JOHN MARTIN INSTANTLY

nany on the streets,

platform al the Santa Fe station last
THIEF GETS ALL
night and overflowed onto the Alvar-adverandas and grounds to welcome
TRUCK FARMER'S SAVINGS Governor
H. J. Hagerman, who ar-

BIRTHDAY 0FÍREED0M
PEACEFUL IN MONTEREY

it

:t i

I

ID

DOWNTOWN.
Navajo Indian dance, on Railroad avenue.
-- Opening
of amusements ot Western Carnival com-

RATON

the examination.

Monterey. Méx., Sept. lfi. The celebration of Mexico's day of independence was observed here today by the
general merry-makinAt daybreak
the national flag was hoisted over ill
federal ami municipal buildings and a
salute was fired from the barracks.
At it o'clock the governor, aceom-- n
an led hv his staff and many prominent citizens, proceeded to the Juan
theatre, where they listened to the
reading of the declaration of Inde- -

7

p. m.

i

Hostilities and
Rebels are Expected to at
Once Take Similar Action.
pension

7:00

tKk

y Mall. S5.0O

! HEAD GROUND

avenue and First street.

mur-jdcr-

President Palma Decrees Sus -

March to the fair grounds, governor accompanied by
officers and committees of the association, citizens and mounted
escort.
2:00 p. m. Base ball Two games will be played this afternoon,
and although thtf schedule has not been finally arranged, It is probable
that Santa Fe and Trinidad will play the first game, and El Fuso and
Laa Vegas the second.
2:30 p. m. Bquaw race. Navajo Indian squaws.
3:00 p. m. Buck race, Navajo Indians.
;:ir p. m. Navajo Indiana roping horaei on toot.
3:30 p. n. Second base ball fame,
4:00 p. m. Balloon ascension and parachute race between man.
woman and monkey,

10:30

Charge.

-

OFF ANY INTERFERENCE'

Ial

r
to the Morning Journal.
Special to the Morning Journal.
Hlllshoro, .V M Sent. if,.
Clayton, x. M., Sept. iti. out Ml
lias jusl reached lo re of the desper bunds on g charge of horse stealing in
ate deed of t w el i
Viola Brv. Union county, badly wanted In Trinimpted to shoot her step- - dad for aleged cattle rustling In that
father) Charlei Bryan, while the lat vicinity: suspected of being a member
tter was giving a brutal
eátlng to his Ot Hlack Mack's gang and the
wife a ltd
s.Siat the Hrv- of Sheriff Ed. Farr. of Walsen-- i
wist
int home, four miles
of La Ice burg. Colorado; suspected of having
valley, on the Berenda. Bryant, ac- robbed the postoffice at Snilthvil'o,
cording to all reports has been in the New Mexico:
i win
McManus.
or
hblt of beating bis wife and children BlftOk Bop has probably been mixed
frightfully and is said to have at on up in more trouble and bean as bad
Lime iinn ,IL Ills oniesi uaugnier, DW a reputation as any man in New Mexsic. the bullet missing her head by an ico.
Illicit or more and shattering a big
McManus was to have been tried
looking glass.
here yesterday for horse stealing on a
On this occasion Itryant was beating charge preferred
by Lon Meredith,
son witn a piece ol a The district court did not get to the
ins
big clothes pule when the mother In- case anil probably will not for sever il
terfered, He then threw her down and days yet, rndorsherlff Kreeger, of Las
administered a brutal beating, Viola Animas county. Colorado, who came
Hew Into another room and got a
hert for McManus with a warrant
calibre Colt's revolver. Returning she charging cattle rustling in Colorado,
took deliberate aim at her father and returned yesterday Without his pristired five shots at him,
oner as McManus pleaded a previous
One bullet took effect.
It entered engagement with the local court.
the right breast, penetrated the lung,
A peculiar
feature of the Situation
ranged downward and came mil at thd is that Meredith, the prosecuting withack on the right side of the spin
ness agalnxt McManus in the Union
liryant ran to his father house half county case has just been convict I
a mile distant where he les In a da n
here of cattle stealing.
i

liltel.

1:45 p. m.

I

Carrier.
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MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, ItM.
1:30 p. m. Formal opening of the twenty-sixt- h
annual New
Mexico fair, by Hon. H. J. Hagerma n, governor of New Mexico, at
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OPEN MEETING

JOB
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IN

HE'S GLAD HE DID

Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00,

CROCEBV COMP'y

ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

INTEREST ALLOWED
THIS MORNING

(Continued ''mm Rage
Hu m trilling tn

ADDRESS OF WELCOME
DELIVERED AT 10 O'CLOCK
Sit Knights From

All

Parts

of pence was not disany detail, but Secretary
iMon,av """ m il to the palace id
in consldor
iirKi '1 President J ';i m;
the matter. The president called al
unfifiH'c for this afternoon, which
.,h,. m".,is,5 Vir';
ii jjy i'
n .'ni' H .... iiiii'a
ill Jli l ill
Preyre Andrade and senator Data.
The result of this conference was the;
issuance of the da ores suspending
governmental campaign operations.
Simultaneously with the Issuance of'
the dec fee, the special lodge in
h.irco of the eaaaa againat the alleged
conspira tort in prison and
prisoners recently iipturoii, liberated
thirty of the latter againat whom In--1
dictments had been issued.
Vice Presiden! Mendos Capote said
lonlRht that nothing as yd had boon
decided upon which to baso peace
negotiations.
This was being discussed by
f the moderates with Alfredo Zayaa, hut the result probably
will not he made public until a further
conference has been hdii. Me said bv
the time of the arrival nf Secretary
Tift it was honed thai a nennaneii!
adjustment of the difficulties would
arranged and ready for Taft'a ape
proval. He had not thought of not
aecurlng the friendly Informal approval of the United Slates to a settlement of lite difficulties since he
realised this was neceaeary to Cuba1!
permanent peace and prosperity.
Much doubt
Is expressed
as to
Whether the rebels will accept the
ponce proposals which do not include
elections fur the places of senators
and congressmen ee, ted last
cussed

of
At

In

!

ll

annual meeting
the : r:ir..i Lodge of the Knights of
Pythias of Sea Mexico will open this
the
In
morning at 10 o'clock
lodge rooms in Blks' building, when
of
Kiock
Mint oeyi Qaorfjt rf.
this city will make the addroaa ofii ome.
Grand- Chancellor uhlfelder of BllsabetbtOWn, himself a former Albuquerqueaa, will reply to the
address of welcome anil the sessions
will he "on."
Thq first business of the meeting
will )o the conferring of the graad
lo Ibi i.uik on naal chancellors and alt
of the latter are requested to b on
1.
tei niiinintlv.
Oran.l Chancellor Julius rhlf Ider
.uní Qrand Keeper ol Records and
Seals K. c Perry will open lodge
headquarters In the Elite rooming
home on Wesl Silver avenue.
Al 1
o'clock alio Mineral Lodge
No. 4. ttii- local branch of the order,
will exemplify work In the third rank
At 6 o'lock
in tin Qka lodge rooms.
in tin evening a sapper will be served in the i:;kV banquet hall to which
all members Of the order "whether
indlng or not," are cordial-- h
hi good
is announced that
H
Invited.
that
thai-:have been so arranged
men
who
feel compelled to
business
i
directly after supper win be at
liberty to do ho, and will be excused
follow.
from tin- exercises which
Dr. L, II. Chambcrlin or thisclty Will be
tmagter and there will be
to
by the prominent men of the
order from all sections of New Mexn
'J'he
order was never so
ico.
an BO trong in numbers anda
the convention this week will be
(cord breaker. At least fifty delegates
oi irrlved Last night and more are
expected In from the south and west
this morning.
twenty-thir- d

-

repre-tentativ-

!

le.-iv-
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LOSES

POSITION
US E

FOR

Edwin G. McDermith,

LAND FORCE

OF 1.000 at ONCE
Washington. Sent. 16. It was announced al the navy department
to
night thai (he batleshlpa Louisiana,
Virginia and New Jersey have been
ordered down the Atlantic coast on a
hakedown cruise and that they haw
been directed to keep In touch with
the government at Washington by
wireless telegraph, and If necessary. In
event of an emergency arising, they
It was also
will be sent to Havana.
stated that the cruisers Tacoma and
Cleveland have sailed from Norfolk.
Va and thai the cruiser, Minneapolis
and Newark Will follow th( "i. The
Minneapolis ami Newark win carry
about 700 men altogether .and the 'racoma ISO. Should all these vessels go
to Havana the naw oul0 be able Lo
land a force of 4.000 men in Cuba by
developments
Wednesday
if any
should occur rendering such action
necessary, Final Instructions win be
given the Cleveland and other vessels
The
when they reach Key West.
Cleveland's sailing from Norfolk Occurred yesterday while the T.n omn
loft there today. The Louisiana ami
Virginia left Newport yesterday after
hurriedly Coaling, The New Jersey
saild from Boston.

pros-poro-

POSTMASTER

V CAN

N

at Clear

o
Creek, Socorro County, Is TAFT AND Bc
Alt
W AV TO SEAT or
Bpt.
Washington,
Discharged Under Serious Taft and Assistant Secretary of Stale
I

for Tampa, to embark on a naval yes-- 1
sel tiler,-- for Havana, in accordance
Bacon lefl Washington this aftern
with Instructions of President Rooee-Val- t,
. piciai to the Morning Journal.
:o aacertuln the exact political
t
Wn hlngton. Sent,
lfi. Bdt
Kituat on. Other members of ha parpostmaster at
McDermith,
clear ty wire Frank !. ROCkWOOd, stcnug- Creek, Socorrp county. New Mexico, raphi r to 8 retary Taft, Henry
private secretary to Assistant
has been dismissed summarily from
Captain K. R. Mc- tin civici on serious charges. Oeorgo Secretary Bacon;
W. RoWe has been appoint! d his sur- - Coy. Ihe president's military wide; F
L. Cairna surveyor of the port of Ma
Other territorial postoffice chances nila; Jose M. MaclM, a Bpanish Inter-nra- ti
follow,
from the insular bureau and
frvlti Green his been made
two o si liters. Tile parly is due I"
Moines, Union counpot tmaster at Di
SiriVi
wh
at
I'ort Tampa al lo o'clock
ty, tn succeed Daniel Romero!
resigned; James S. Spencer hns been tomo tow Bight,
named for the office at Bastvlew, T t
I'.l H". LE oi
RKPAR VTIONS
rancc oounty, in the place of Sarah
AT MIAMI! SEAPORTS
r, resigned.
iTIlls- llil
No folk, Va Soot.
a poftofflcs has been established at
ers f om the Noi folk nav y yard with
M Intosh, Torrance county, New
Charles II. Meyers was seleetei Mver.il hundred men in addition to
poatmaster, The new office Is cict two drafts of marinea, from Boston
miles north of Morlarty. and elaht and League Island, passed out of the
Virginia capes today en route to
miles south of Blatant
mey v. ra the cruisers Cleve- 'nli
Hampahlre Repablltana.
e
The Cleveland
land B ml To roma,
most latí
he
h
yard yesterday and
Washington, Bent,
i
Hampton
in
Interesting political evenl of the week droppe
tato convention of re- - Ro II i Hi await tin departan ol the
will he Ihe
Con-i
ruiacoma.
f
Dubllcans in New Hampshire at
Th r.tcoma left the navy yard it 3
rod 011 Tuesday. There uro five
k
morning and paaw d out
o'cloi
nominathis
for the Knbornatorlal
tion, Including Winston Churchill, th of the apt l at i this evening. The
i (Ica
lan i went out it 2 o clock, Be
novelist
can.' of the terrlfli northeast storm
on this coast and thick fog nt the
the observe at Cape Henri
r.tpi
ln,th men wttl inable to gel he names of these
A irrcat many American1',
and aromen, ara thin, pule and puny. Ith two misera as tiiey steamed out to
8ea.
Hir elrciilatiun. Ini aiie tin) have
TI e wind at the rapes was blowing
ted their itogwcbi by bast eating
c
thirty-si- x
mllcn an hour from the
or too much eating, by eootuilng
beveragi'-- . or by tMi do-- e lonflne-min- t northeast anil there was a heavy ta
A draft of ui n ines from League
to home, olllce or factory, and In on.
coosoQoenct the itonach ñusl in' treated island arrived here tills morning and
rectify
in a natural nay before they Can
Two
uei e assigned to the Ta, orna.
their earlier mistakes. The muse ios in honra later the raiser was atearning
many lueh people, in fact In every weary, out of the harbor for Cuba. A draft
liersoli. do tlieir of mtriaoa from Boston also arrived
tliin and
ori with great diflcalty. As a result today and were assigned to Join the
fatiga
ñu'- - early. Is extremo and
men on tin- cruiser Newark, which Is
'I'll- - demand lor nutritive aid is
loii!.'.
still at this yard, but making every
To
perfect
Insure
xunply.
ol
tin'
ahead
pup. nation for un early departure.
health evert tissue, bone, nerve and
Básele ihuuid take from the blood
MINISTER MORGAN
naterlala and rotura to it certain IMERICANHl'RRl
ING TO HAVANA
others,
it - necessary to prepare the
Washington, .Sept. IK. -- Edwin V.
Itomach for the work of taking up from Morgan.
American minister to Cuba,
u li.it ii
arv to make good.
lb,
.ii the way to his post at Ilación.
rich, reil blood. We must go to Nature is
Mr.
Morgan
unexpectedly Joined Bees
lor tin' remedy. 'liare were certain retary
ami Assistant Secretary
rootl known to the Indians of tliln uf StateTaft
Bacon In Mils city just as tie
onuntry before tin- advent ol the whites
He hai
which later came to the knowledge of tram lift Washington today.
been in Europe alnas the Insurrection
tin ettler- - ami which are now growing in-not win proceed to Coba with
rapidly In professional favor for the euro
O
the
party to resume lib,
of obstínate itomaefa and liver troubles
duties at om e.
These lire fouml to In' safe and yet cerAll three of the big llrst class hat-ltain in Un ir cleansing ami Invigorating
hips which have been orden,
i ttei't upon the itomach, liver and blood.
down
Ihe eoasi to keep
Seal
Golden
Qoasw'l
are:
root.
n tOOch"
These
rind. Stone r'sit. Iflisslroot. Mandrako w Ith a view to dispatch to Cuba if u,
root. Thee there is liiack Cherry bark sary are the newest and
In
The medicinal prtaciplei residing In these th" Ravy, the Vliglnia and the New
native roots when extracted with glyc- Jersey having been commissioned last
erine as a solvent make the most reliable May and the Louisiana In June.
mid elli, lent stomach tome and liver hp
The Cuban legation received a cavigora tor, when eomblned In Just the blegram announcing
of
the
right proportions, as m iir. pferee'i Mr. Quean da. Cu), m ministerarrival
at ParK
Where there en route hOHIS from the
Colden Medical Diacovery,
uch as nervous
bankrupt vitality
i
conference nt Rio and that he w ,n
exhaustion, had nutrition
and thin sail on the first
av i'lalde
steamer
biood, th" Ixxly acoiiina vigor and the from Paris to take Charge
of affairs
narvea. bliKxi and all the tissues feel tlio at his post here.
Is
xperteil he
favorable etTirt of this sovereign remedy. will sail Wednesdav. It
Although some physicians nave nan
aware of the high nnsllcinal value of the DIXIE ORDERED TO HMXi
above mentioned plants, yet few havn
i
VI o
TO CIENFUEOOS
used puro glycerine as a solvent and
Havana, Sept. 16. The United
usually the doctors' prescriptions called
Sites
miser Dixie recorred ordera
lor the Ingredients In varying amounts, from
Washington to proceed to Cien- u'lf'i oleohotj
fuegos
and win sail at 2 o'clock lo- The "Cuiden Medical Discovery" Is a
scientific preparation comimundiol of the morrow morning. It Is believed tint
the small force of the gunboat
Iflycerlc extracts of the shove mention'
vegetable Ingredients and contains i.o Marietta Is not considered n suf- drugi flelent guard owing to the rondltions
alcohol or harmful
In the besieged city,

Charges,

:

New-eom-

That Morning

.Ave.. N.
Washington, D. C, Sept.
C. M. Carr, of Naw Mexico,

.

'

I

I'

16.

is iiij

Washington, stopping at the Raleigh
hotel, in a discussion of the political
affairs of the territory he said:
The republican territorial central,
committee of New Mexico, al a
Ing to fix the time and place to nominate a candidate for delegate to the
sixtieth congress the other day, indorse,! President Roosevelt, Delegate
Andrews, and Chairman Bursum, of
their committee, hut failed to indorse'
Qovernor 11. .1. Hagerman."
Colonel Carr is a son of Geuer.il
Carr, 1". S. A., retired, and was strong-lendorsed for the appointment of'
governor of the territory, but he de-- 1
Clared today be felt thankful he had
not received Hie honor, as his non
appointment benefitted him financial
ly. The colonel is here to place his1
son in Georgetown University, one of,
the oldest and best institutions of tin,
kind In the country.
"Qovernor Hagerman has lost the
support of the republican territorial
Committee," he continued, "by removing the superintendent
of the
penitentiary. In place of a republican
commissioner of the penitentiary he
has appointed the secretary of the
democratic
territorial
central committee.
"Kurt'iir dissatisfaction
has been
caused by his removal of the attorney
general, a district attorney, and sev-- I
oral other officers."

chocoi.at
per dozen

i :t
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t.a i
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1

ware, Enamelware,
pets, and Li n

dozen

o le u

m.

SAFETY DEPOSIT

15c

SQUARES, per
dozen
lúe
FR1TT BAR, per dozen
.Re
DorCHNt'T.;. per dnzon . . .l"c

COCOAJNFT

.

LA

.

chocolate

roe

CAKE

",0c

LA TIC, K COCOANUT CAKE Sfte
OR Nt'T
LA HOE
DATE

FRENCH BAKERY

40c

STEVENS & B0WYER, PROPS
213 West Railroad Ave.

CAKE

úOo

MEDIUM

CAKE9

SMALLER CAKES
PIEfl

25V

1

ALBUQUERQUE. N.
CAPITAL

Trust to Nature.

,

t

a

llco-lioli-

M.

$100.000.00
SURPLUS and PROFITS. 24.000.00

ETC., ETC.

large assort rncnt
We have
of good thine; to eat always on
worth your time
hand) and II
our lino.
to :ill nml
a

Why not live
on

We have

BUTTERNUT

CAKE

the

Interest Bald on Time Deposits.
Safety Bf'posit Boxes for Bent. Drafts Issued on All Barts of the World.

best

BREAD

city

in the

HOME COOKING
botato

J.

Balad.

Wonderful Compo
Cures Biles
Ecxemn, Skin Itching, Skin Eánip-tion- s,
Cuts ami Bruises.
Doan'a Ointment IS the best skin
treatment, and the cheaoest. because
so little is required to cure, it cures
plies after years of torture. It cures
obstinate cases of ecstma. it cures all
skin itching. It cures skin eruptions.
It heals cuts, bruises, scratches and
abrasions without leaving g scar, it
cures permanently. Albuquerque testimony proves it.
J. H. ( toss, of ",,1 South First street
employed in the Santa Ee shops,
the
mill department, says: "Exposure and
sitting on damp logs and cold stones
while in the mountains some three
months ago, brought on Itching hemorrhoids, commonly called piles. While
not severe or serious they were very
annoying and I put oft doing anything
to get relict until compelled lo.. One
evening I stepped Into a pharma-- 1
y and
asked for something to
bring
relief.
i Anally decided
upon Loan's Ointment.
The Oral
application gave relief and in ft
short time I was practically cured. I
have great confidence in this remedy
for what It did for mo. 1 never used
anything which was so soothing and
healing. I recommend it to others and
know they will nq lie disappointed in
the results if tiny give It a trial."
For sale by all dealers. Brice 50
cents. Foster-ilburn Co.. Buffalo. N.
v.. solo agents for tin.' Unlted Slates.
Remember the name - Moan's and
take no other.

Eakin,

Successors

Jaffa

The

& Eakin
& Glomi

"
RANK OF COMMERCE

and

Melini

l)

EXTENDS

ALBUQUERQUE,

DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

tlR0.M.M

CAPITAL.

WINES, LIQUORS & CIGARS

Officers
GOLOMOHr

We handle everything in our line.
Write for Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List, issued to dealers only.
BOTO PHONES

Grocery Co.

W.

H

President.

LUNA,

HTRICK'LKR,

W. S. JOHNSON.

and Cashier.

Vice-Pmtlrie- nt

J. 0.

and Directors:
Assistant Cashier.

george arnot.
william Mcintosh.
a. m. black well.
o. e. cromwell.
baldridge.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

Orders Filled Same 3ay
as Received.

--

OF-

The First National Bank
Millionaire .lap Dies.
Mexico Clly, 8ajt, 11. Word has
:.,.-IffAMllla
I.......
V.ii
. uu..
I
i.
iii ii- hnM
ii
.....ii.
Ian, or the dSKtli of the millionaire
Japanese, Manuel K. Tsiikrhllla.. He
made a business trip tn that section
And
hHe thST
vas attacked wllh
yellow fever, which caused ills doáth
w ithiii a few days.
t

JH.-.-

iii-i- i

i

At Albuquerque, in the Territory of New Mexico, nt the
close of Business, September 4, Kioo.

,

SHERLOCK HOLMES
Couldn't find the on ninn In this
town who wants that saddle or driv- Intr horse of yours ns sureiv and as
nuickly as a For Sale ad can do: and
Sherlock's fee would be larsrer.

B.K. ADAMS

FUNERAL DIRECTOR AND
LICENSED EMBALMER
Colo. Phone R 2S
Auto. Pilone 153

STONE HOTEL
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGE)
Is now open nil the year around
Rest of Accommodations

RATES

RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts
$1,725,213.02
overdrafts, secured and unsecured
34,438.13
U. S. Roods to secure circulation
200,000.00
p. S. Bonds to secure U. S. Deposits
100,000.00
Bonds, securities, etc
65,057.32
Banking house, furniture, and fixtures....
38,500.00
Other real estate owned
25,000.00
Due from National Ranks (not reserve nirts
171,208.31
Due from State Ranks and Rankers
54,590.16
Due from approved reserve aRents
501,147.48
Cheeks and other cash items
6,831.40
exchanges for rlearlnpr house
28,422.4 8
Notes of other National Ranks
72,120.00
Fractional paper currency, nickels, and
cents
1,240.47
Lawful Money lleserve in Rank, viz:
Specie

Lefáhtender

Otero's

Rath House

Run

notes

Redemption fund with I'.
per cent of circulation)

In

Connection.

S.

$120,253.00
44,000.00
Treasurer (5

TOTAL
NORTHERN NEW MEXICO PAIR AND PALL
ESTIVAL. LAS VEGAS.
X. M
Bate SI. (HI lor the round trip. Tickets on sole September 21 to
27. Return limit, September 90, 906.
I

MRS. WM. HOGERS,

Capital stork paid
Surplus fund
Undivided profits,

INTERSTATE LIVE STOCK AND HORSE SHOW. ST. JOSEPH, MO.,
September
Rate IS0.7S rot the round trigs Tickets on sale September Hi! lo J(i inclusive. final return limit October I, 1!)0(. This
FOR. ROOFS
limit ran he extended to October 15th by depositing ticket with agent
i
Is npervlous to heat and cold; it will
on payment of 50 cents.
not r un, crack, or blister; It will harden
under water, after once set. A raiu
s s
MO.. October coming on fresh paint will not wash it.
MERICAN ROVAI LIVE ST()( K SHOW. K
1 9041.
ill ItC iSO.78 for the round trip.
Ticket on sale October
There is No Acid in It
5 to ii Inclusivt
Return limit October 16 This limit eon lie extended by
depositing ticket with Joint AgClll on payment ol 60 cents.

EUR.EKA PAINT

34-1- 9.

cm

MEETING,

BIENNIAL

SUPREME

LODGE

To Rust Tin

or

KNIGHTS

PYTHIAS,

via Kansas Sold by the gallon, or contracts will be
NEW ORLEANS, LA., October 5 16, 1900. Rate s:'.s..-- o
taken for painting roofs. Address
City and Memphis ; 146.40 via I Paso and Houston or Marshall, Texas.
BORRADAILE & CO.
Rue ol ale October II to II Inclusive, Return limit October :to. 1908,
Ibis limit can be extended by depositing tickel with Special Agent nt
AIhti(iieriue. N. M.
117 Cold Ave.
Km Orleans ami the payment or a lee of ro rents, until November BO,
The llnnnle'ss RiistneiH Coinneilfor,
II h T OFFICE
for oilier low round trip rates on sale
111 VI
a
No business man ever feared
eomuetltor who did not advertise: it's
tiny until September Nth, Also one way rates m point- - In the North-westhe one who advertises a little more
South and West,
in1

--

I

d

--

Iti-- t"

cor-t.i-

(

I

run

I

t.

i

104,253.00
10,000.00
$3,201,021.77

L1ARI LITROS.

Prop

1

,

M.

IN

"Good Things to Eat"
Mail

AND UNSURPASSED FACIUTUEi

Liquor Go.

WHOLESALE DEALERS

KOSHER WKINER.
KOSHER BOLOGNA.
SMOKED BEEF.
SM KED IV INGUE8.

11

to

Bachechi

BAUHAGE.
KOSHER RINU.

WITH AMPLE MEANS

O.

I Consolidated

SALAMI

1

Chas. Mellnl, Sec
Bachechi, Treas

O. Glomi, V. B.

BOILED SMOKED TONCCliS.
VEAL LOA V.
CHIPPED MKEF.
BOÜJ9D HAM.
A I'T'LL lim: of cheese.
CER VALET SAUSAGE.

vni)i;s,

D.

DIRECTORS.
Win. Farr. J. 1!. Hern&dn. I. A. Dye. E. A. Miera.
.1. A. Weinman.
F. II. Strong.
Jay A. Hubbs.

O. N. Marrón.
D. II. Cams.

TELEPHONE YOUR ORDERS

DEPARTMENT

Want Your Banking Business

We

BAKER

1!

Il

STATE NATIONAL BANK

i

lfi.-T-

FOR RENT

BOXES

for This Week.

per

l

i

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MF'I'.CO- -

Car-

Special Prices on Dishes

BS,
30?

CHOCOLATK SQUARES;

Police Raid Bomb Cache.
Warsaw. Sept. 111- .- The police o- day discovered the headquarters of
the revolutionists in Lesnas street ami
seized a supply of bombs and weapons
and many Important documents. Two
terrorists wei
xecutéd in the citadel
Saturday.
WORKS

Furniture, Stoves, Glass-

CREAM PUFFS, per dnzen 30c

y

i

o.

Journal Bureau,

l'2:t Pennsylvania

Ill.-T-

.

Mr-Ic-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

.

,

i

205 W. Gold Avenue

COMPARE THE QUALITY
OUR GOODS WITH tBosk
TOTJ HAVE BEEN QErrriNo.
WE INVITE INSPECTION OF
OtJR RAKERS
on: ;oois
ARE MART' FROM THE lll Vi
MXTERIAl, IN A PERFECTLY
MOBERU SANITARY. RAKE
SHOP.

or

mittee's Action.

i

:

Speelman & Zearing

Carr, Who Was Out for
Governorship, Talks of Republican Territorial Com-

in soi ur- -

.

Wlmi

talMaaWtaWlWaf gpgaaanaaisjaj

"Good Things (0 Eat"

Column I.) C. M,

peace.
The hasta

tend Bis Annual Gatherinr;
in Elks' Lodge Room,
The

1.

las

i

territory Gathering to

NOT GET JOB

THAN A WEEK

MEXICO

NEW

ALBUQUERQUE,

Pd
National

in
les.i

$

expenses and tuxes

210,000.00
60,000.00
59.3G6.43

Rank notes outstanding
Due to other National Ranks
Due to State Ranks and Rankers
Individual deposits subject to check
Time certificates of deposits
Certified cherks

200,000.00
263,852.50
194,916.11

....

Cashier's cherks outstanding
united states deposits
Deposits of C. S. disbursing officers
Reserved for taxes

1035,309.25
1,055,413.51
6,194.74
2"!o44 i4
44041. 22
66,919.11
12,000.00

....

TOTAL

$3.201,021.77
Territory of New Mexico, County of Rernallllo, ss:
I, Frank McKee, Cashier of the above-name- d
bank,
do solemnly swear that the above statement is true
to the best of my knowledge and belief.
FRANK M'KEF, Cashier.
CORRECT Attest:
M. w. PLOURNOT.
A. I'.. M'MILLEN,
H. F. RAYNOLD8.

Sfpt-

Directors.
Subscribed to and sworn before me this 7th day of
1900-

-

H. S. 1MCKARD.

-

Notary Public.

aecrenslvely thnn yourself who
duces your Insomnia. Isn't this true?

T. E. PURDY, Agent, Albuquerque

-

oj

in

Taft-BaCO-

:!:

e

t

Mcintosh HaLfdwaure Co
SUCCESSORS TO E. J. POST

in

&

CO.

California

a

classes of labor may Bad steady employin San Francisco.
nt
mi
wages; higher than eastern scale.
Perfect climate. Construction work
possible at a season when it ceases elsewhere.
All

-

Top-notc-

Invest M64f In ridlioiul ticket on sale via
1
r.v day until ortolK'i' 3i, 1908, Inclusive,
11

i

I

:.eeooeBe

There's Work

b

babit-furmlii-

o asofaseia4asa

Illustrated leaflet

show lot: tale of wages,
in those w ho
apply to

fie

T

SAN I' A VV.

E.

PURDY

The AtchUon, ToM'ku H Santa

Mbinpnripir

,o4'e4'ee4,e4'e4'e6i

ARE THE SOLE AGENTS FOR THE

Eclipse Hay Presses
SEE TRIM BEFORE BDYINO.
in r ri J
rn

.n

,

t

,

--

rf

J

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL,

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 17,

is convinced that he
Dr.
eoulJ run such places at h good profit.
ed.

KAISER IS OFFENDED

d.

III EDWARD'S

Sin prising

Statement
That' Little Father is Man oí
Iron Nerve

News

of

un-deviat- in

Washington Clothing, none better,
Suits from
$18.00 to $35.00

....

BLATZ WIER

Kohn Bro?. Union Made Clothing
Suits rrom
$ Í 2.50 to $25.00

The most critical exactness is
exercised in every process.
That's why Blatz Beers are
always the same.

Overcoats from

.... $10.00

to $30.00
!

'

VAL BLATZ BREWING CO., MILWAUKEE

a.nd Children's Clothing

Vil

d

right thing

er

ring-lead-

Ger-

;

ttil

Fashioned. Apparel

ted

$7.50

r.

of
the hatters anil haberdashers
Maticnbud Who had their stores stoc ked with Tyrolean hats, are furious
because they have been left with a
whole supply on hand. The fact is
that every time King Edward, or as
traveling
while
he calls himself
abroad, the Duke of Lancaster, has
been at Marienbad, he has worn the
national Tyrolean hat with its cocktail; Just as he wears kilts when in
Scotland and as soon as lie baa shown
himself on the street, all the dudes
of the resort have hurried to imitate
n. therefore) caused
his example,
genera,!
surprise
when
the king
emerged from his car not wearing the
expected hat but a suft grey felt.
Which the hatters described as a
( heap and
affair, not a singlo one of which could be had in any
of the stores.
As the kins left the station the halters and the iludes who had supplied
n
themselves with Tryotean hats m
c, told themselves that the grey
(fell hat was only the king's traveling
hat. and that as soon as he reached
his hotel he would exchange it for
the only proper thing to wear. But
the king disappointed them and continued to wear his soft grey hat everywhere, and the next day not a Tyrolean hat was to be Mien cr. the
street or In the stores while the telephone wires were ke;it hot with or
dcrs for soft felt hats with black
bands.
All

ad-va-

Ciar Adds to ills own Troubles.
As If the ciar did not have enough
to do already, he has taken it upon
himself to do the work of the publt'!
icii. n because be doesn't think that
tin' liberty of the presa should be re-

strained muiececsarllr, and still thinks
many of the articles printed in thi
during the last two
newspapers
months exceedingly
The work of censoring the principal
paper::
of St. Petersburg has added
so mUOH to his numerous duties that
be now mv.er gels more than three
hours' .'iile'e':. He sti'l however, finds
time roTfCBpllpniS personal
with his aunt Queen Alexandra, aii mother and ids uncle. King
Fredt rick of Denmark, whom he often consulta regarding Important reforms.
Contrary to general superstition the
little father is reputed by those who
know him best, to be posessed of at:
iron nerve and Is also a tremendous
plods
worker,
He conscientiously
through hundreds of official documents and re ids the hundreds of petitions with which the peasantry weekly bombard hint.
lb is absolutely convinced that he
lias a great missionary work to t'U
represen
whose
nil and that God.
on earth he Is. according to
tlve
RusslaH faith will protect him from
all attempts against his life.
Thai in nevertheless, day and night
wears a coat of mail, manufactured in
England, is due to the czirina who
lives in constant dread mat nihilists
Practimay succeed in killing him.
cal testa have shown that the coal is
proof not only against revolvers, bullets and BillettOS, but also against
Hnllntsrs of the favorite weapon Of
U"
the revolutionists the bomb.
coat coat is made of exceedingly 0n chasteel
chains and Is lined with
cort'e-spondon-

M.

t

romantic betrothal which was
brought about in a photographer's
show case, has been announced.
The young man, who is rich and
handsome, was recently photographed
and the picture being unusually successful, he gave permission for a print
in b, exhibited in the show case ou
siile the studio.
Afterwards- a friend told him that
hls photograph was placed next to
that of a very pretty girl. On ln--so:
lie was
e ting the phot, 'graph
struck with the loveliness of the glr!
that he Inquired her name.
RM rifling
thai she was the daughter
of a wealthy lawyer, he moved heuv-e- n
and earth to get an introduction.
This was accomplished, and shortly
the young couple whoss
afterwards
pie tures had been fortuitously plaaSjg
together became engaged.
ir
l,
"Kresh-al- r
towers" for weary
rs are proposed by Dr. .Schcrl. B
gieat (Serbian authority on public
health
,
The Berlin city council Is consider-Ing a suggestion by Doctor Schorl t"
build elevated pavilions at various
points In the city, about 160 feet
tho streets, where persons
above
wlios, nerves are racked bv the din
ind unrest of cltv life mav rcit utl- der the soothing Influence of the up- per air. Dr. Schorl's idea was tindoubledly borrowed from the
--

I

town-dwel-

roof-garde-

York
Ills plans urovide for tne pavilion
on steel frumps and
to ba erected
Afach'-bv elevators. Music, refreí
ments, and comfort would be proVtd

PLEASURE

.

Bor-dcr-

J. KORBER.

& CO.

SEE..

1,1

BAHTLETT
Electrician

By-lA-

'

ORDER

MAIL

BY

patrons s receive prompt and carel, il
attention and orders are
filled the sane day as
received.
n

THE ECONOMIST
Albuquerque's

Brightest

THIS DAVLIGI1T

and Best

-

Store

OKDKK

HY

MAIL

patrón! receive prompt and careful
attention and orders ure
filled the same day us
received.
n

SI ORB

VISITORS TO THE FAIR.
led welcome to the many visitors win arc now guests of the Duke City, This, the foremost and largest retail store in
Th" Whqle t'it.V throws wide Its gates to greet you, and extends a whole-hea- t
Is at your service.
Visitors, as well as those who reside here, will
the territory, has made ample preparation for your comfort and convenience, This store, which Is one of the show place of the
tlnd many conveniences at the ECONOMIST and we urge all to use those helps as freely and frequently as desired. We have arranged for our visitors, our guests, a Waiting room, a Writing room, a
Chack room. Toilet rooms, a Bureau of Information! ami we will cu e foi extra h ,nd baggage, wrapi and panels, sell stamps, send telegrams, order messengers or carriages, use of city directory, us-"of telephones, and we will gladly extend till general Information possible. .Mere motley profit is less latlsfylng to the promoters of this business than to see evidences that tin- public feels and enjoys the
genial atmosphere so distinctly characteristic of this (ore. This Is Albuquerque's most centrally !o tted store, and it Is well to sny to friends: MM KT Ml: AT THE ECONOMIST.

niois

A

MISS THE GREATEST

rrVc7Tvr-

1

Renwrirjible Privilege,
The hou.v at the PrlOCQl of Thill,
Mild
Taxis enjoy a very reinarkah'
rirlVtlSg, and the (lerinan govsrnmsnl
to abolish this.
in now Dagótiatlng
Dining the thirty yens' arar tills
family was grunted the monopoly of
the German Netherland jiosts.
The IirtTltege continued until the
war of StiG when
AllttfO Prussian
an arrange in SQt was entered into hy
which the prrVllagS ceased, the family
receiving as compensation a payment
of 11,000.000 and also the right of
sending their communlcatloni tbrougb
the post unlranked.
for thu government
Tne r, asoii
now desiring to abolish the right It
thai some utilise have been found
nut,
members f the family having
among other things sent stonH
through the post which were intended
for n new house they are building at
Munich.

MANDELL

Toti & Gradi DONT

I --

s.

'

Washington

variety

Moi-iiin-

P

1

3-pi-

(By Malcolm Clark.)
Ucrlin, Sept. 16. The kaiser Is evidently not the only one Who WU
at the headgear which ivin
Edward wore when they met, a little
toft grey felt hat with a black band.

,

A great agitation has been raised
Boys'
throughout Russia because a member
id' the defunct douma.
Is threatened
Always, the Samo Good 01 "Blatz
with, the sentence of death by drumBest store foi boys' clothes we all.
Deputy Onipko,
head
accused of being a
in the
'
TW1
ways show the
V. M. Lewis, chairman.
we've double
of health
Cronstndt mutiny, was arrested with
Conference with r llroads.
others concerned In the mutiny and
ft
General discussion of the organisaawaits trial by a court which the peobreasted suits,
suits, blouse and
ple contend has no legal standing at
tion.
Evening.
all. They insist further that the pernorfolk suits for boys from 8 to 15 years
:
gue is
son of ,i member of the dounia, sumKide about the u
the Albuquerque members,
moned by the izir himself, should l e
of age in a great
i
of fabrics, with
held sacred. .
IN CONVENTION
Session,
Second Day
Onipko is a
peasant,
!::$l p.. ni.
aged 27. and represented Bimpheropo
Report of President
a price range of from $3.50 to
in the dnuma. He is a man of great
gate to national conven
T;-:iVACMfMCTCr;
Intelligence, having held the influenUnfinished business.
tial position as Secretary of his vilNew business.
lage community.
Address, Prof. F A. aiiivan.
Great mass meetings of ten and
Uen ral discussion.
twelve thousand persons have been
Afternoon.
held in the Simpheropol district to
protest against his execution, and the
Fair grounds, guests of the Alhu- querque members.
feeling there has been all the mere in
Program for the First Annual
Evening
flamed by the governor's edict forbidding the local press to refer to the
The pike, guests nt' the Albuquer- Exclusive Agent for The Washington Clothiiu
OrFINE CLOTHIN'O AXD FURNISHINGS
of
Recently
Meeting
the
matter, the agitation being carried on
que members.
by fiery orators and violently worded
Third Day Morning S don.Oi'M a. m.
ganized Association of New
leaflets.
Eirge meetings hive also
Itcport of comr ittc on order of
r
been held near Moscow and elsewhere,
rules, and regulations.
buslnei
Onipko's wife is coming to St.. PetMexico Embalmers,
Report of committee on permanent
organ:, it ion.
ersburg with her child to beg mercy
for her husband, the expenses of her
Fleet ion of officers,
Journey being borne by a subscription
(joneral discussion
Dealers In
The tirst annual convention of the
.
among tie- peasant.-GROCERIES. PROVISIONS. HAY.
Funeral Directors and Enihaiiners' asAfternoon.
sociation of New Mexico, recently orFair grounds, guests of the Albu- GRAIN AND FUEL.
The kaiser is a believer in the pow- ganize:! in Santa Fe. will be held this iiuerqiic
members.
Fine Uno of Imponed Which. Eluuors
ers of the divining rod for the discovthis
in Albuquerque beginning
week
Evening.
mnl Cigars. Finco Your Orders
ery of underground springs.
morning at UiUO o'clock, when the
For Tim una with us.
The pike, guests of the Albuquer
While the imperial family was stay- Brsl meeting will be held in the Coming at Wilhehnshoche the kaiser in- mercial club. Practically every regu- que member
vited Prince Hans von Carolath, for- larly licensed tuner. il director in the
NORTH HURI STREET
OfScen of the Association.
merly commander
of the Seventh territory Is a member of the associaR isuell, presld-nl llery,
Cuirassier regiment, who is mastei tion and all, or nearly all. will be a. Clarence
Albuqui que. Vice pi si
Borders
of the art of the divining rod. to give pres. nt. The convention will contin- dent;
F. II. strong. Albuquerque, see- a personal demonstration of its mys- ue for three days.
rctary: F.
Mi
inta F''.
When you can now pet, at our Special Sale, Runabout Buggies
teries,
Bullivan,
noted
a
The Missouri Pacific R'y
F.
Professor
The experiments began with the authority on embalming and one of treasurer.
Members,
AT $45.00, $55.00 and $65.00.
finding of various articles of jewelry the founders of that modem science,
and ron Mountain Route
s.
Clarence Cilery Roswell; A.
concealed by the empress. Those were will be the chief speaker before the
Look
over our ianre stock at once, Quality guaranteed,
Albuquerque; 1'.. D. Adams.
all successfully located. Thin Prin- conrcntlon. having consented to give
E. 1.. Fúgate. Rfltoni
cess Victoria Louise hid a diamond a number of lectures.
Have at all time;; maintained
Charges Wagner. S un Fe i.. F. Mónpin in the sand. Tills was also easily
Following hi the program;
Morning session, 0:30 a.m. tenle, Santa Fe; W. M. Lewis, Las Vefound by the divining rol.
First Dn
tne
Ms: passenger service in the
The imperial party then asked
Clarence gas: A. J. Buck Alaiimgordo: James
Call to order. President
South and West to points North
A. Duff. BWmtngton; W. L. Johnson,
to locate a spring in tile park Ullery, Roswell, N. M.
Corner First Street and Copper Ave.: also 224 North Second
surrounding the nal ice. This was
and East via St. Louts, and South
Invocation. Kev. .lohn V. Marrón, llatiin; K. M Thorn Carlsbad; Joseph
also done, the prince discovering the pastor of the First Congregational Granito, Cerrillos; u C. strong. Las
via
Southeast
and
Memphis,
and
Street, in our New Building. .Albuauerue, N. M.
Cruces.
water in a locality where its presence church.
Committee-- .
points in these territories are best
had not been suspecu i. At the kaisMusic.
er's wish, the prim e follow
its subExecutive committee A. Bordérs,
Address of welcome. Hon. Frank
reached via these lines.
terranean course for t considerable McKee, mayor of Albuquerque.
chairman: L. F. Móntenle, Richard
uonteResponse, Treasurer
Thorne, n. c. Strong.
SUPERIOR DINING CAR,
By the aid of the rod
nun
nle, Bantu Fe N, M.
Permanent Organisation.
SLEEPER AND THROUGH
eral springs were iliscove
bUSinéSS,
M usic.
regulathe
of
Order
rules and
neighborhood of the park.
CHAIR CAR SERVICE.
Roll call.
tions.
After lunch the kaiser tried his
Report of President Clarence Ul- oonruorrs aun nrrmmen Send tumid
Financ, Yi, P. Móntenle, chairman;
Before
your trip these lines'
taking
drwuiLf
inilii. for rii" rt m'rch ainl irw
hand at the divining rod and but was lery.
F. H. Strong, a. Borders.
rrvn
it'lti' e, iinw to mMui;, i...tinl-- . tr.nit nuukl
entirely unsuccessful.
The empress
ah-Hep. nt of Secretary F. H. strong.
Fnteitainnn-n- t
facilities should be considered.
Lecturers.
copynus.eU-.- .
N ALL COUNTRIES,
-and other members of the impera'
Appointment of special committee
Membership ami ocs4entiAlapF.
HUHH4U
WtteCi Wnm H ashtnrtott MVH timtA
For information, sec your local
family failed to obtain results.
v am offtM the patent.
tn
Strong. A. Border; B, l. Adams, E.
Afternoon Session 2 p. m.
ticket agent, or address
Patantjand Infringement Pr2Ctlca Exclusively.
rite prince, however, discovered the
Reports of ommittees,
L. Fúgate.
The
presence of water do, B in the sand
WfM Of fXMM tti uat
Executive committoi A. B, ders.
Constitution and
and Code
33 Ninth Stmt. opp. TTnlUd Statei Patent Offlc,
over which till! kal.se! had expert- - chairman.
of Kthles
Richard Thorne. chairC.
O.
GRIFFIN,
WASHINGTON, D. C.
mented,
Fina n.
ommiRee L. F. Móntenle, man: W. M. Léwls, X. L. Johnson. J.
For prices on house wiring and
In thanking his guest the kaiser chairman.
A. Duff.
t an ANTONIO,
ok
ganare) repair work.
Auto.
diSaid the mysterious papers Of the
M, mbershlp and credentials
F. II.
Legal Advice ii ul Legislation AV.
C,
H.
COWNStND,
vining rod ought to be made generally Strong, chairman,
M. Lewis, chairman; Charles Wagner.
PbOBS f, 5 7 . 216 Vj B, Kecond St.
AltU TICKCT AOTNT
known because much public benefit
.1.
l.egai advice ami legislation.
ST. LOUIS.
Ruck, J. V. Duff and Joseph
might thereby accrue.
Conferences with territorial board
court-manii-

man Capital,

on New

This Store Sends Greeting
to the Fair Visitors...

The ever uniform quality of
Blatz Wiener means that
principles are practiced at the brewery

e.

OF PUBLIC CENSOR

If

UNIFORMITY

Luxury and. art surround the baby
prince. Kaiser Wllhclni's first grand-chilThe crown prince's son has a
large and airy nursery in the Marble
palace, decorated in the fashionable
Euols VI. style, with white enameled
furniture, and rtsjsjtj engravings depicting scenes from German folk-lorCRUSH DAI
The room was formerly the nursery ot
the crown prince and his brothers.
The crown princess is devoted to
her tirst baby, and accompanies him
on his daily promenades
in the
The baby carriage has been
Haberdashers Who Stocked grounds.
SUed at her request, with high handles so that she may wheel It occaUp With Fancy Headgear at sionally.
The features of the Infant prince,
Marienbad for King Gel particularly
in profile, are said
to
resemble strongly those of his father.
Badly Left,
The Imperial infant has no fewer than
nineteen godfathers, of whum King
Kdward is one.
Although he was
boin on July 4. it was strange enough,
CZAR ASSUMES JOB
not proposed to call him George
Washington.

1906.

I

Women's

Rexdyto-Wee- r

Outer Garments

cw

Arrivals for

l ull

Being Received Daily in Euch section of This
Department.

Womia s

si lis.

TAILOR-MAD- E

Every new model In all the latest shades and fabrics now ready:
elegantly tailored Prince (.'hap and 1'ony styles, also the new Eton
styles; do not fail to see our complete line at S2.V00. The greatest
values we have ever shown at that popular price. Other attractive
3.00 and upwards t,. nc.ypo.
values at $15.00.
COAT SECTION.

WOMEN'S

All the correct modes In Street, Automobile and Opera Coats, in
varied assortment of tho latest plain and fancy coatings, also a large
gathering of the new traveling and rain coats; attractive values at
$10,00, 116.00, $20.00. S2.voo and W5.00,

I conomlst

Millinery
Is Correct

Millinery

ECONOMIST MILLINERY

SOR. AUTUMN..

Correct
Style
Correct

In

AND

WAISTS.

LACE

A large special showing of the newest In Waists for Kali, in
embroidered ni ls, laces and silks; all the correct models In the long
and 14 sleeve; a very exceptional djspl iy of the newest plaid Silk
Waists; Introductory prices, $.75. 18.00, s,.rn. $io.no and I1S.Ó0.

NEW

MODELS

FALL

IN MISSES'

Si ITS,

The new arrivals In this section are decidedly IttraOtlVO, All the
newist materials and smartest styles are here for the girls and yotfhg
Exclusive designs and moderate prices are among the muuy
miss.
e
Suits, Jacket,
pleasing characteristic! of this showing.
aQd Skirt
Jackets lined throughout and (. plaited skirts. In plain
$20.00 and $22.00.
colors and fancy mixtures, at $l.5tl. $17..-Two-piec-

on:

oi.i.Et

Hon of

i

t

its is new.

Every Muff. Scarf and Coat shown this season Is absolutely new.
The manufacture of these are faultless because they were made by on"1
of the foremost furriers of the country; made of Oenulnp Mink.
Persistí Lnmb. Initiation Ermine. Fox, Lynx, Hroivn Martin. Opossum,
elc Furs of a rarity and staple Ideis you will find both In prices
they don't agree with others; we're lower. You'll agree. Range of
prices from $2.50 to $50.00.

Goods

in

I'rke

mm

New Fall Gloves

and Exclusive Novelties
Fashion's Most PV voted Fabrk
. Ale Here.
A BRILLIANT showing.
The neW weaves and color combinations are Indeed beautiful
an
especially large and Interesting showing In correct weights Is ready.
We direct especial attention to the handsome Novelty Fabrics for
tailored COttUmei ami the beautiful new shades In Chiffon Hrond-- ,
loths; also to the effective silk and wool materials and handsoul
plaids and checks these latter being especially suitable for Children's
Priced, 75c, $1.00, 1.25 and upward.
School Dresses.
NEW BLACK DRESS GOODS.
The coining season will undoubtedly be one of the greatest In the
history of black goods. We are showing the largest and most complete stock ever shown In this great store, gathered from the finest
looms and weavers of this and foreign countries. We can please you
of that, we ale suit. Home of the new fabrics are: Chiffon Voiles,
Chiffon Panama. French Batiste, Mohair, Crlsjdne. (Jui cns Cloth.
Cloth,
Taffeta, Austrian Hutting, 811k and Wool
Wool
Crépss, Carita, Powdarette and Princess Cloth. Priced $i.oo. $1.35.
$1.50, $2.00. and upward.
Till: NEWEST M il MN SILKS.
We Have Planned This To He the Largest anil Most Beted Assortment
Brer Hhown in the west.
It would
be almost Impossible to tell here all that Is to he
fashion able. The dictates of fashion are on very liberal lines this
season: Fancy PlaldS, Silks, ltoman Stripes, Printed Warp Fancies,
Persians, Plain Colors and lllacks are all In Squally high favor.
A Henutlfiil Assortment of the Xcwosl Field Silks. In French Plaids,
Roman Plaids. Poplin Plaids, Chameleon Satin Plaids, Monotone
d
Plaids and most of the Ian plaids are shown, lit
and
75c to $2.00 pi r yard.
Fancy Silks for Slrcci nml Evening Wear We are showing the
largest and most exclusive assortment of Fancy Bilk for afternoon and
evening wear. Hpe ial attention Is called to the large collection of
These are exclusive with us, and no duplicates
Imported Novelties.

Our gloves are Imported directly by us, from our $,1.110 Lambskins
to that peer of gloves, the Trefoiisse. Our
length QlgM
Moits,Uet aire tie beautifully soft and elastic, black and white, at $1.50.

shown.
250 Pieces of the Host Colored Taffeln on earth at the very popular
price of 7.V. All the new and scarce shades, such as Bordeaux.
Loudon Smoke, New Oreen, etc.
We stand back of every yard.

New Shade-

Beautiful Creations of the French and English Copies are
Display in Our Millinery Department on the
Second Floor,

011

Vlsliors to thla particular section of our store will be fascia ited w ith the
headgear that's to lie seen here, The Famous t Jalnsborough Hal
holds the center of the stage, surrounded by if)'- other Fashionable shape,
and styles. Conic take a look at them.
Effective

a

SILK

New Fall Dress

Dress Trimmings

&

Buttons

The new Fall Dress Trimming:! c in be seen here In a splendid variety.
All the European and Eastern novel '.les aro In I lila collection, and a visit
to the department will reveal th 4, latest creations In this line. The assortment contains Black Appllipt, in Velvet. Chiffon, Silk and Spangle all of
the newest designs colored Appliques In Silk. Chiffon, 1'erslan and Jeweled
Offsets, Bretdfl In all the new
and colors, notlc"ably the new brown?,
reds and gun metals. The shapes and styles of Fancy BtttfolM are Innumerable, both In pearl and metal, many of
hleh are richly ornamented with
beautiful designs. Our assortment Is unusually good this season In the
newest novelties.
wo-ivc-

E'r-pre-

Warp-prlnte-

Price fie.

IWIIK

SMOINQ

sirT Is)

-

,

i

THE ALBUQUERQUE
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FOR
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DIVINE'S

WELCOME!

BIG TIMBER

MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 17,

DEAL

TYPEWRITER

Alleges Sum is Due Him for
Selling Zuni Mountain Lumber Company's New Mexico
Holdings to Easterners.
l;

thai Clark

Kinioy county,

Mi

94.

Lumbet
Nest

ol

"i

ompanys holdings In New Mexdeo
thai he haa .ni' the property and
that (he commission haa heen refused
II a Rom, .1 wall
htm by Carr el .i
known t tin he expert .mil lumbei daal-- r.
has brought sail in dlstrtei our)
for McKtnle) count) for $;.ru. 01
Ave ner
commission on $135,996
the price which it li alleged Roas
'and delivered i" Carr and the
the
from
Zunl Mountain eompanv
Michigan Igmbei men who bought the
appears
aa
property. 11.
Marrón
attorney for the plaintiff.
The holdings ut tin SSunl Mountain
Lumber compon) in McKlnlej and
Valencia
counties were extensive
They were tin possession ot iglnalty ot
Ueneral K. a Carr, U.S.A., retired,
tin' Zunl Mountain company being
formed when Clark M. Carr took the
active management "f tb property.
II. No rn, hi of Quam, tin- headquai
ton of th" cmyiii and k i. Medlar of Albuquerque were othei M(m
bers.
In April of this year the Zunl Mountain company! timber waa sold to .1
company 01 Michigan lumhei
nnii.
de- who. It is uinl' stooil II
Si'
vetap the timber at once.
in his complaint Kosa who is well
known .is tlmbei expert, allege thai
inwaa atked to tell tin- property by
ran and that in- was promised Ave
pgr cent commlasion.
!!' si ts forth
that ho sold tin-- property for the sum
11,909, tin- put. hasera being perof
sonal friends of hla own. H furthei
says thai uhi'ii he approached Can
in conufi tion with the commission the
latter offered him ti'.ono.
When itoss determined i" 1
the 11,060 in order to avoid a ci intern
in the rourl a he allegei Carrre fused
to give him thai sum offering him
(ltda. 'nils lattei amount, Roí

fSSZ
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county.

We are going to

Furniture, Crockery,
Draperies and Rugs so cheap during Fair
Week that
customers can't
out-of-to-

sell

i

er

ELK'S

wn

afford not to buy.

We invite you to

look over our stock.

Its the most com-

rent

h'

m

Try it.

plete in the Southwest.

s

.

INSURANCE

ART DISPLAY

WHOLESALE

EXHIBITION HALL
!i

Ope More n( th? Main Con veillion. n. Uiwllnm In It.. II. .1.1 1.. tl
-- i

I

Ihmuh'imjuc During tin- - week
m- portent ItueliieMs llcfore Orggnbta- -

d

a--

I

One "f the m ml Interesting exhibí
to be seen al exh'bftlon bail this v
Mil be the display ..r photographs
ttgrl IS Moon n'td company, most
the work ti mu ii Mr. Moon hlmse
Whose Iplllall piii.ti.g'apliy ei peelal
has attracted thi f tvnrabh attentli
"i tin foremoi il critics in the east. N
splay will he the code
table ni ti
Hon if pi
rraj hs which Mr, Hoi
xhll
ie national gathering
Hie
In. togr, dp ra' a ssm
atlon
ira. and Which reei iv
high
a is. from the noted oHtl
pi rseni t hen
There are t welve p
trails, a sel ill bl, o k and white.
sepia ami water colof, all of th
I

TEII STIP VTIOX.

I

(.Bill IIS
SMPI,KS Wil
M.I.

vi.

Mi

i

POH
ilir'
ei: SAI.K

D

I

:

Presi ni at the mei nig today will
be whnlesnlc grncerit from Raton, Lis
Vegas, Santa ge, Albuquerque
and
Gallup, li - probable thai the association will complete Its business
i

n-
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Colorailo Phone R'

W.J.PATTERSON

III
advertí-- .
remarkable
I. If'
rnanv nny l that of the S
ornpany of Indianapolis,
Tumi r.tm '
Indiana whn h oienpb' a lull page In
thin isiue of un Iforning Journal. Hit XI Went Silver
Arennr
in
just a plain
The adverttsomttrl
inof actual result a
piinhed by tin- - company, on" of the
strongest r Insurance orsjasjsMtlons
In the ivnrld and it
worth the cSre-fu- l
tiidv of an man who can
Wholesale I'lour an, tVcd
llgures
tan. Hi.
i
used in
mióle
i, a i. k n
making the bowing li demonstrates
what the light kind of life Insurance
Kmpress,
Hest," "flold Seal."
will do.
"Hlanco," "North Star" arid "MounTh" State Life now has four Pep"
tain Rose" Flour at wholesale.
raosn tat Ives who are devoting then
Kansas and Native Hay. Alfalfa,
time exclusively la Wtn Mexico, All
Oats,
Barley, Corn, Corn Chop, wheat,
of the n ai. n Albiiiiieiiiie Ihl v
Willi" and Red litan.
this lt ly.ng the headquarters fOI
Rex
Stocl. and Poultry Food.
They are
the New Mesl
ene
Manhattan Block ami poultry Food.
1'iiis V Calles Phillip Simmons, A.
Crushed Oyster Shells, Chicken
J. Little mid William DaltOB.
Hone. Beef Scraps. Native Salt and
Othei Stock and Poultry Food.
LOCAL AND PERSONAL.

A

Albuquerque

New Hexlo

BERGF.R

--

Qwhtn, "f Denver, arrived
A ibUQUerqtte Isisl nutht and Is a guesi

s.

I

I

-

lupr county, living "i Pgtturi

arrived
night as dele-- .
In Albuquerque fuá
onvep
Salen to the sheep growers'

Hon.
Mi and Miv Frank :. Si lee. of
in Altaajstorque lasi
Mo.
night nnd will be here during th"
Mr,
Helee is ope Oi the MM
week
know n hse ball msnHBrii In the
country, having: been at ine neao 01
major league base ,,i f.. a number
of vesrs.

Kanu I'e Branch

East bound
'.1:00 a. m
12:51 p.

J:ll
2:40
:02

p. m

Deci

inlH--

r

Lv
Lv
Lv

4:22 p. m....Lv
4:46 p. ro....Lv
4:20 p. m
Lv
2 00 a. m
Lv
4:1 a. m....Lv
7:20 a. m....Ar

ED

Santa Fe
Esiianoia
Embudo

Birnncs
Servilleta
Tres Pteiiras
Antonlto

Alamo.
Pueble
Colorado Springs
Denver

the

It). HMIfl.

Westbound

HTATIUNM
Lv

m....Lv

p. m
p. m

BífectlvO

Without

$33.10

THE

O. & R. G. SYSTEM

ft,

ii' last nlttht
nnn.'i
Mrs Charle Maratón ami Mrs Kd
or
rail Rlvsi
wnrd Menneford
Ma-arrived In Alhii'iieri! e last
night from he saSt
R. I. liaflomeeil ami M . Mlllel
prom men idieeo uroer .. IttSd
in AlbWItiei

s

'

Scar.

'

A.

FLEISCHER

A

Copper Ave

in

at the Atvarada.
Frank Dlhert. oi the Santa vmil road 'ilh nfffrea in Sint

Cily

7l

ei-n- .

Hi W.

Sail Lake

e.

1111.

"M'i

Auto. Phone 626.

Conference

King Cactus Oil

I

11.

1

Ml

-

IW .

Mormon

l

Livery and Boardinrj Stables

tin-de- i

for

11

It Heals

Representing Manger & Avery
Boston
IS North First Street, with Rnabe
A Manser. A li nu ik'Mi u. N. M.

MS,

ACTS

Mar-Paid-

W. E. MVUUER
i

(

l

Mexico

1:

i

i

MILSI)
SPI

New

soclntion which
convenes In Albuquei ie this morning.
The grocers are on. 'f the strongest
li" it ions In
the rritory and hold
frequerd no otlngs foi he discussion of
questions of the tn
freight rates

showing the photographer's arl In
highest form There are also
me
Mr, Moon's celebrated Indian phol
graphti which she well worth neesn
This collection uiii be on display du
I

not heretofore
during the fair

wei k, is thai of tl
WholeKale Grocers'

i

rent

--

GROCERS TO

HERE THIS MORNING

IViEET

K, Motín Makes Vttrncllve Shnu- ing of Pilot. i.'t'iM'll- llll 'll 11.11
Vl.
inn-teliicntinn at Several of the
if the l
n i
Notahl
Magarii nils,

HUI.

COMPANY

The Mystery

HOUSE FURNISHERS

I

WIDE AWAKE

YUMA

.STRONG'S SONS

Karl

-

On.-i1-

-

a.

IN

will In- opened by Judge Ah
'
imtt in the county court house al
o'clock this morning, when the United
states grand jut will be called. Little other
win 1, accomplish-ei- l
toda) than t ii swearing in of tin
grand Jury.
it is understood that leveral
tern In innnertion with
in
public lands in this .li- - riel Will he
pi tented to the jury. .'111. .111!
them
the mallei of !:; entries on coal lands
in San.loval.
Tm an. e .uní Hern li lo
ognth i, held bi ' " J H. 8I0 111 and
presence
others of Santa Fe.
The
lu re o several special agents of the
office
lend color to the
fedamJ land
rumor although no fii lal statement
of any kind has been m ule.
Llewellyn
United State Attornej
iii arrive litis morning from
Las

Has-jeldln- e.

.

UNITED STATES COURT

Butnored Thai Federal Grand Jurj
Will it Invited to inndder several
Ti'anirtions in tio crunK'nl i .ami
in This Dlstrkt.

1

I

SPLENDID

CONVENES HERE TODAY

UNDERWOOD

--

lege 1 Care Anally rained
to
$'
Thi" amounl Rom refused t" a
and the suit !s the result.
The ease win probably
hen
Innext term of court for McK

.1

ms

1

-

t

CO-Roo-

i

-

stati-men-

U

sL1--

11

l

A

Money to Loan
Furniture.

On

.

p.iy i,ui, Ave por ''in .nitiii--iun the uiir he should obtain for the

.

LOANS

nils-tak-

Mexico, agree

t

PIPEIITY

UNDERWOOD

Car? and the

company

PERSONAL

Pianos. Organs. Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels: also on
salaries and warehouse receipts, as
low as $10.00 (id as high as $200.00.
Loans are quickly made and strictly
on
DOLtgc
EVERY
vol SAVE
private.
Time: One month to one
year
given. Goods to remain In your
N
A
AND
EVERYTHING MW
LAR
possession. Our rates are reasonable.
office.
Call and see us before borrowing.
HERE THEY ARK:
FIHHT ci.Ass.
WANTED-ii- xl Man
for road work
StP.I mob In 1 li of
In a nrt tmm m't
s
parts of the world.
st.
if
S.
ireond
I salary. iim
ASSORTMENT No. I
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN
3 rnd 4. Grant Bids.
WANXLiii
iur Price. Others
PRIVATE OFFICES.
A cerrain
WANTED.
number of
lbs pure Cane Mugar. .$ .25 $ .45
OPEN
EVENINGS.
boatders pay your fixed expenses: evlh high grade mocha
305 West Ha I. road Avenue.
.;t2
ery o.te above that number pays you
.40
and java 00fee
a profit; you can always keep the
.15
hot. silver JLenf Pickles .1:1
FORJKE.Vr.
.... .08 .10
number right by using our Want colbx ground alls
FOR
RENT Nicely
tarnished
e
umns.
large Iioxcr Battle Ax
Don't make the
rooms.
Board near. If wished. 611
.11
.IS
maUlies
bift
Broadway.
position
thinking
At
as
ANY
WANTED
of
Once
tf
.nu
.10
pkgs, .QoM Dust
ker cook and all round man in restau
FOR REXT .N i eel yf u r n Ish ed room
visible writer will do
ear; coun- witii
camp,
hotel,
outfit
or
rant,
bath.
$7.00 pel" month; no
Si.no $1.35
get the spirit of
try preferred. Address X. X. X.t invalids. A Rent
ily 7 L'4 North Third s t
Journal.
wanting the best and
ASSORTMENT N..
FOR RENT One small furnished
WANTED Private pupils, by a house, also tent ground; furniture for
then C1KT the
iur Price. Others
experience.
of
illifih school teacher
sale cheap. Call early. 403 S. First
8 lbs pure Cane Sugar.. .$ .25
$ .45
Special elocution, ur any High school street.
if
hoi. Silver Leal Salad
subject.
S. Fourth St.
sl7
417
27
.30
Dressing
RENT- - Rooms for light houseFOR
:! sacks
13
WANTED Hoy or girl to strip
of salt
.15
keeping; no sick. 721 S. Arno St.
i
itinu- at Westerfield's cigar factory.
box of ground
FOR RENT. Modern houses. 3 to
OS
ave.
207
.10!
tf
Railroad
nion
rooms one furnished. W. H. Mc- .10
hot. Lemon Exti ict... .08
Six private
WANTED
boarders.
211 W. Gold avenue,
817
Million.
08
.10
pkg Corn Star ii
$4.5n per week. X5 S. Kilitli si.
;; lbs or Sal Soda
FOR RENT.
house, with
11
.15
WANTED
Boarders in private store room in front, also store rooms,
boarding house. 110 S. Broadway.
W. H. MoMlHIon. JH West Gold, si 7
91.00
$1.35
WANTED Help furnished and cm
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room;
ployment of all kinds secured. F. L. electric light and bath: private enASSORTMENT No. :!
Underwood Typewriter Go ICoUaurn, successor to Abraham's em- trance;
Our Price. OI hers
no Invalids taken. 607 N
ii lbs pure Cane Sugar.. .9 .25
$ .45:
ployment office, 109 W. Silver uv
Fourth st.
lb Shepp'a Cocoanut..
,40
phone No. 70.
.35
Auto
nio
FOR RENT Furnished f
(,. s. RAMSAY, AGENT
lb rice
08
.10
WANTED. To sell all kinds of slot modern: no sick people, 4i:i E.
101
It. It. Ave.
O
2 bbls.
.10
taeks
new
machines, both
and second hand.
New Mexico
Albuquerque,
sis
i boa Hap Blue
.05
M
Penny Parlor, 216 S.Second St. tf
R ISN'T One
house
oz. Nutmeg
FOR
08
.10
'
lAjOT. r
.111
!ü double sheets tangleft .11
Pacific; 2 rooms, r,14 B. Rroadwuy.
wbetween S. furnished
'
or unfurnished, anrl modern
LOST
Pocketbook,
$1.00
$1.85
Arno st. and Kleinwort's meat Bhop. i rurnlíhed room upstairs. DOB S.
leave at Morning Journal of- Ohd St. W. V. Futrelle. 116 W.
OPERA HOUSE tice. Reward.
I
ASSORTMENT N
tf
FOR RENT- - Newly furnished front
Othei
iur Prlqi
LO ST WatCh fob, between Com-n- i. room, all modern conveniences, in pri$ .1
lbs pure Cane
.1 .:
rclal club and Immaculate Concep- vate family; no invalids. 41 8. Third
OPENING OF THE SEASON
box salted spr.
.17
If
tion church. Monogram J. A. It. Re- street.
oz. can K. C. Hiking
turn to Journal office and receive reand
Monday
Tuesday
Parte
Apartments
in
For
powder
ward.
HIS View Terrace, eight rooms each; steam
pkg mime me
.13
24-2- 5
.li
September
SALIR.
heated and all other modern conveni-enceKOR
dozen lemons
.10
.15
H. H. TUton, Room 19, Grant
A
SALE
FOR
dozen candh
.08
.10
It
general merchandise store, doing goo block.
FOR RENT Eight-rootl.it in
SI.00 $1.3.7 The Yuma Athenaeum Com- business, in good country town; good
reasons for selling: store building and brick building, electric light and gas.
dwelling for rent or sale. P. O. Box all the latest improvements.
Corner
ASSORTMENT No. a
pany, Headed by the
Ü18.
S2Ü Roma and Eleventh st.
slS
Our Price. Others
World's Greatest
6 lbs in, re Cane
FOR RENT
POR SAM3- - One saddle pony, one
Pleasant furmshel
Sugar... S M $ .4(1
'
724 S. Secwork hois? and une set harness. 3'ir room in modern bouse.
lb gunpowder tea
80
.40!
Sensation
v. Gold avenue.
hot. .Manzanilla olives.
:f ond st.; bath and electric lights.
.22
hot. Sliver Leaf Worfroñl
FOR
RENT Furnished
FOR SALE- - -- City lots and houses
cester Sauce
2:J
.2!
V. V. room for light
cheap for cash or payments.
housekeeping. 20a 8.
Futrelle, 114 W. Coal.
.f Arno.
tf
,
Sl.00 $1.3.-FOR RENT Room
for house-52- 4
FOR SALE Texas Carlsbad minerkeeping.
W. Railroad ave.
al water, sold by the grocers and drugWaieli for ctiaiigci - in assortments,
gists.
Sample! and testimonials
FOR
Furnished room. 215
Positively cash on delivery.
ei
116 W. Coal.
W. V.
No ile latlon.
Futrelle, so'. .V. Seventh street.
tf
in
of
Kind
Only
Its
Act
The
the
A postal card to M. I,. Divino, cor.
agent.
ti
FOR RENT Furnished rooms .it
Railroad Vie. ami Fourteenth SI., or
Folt SALE Cider Vinegar guaran-- the Roosevelt rooming house, 3(19 Vá
World. Supported by an
telephone Antonia lie ."i:i or. better
teed pure, for plcklll'g. Apply tO Win. W. Railroad ave.
still, a visit in tiic store will Insure
All-St- ar
.lenks. Helen. X. M.
FOR SALE- - Windmill and lank,
Vaudeville
prompt delivery.
B"( iR SALE
Horsi buggy and har- Í14 s. Edith st.
sis
If you try one iissorfinenl you will
ness, al..o saddle ho.'.se. chf ip.
Company of
118
FOR RENY
Pleasant furnished
certainly order the other four.
Marquilte
ave.
sl'l rooms at 315 S. Third st.
tf
it is Important thai you order bj
FOR SALE
Assortment
B I G
number,
Household fu.'nlturi
giving your
L'NDKRTAKKItS.
street number.
'heap. 1419 W. Rail oad.
A. BORDERS
SALE Cheap, threi barber
City Undertaker.
chalrl in ttrat class condition. lmiuii
Black or white hearse, $5.00. ComP. S.
be presented in at 1 9 V, Railroad ave.
fuma w
mercial Club Building. Auto telephone,
exactly the sanie performance as ap- Ft '
SALE- - New rubber-tire- d
sur- - 316: Colorado red 115. Albuquerque,
by
pea red
before
Coré inand,
the rev foldlPg bed, side saddle, sewlni; New Mexlci.
machines and roll top desk. Roomk
oyal family of England.
3 and 4
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
tjrant building.
L'aii
POR SALE -- Lunch counter.
ATTOItNKYS.
W. Gold ave.
tf R W. D. BRYAN
Attorney at Law.
Admission: 50c, 75c, $1.00 FoR SALE Nei" gasoline engine;
Office In First National bank build-In3'. horse power, cheap. Call 224
N. M.
Albunuerau.
s on Sale at Mataon'a Hook Store Walter.
tf
aturday, Set L 2 Si at !l a. in.
PHVSIClAtfs.
FOR SALE City lots in Eastern
DR. R. L. HUÜT
V. V. Futrelle,
addition, $59 and up
N. T. Arlmllo Rldnr.
Itnnm
116 W. Coal.
Tuberculosis treated with High Fre- SALI
FOR
General merchandise oueiiey Electrical Current and Germi
THE WM. FARR COMPANY
business on the El Paso and South cide. Treatments given from 8 a. m. to
Wholesale and Retail
. estern in eastern New Mexico. StOcU
Di m. Trained nurse In attendance.
$i5,ooii.tio to $20,000.00.
Fine oppor- jiotn pnones
in
Dealer
Fresh and Salt Meats tunity for right party. Can expíala DR. J. H. WROTH
Physician and Surgeon.
good reason for selling. Locality healAlbuquerque. N. M.
Sausage a Specialty.
thiest In New Mexico: Address incluirFor the above occasion
les, A. R., Journal.
if DR. J. E. BRÓNSON
Homeooathlc.
.
For Cattle and Ho'gl Hi Biggest
"FOR SALE OR LEASE Cattle and
Physician and Surween.
THE SANTA FE will sell
ket Price is
sheep ranches; permanent water on
Room 17 Whiting Black.
patented lands and unlimited free DR. W. G. SHA DRACH
tickets to Salt Lake City,!
range with grass at present knee high
Practice Limited
Throat
and very little stock of any kind on it. Oculist Eye. Ear. Nose, Santa
Pe coast
and Aurist for
Located in Sierra county. Address C ll.ies. Office
and return, for one fare
313 Vi. W. Railroad av.
M.
Miller,
N.
Hillsboro,
tf
f.
to 12 a. m- - 1.80 to 6
Hours
DENTISTS.
FOR SALE New and second-han- d
hup--'eat AlniKiuero'ja Carriage Co. DR. J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgeon.
You'll Appreciate
rtoonn 16 and 16 Grant Block, over
Your professional and trade Journals the Golden Hule Dv Goods company.
if bound in convenient form for ref- Automatic Phone J72: Colorado. 164.
erence. All styles of binding. Prices B. J. A..GKR. D. I. S.
right.
A
Ofnces: Arlmllo block. onDOslte Gol.
;den Rule. Office hours. 8:0 a. m. to
li. s. Lltligovf & Co.
12:30
in.: 1:20 to 6 o. m. AutoBookbinders,
Journal building. matic n.
telephone 462. AoDolntmenta
lu' ;.;.'at BtSSSStlllHli
made by mall.
Tickets on sale Septemlootbi igss4 bfslhn Hal
DR. L. E. E.HVIN
"fcWF'f
KING, CACTUS
Dentist
till
ber 28th and 29th.
Auto Phone 691.
OIL CMT leilVt'l l.l'ii
ZO and 22. Whiting block, ever
".ooms
Real Estate and Loans. Fire
Learnard nnd Llndemann.
T. E. PURDY,
Insurance. Surety Bonds
Prof. Dean's
AIU'HITECTS.
Agent.
.tuto I'lionc ;i28
U'j s. Second St F.V. W. SPEXCER
O. WALLIXGFORD
FOR SALE.
Architects.
12.700
room,
46 nnd 47. Barnett Bulldlnn.
Booms
brick;
bath
Speedily esrsi ('111". srslss, brssnSi ..id
'Phones.
Both
cellar,
electric
lights
walks,
cement
ALBUQUERQUE FOUNDRY
orrf, nrslitass, irnit bust, ssssse4.kssdt
on hlghlaiiits, close In.
borlied wire cuts on animals. BsrssM
CIVIL
ENGINEER.
12.850
brick: lath, electric
""
isddlfl i.'Hli- BiSBflSi lich. anil all hurts
AND MACHINE WORKS,
lights, barn, shade trees; W. Tijeras, PIT T' ROSS
of mar. or Least.
City
Engineer.
close in.
ai drogststi in lae, ".".' un.! íi iioiiin.
K V. HALL. Proprietor
$2,000rtli'l t lie. .rntflit riiMP, or mch SfSPSld bf
new brick cottage; Dealer in Land Scrip; Attorney be-- I
OLNEY & McDAID.
mtnufsctarerii,
X. Eighth st.; adobe outbuildings' fore United States Land Office.
Clinton, lowfl, II ymr dtugslll essaut
Room 18, Armljo Block.
$2,100
modern brick cottage;
Iron and Brass Castings, Ore, Coal,
supply.
bath, electric lights; good location. J. R. FARWELL
and Lumber Cars, Pulleys, Orati
hor mic sf
$2,100
brick cottage; bath,
Civil Engineer.
Bars, Babbitt Metal, Columns
ALL
electric lights; X. Second st.; J8D0 Room 23. X. T. Armllo building.
and Iron Fronts for Buildcash, balance on time at R per cent
KNTERPRXUMG
ings, Repairs on Mining and
$1.850
Brick cottage, rood
Mlllln - Machinery In Our Specialty
DRUGOIRt,
lights, lot 50x142, in Highlands
FOUNDRY
$2,100
brick cottage, .eli
East Side Railroad Track. Alhnanerque
built. X. Eighth street.
$4,000 Two good
houses, 6 lita,
shade trees, room for two muré
WORLD IS
ODD ANDCURIOUS
nouses; close In; N, Sixth stree'.
,260
modern adobe, smii
may still be
so
who have ' built,
nicely finished, large grounds.
Morning
not used
outbuildings, trees and shrubad columns. Good
Doesn't ooene ta Attrasjawrquje
bery. Fouth ward.
every day.
Neither aro. you
$2,200
frame dwelling, tn
eornnc .lose in, lot 76x142, tic e
;! ven every day such oppottaiiL
shade trees.
lies lo huj properly reasonably,
A fine piece of business property
fot
a ur can offer you litis work.
sale.
Some good ranches far sale close t
8 T. LAST AND
THE TIME is
THAT IT SHALL BB

FOR SIXTY THOUSAND

Alleg

KKM A IJU!yJfV ANTFD.
WANTED A wash woman, color-a-d
preferred. Apply 810 W. Park
f
avenue.
WANTED tjiri for general hous
work.
Small family. Apply II W.
if
Tijeras.
WANTED
at
Chambermaid
U
Claire Hotel.
MALE HEIiH WASTED.
VA N TED
A stea in sho vef for?
man; sina'l shovel. Apply at Journ i

BARGAINS

ROSS SUES CLARK M, CARR

AdAn7K

ALL (CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS PAYABLE IN

TIAL FEATURE OF A

F I
ALL

.in. Mountain

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

THE MOST ESSEN

DOLLAR GROCERY

UNO

1906.

Ar....
I.v....

S:tO p. re

l:Z(

p,

n

12:24 p. rr,
11:24 p. m
10:29 p. rr.
p. m
.10:00
Lv...
Lv.... 1:10 p. ir
Lv . . . . 4:40 n re
11:46 p. n,
Lv
Lv.... 9:40 p. m
Lv.... 7:90 p. rr
Lv
Lv
Lv

....

ConiMvtlons
At Antonltd for Innango. Sllverton and Intermediate points.
o Time to liOMi
At A incisa for Denvei, pueblo lid Intermedia'." points via either the standard
i
low
continue
Yet tisefoftarrts
SHiige line via La Vets pass or thn nirrovr gauge line via Salida, making the
lime by the use of obsolete method
Iihum- aorovnti
l,af enUre trip In daylight and passing through the fMB 024 Ki)nl (Utrg; also for
of keeping
Wrlhod are m'Kiern. SPOclal ruled
books and blanks ara down lo dat. 4II points on ("reede branch.
We furnish HI her
Trains stop at Embuda for dinner where good meals sre served.
t o.
U. , Mthg.m
M. K. HOOTKK, li
A. S. HAHMOY. Agont. Santa Fe, N. 11.
I. A. Denver.
Journal hulldltu
Bookbinders.

FULLOF
there
those
Journal classified

CIRCUS

1

COLONIST RATES

To

California and the Northwest

colonist ticket! w ill be sold to all principal
points on A., T. ií H. F. and So. Pac. Hy's In California at
rate of ,23.00. For other rales and full information call :tt
Se.

oud-cla-

ss

SANTA FE TICKET

OFFICE.

T. E. PURDY, Agent

city.
$2,600

brick cottage, bath
electric lights, burr, corner lot, 6O1
142; X Second atreet.
$1,300
frame, new, barr.
hade tress, city water, high loca
t'on.
$2, ('00
frame cottage, bath
etc.; 8. Arno street.
$1,000
frame cottage, bath,
electric lights, elOM In, easy terms
4
$6,500
double houses, close in. ncome $80 per month; a good Investment. Half cash, balance on time at
8 per cent.
$2,600
frame, bath, electrti
lights, trees, shrubbery, lot 76x142.
Fourth ward.
$1,200
frame, near shnpa.
$2,700
frame dwelling with
modern conveniences: well built 8
Arno at
Honey to Loan on Good Real Fart a U
at Low Rates of Interest.

ONE OF MANY
TwtJ

houses, utmost
local Ion for rentals,
$1800. for bail 1 i owner leaving
the cll.v. .Anil we have oilier
foiir-riNi-

Bar, good

hártalos.

-

PORTERFIELD
110

WEST GOLD

CO

THE ALBUQUERQUE
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I
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IETTER THAN A SAVING BANK the coming aristocratic residence section of Albuquerque, University Heights.
Beautiful residence lots, 50x142 feet, now only $25 to $150 a lot; $5 down, balance $5 month; no interest. Call at the
office and take a free automobile ride to and from the property. UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEMENT CO., Owners

CARNIVAL COMPANY
ARRIVED LAST NIGH

!

Train Load of Race Horses
Coming From Colorado This
Morning, Some New Stunts
for the Flower Parade,

I.

such lessons in the political management of public utilities rather

ALIEN CITIES III 1HE

far us the management could t. ii
last night, there is not a detail left
Su

undone in preparation for the opening
Controller ateta is a proud man
of the twenty-sixt- h
fair today. From
these days He has Just found II.- the manager's offlee it looks as
2li0,(liia. not for himself, hut for the
everything were running as smoothly
HEART OF GAY
city,
The money is In the shape of
as could be desired and with attra
real estate in the neighborhood of Co-- 1
lions here and coming in during th
ney Island. There the local gas com- day. basa ball teams, horses and exI any had recently been trying to bu.'
hibits here and due this morning, th?
some and In order to erect a big gas
manager's strenuous weeks of prep
holder, but the company has exper-- '
GOTHAM
aration .i.i.l a little lei up last nigh
enced some difficulty in getting a
He went home early, with the prosper
clear title to portions of the territory
of plenty to do today.
it required. This state of affairs star
Six cars of race horses left Pueblo
ed a shrewd real estate man Investi
yesterday morning for Albuquerque.
gating and he discovered that a largi
They will arrive here today. In the
portion of the territory really belongstring are some of the crack harneas METROPOLIS' COMPLETE
Years ago John
ed (o the city
and running horses of the western
FOREIGN SETTLEMENTS McKauc, the big poliltcal boss. w is
circuit. It is not known the exact
overlord of the territory, and whennumber In these cars, bul it is known
ever he wanted money he would Sell
that there are enough horses here aiel
Hut he uev
a patch of city land.
due to arrive today to till every sta.l
Presi-New gave any title to these real (State palin the grounds. The stall question !s Push Cart Ticket for
eéis, as Indeed he had no valid rig it
a serious one. and there Is no prospect
dency Dead Fish ii
to. nnd now after many years the ci
of a solution. It is usually the case
claims Its own again.
that a number of horses entered fail
York's Coffee City Picks
to appear at the last moment, but this
When the hand organs grind out,
year they seem to have come to the
'Waiting at'the Church.'' in a crowdUp $12,000,000,
last ga))oper and with expressed Intenl
ed section of the lower West Side, til,
to stav all week and to enter every
population sings It to the words of
thing they can get Into.
Waiting for the Park." They have
Xcu York. Sept. lti.- - A .V
The Western Carnival company ar- fork
rived last night from Colorado and er, who happened to be in one of the been waiting a long while. Wli it
proceeded at once with the work of coast towns in Italy somewhat over a three commissioners to condemn proplocating its shows on Railroad avenue year ago. witnessed there the town'.-- erty f"r the proposed Chelsea Park
celebration of the feast of St. Mary. In were appointed In July. 19. the disand the cross streets in the busine-district. The company will be ready t the evening the streets were gay wl h trict rejoiced, for a few green aores
open promptly on time at 7:30 o'clock illuminated arches. There was a pa- amid the brick tenements were sadly
tonight. It has a lot of people alo i,; rade with colored fire and bands, tire needed. Thereafter, however, nothing
balloons were floated, and In one of more was heard of the nark until a
anil the shows are bright and attractive. The company has the prosp v' the squares was set up a huge pink few days ago when the Citizens' Unof a splendid week here and every and silver and gold altar to the sail;;, ion, through Its bureau of Industrial
man is going to do ills best to give before which a reverent throng con- betterment, made public tile fact thats
stantly passed and upon which score the Chelsea Park board eonimissioni
the people their money's worth.
Cattle. Sheep, fruit, vegetables. ..1 of candles burned. "How unlike New were wort hy of ubllc attention. $
seems that each commissioner gets
sorts of things going to make up :h York: remarked the New Yorker,
every meeting of the board he tt-r- ,.
show at the fair grounds were arriving few evenings ago. happening to stt ,;'for
I
tends. Since the appointment of Up
last (tight and more will be in this south from the oh ar'stocratlc quar
morning. A solid carload of fruit ! of Stuyvesanl square, he found hlnis..'f board there have been 140 meetings,
due this morning from Mesilla Park on the edge of a teeming Italian sec- earning 11,400 for each commissioner,
Union has hem
and Las Cruces, and this alone will tion in the, streets of which lie saw 1111 though the Citizens'anything
that the
take up much of the space in exhibi- Celebration he had seen in Italy, altar unable to discover
tion hall. The hall by the way. Will and all. He mingled with the throng, hardworking gentlemen have accomhe the busiest place in town all day and so far as the faces he saw and the plished and the park is no nearer than
language he heard were concerned, hfl it was a year ago. According to th"
today getting ready for the opening.
might have been in the midst of Italy, I'nion tvnlcal meetiniis of the board
Some Unique Parade stunts.
in New York, embracing as it doe-- , am iiiose ai which the commissioners
has ever been
No such Interest
their nam OS In a
shown be fore in the Thursday men - men of all nations', all races, all creeds, slmolv stroll In. sign
in the hook In order to get paid, anil stroll
Ing (lower parade and trades display. (every holiday and least day
younger clement of th
Everybody is getting in line arid some world is celebrated by some portion of out again. The
population 111 the Chelsea district ISt,
New Yorkers who d
strange stunts are forming.
the population
little exploring about the city do not saving up a choice collection 01 an-One of these is by the El. I.. Washoient eggs and tomatoes against the
burn clothinr house. The Washburn realize that with 37 per cent of
111 "
company Is advertising for TIO bovs population foreign bom, the metropo- first public appearance oi l"'
and 106 dogs. What a elo thing com- lis contains a succession of foreign rit- At a recent court hearing it became
dogs, Ies. The aggregate of all foreign born
pany wants witli a hundred
known that the gas Investigation of
much less a hundred boys, is some- 'and those of foreign parentage in New 'last
vear in New York city, at Which
New York Is the
thing of a mystery, hul Mr. Washhurn York Is
largest Jewish city In the world With ('liarles K. Hughes won hi- - spurs as
who was seen yesterday declined to c,
an Investigator, cost (he Consolidated
into details. It Is certain that both about Ten. inin Hebrews. During th
Infeast ot itosh Hasanns on Septembui? Qas company $77. unit. As the same Up
dogs and boys are going into the
and every boy must have a dug L'o. business Will be at a standstill ovei vestigation cost the state M7.009 (if
thy a large portion of the Baal Side an l total cos! was close to 12R,000,people;
and every dog a boy, but what pretty
for overa mile along Broadway in the course, iii the long run. the
are to do is a mystery. It is
Nov
section beginning with Canal street have to pay' all of this. Hut
certain to be Interesting.
convine,
la, is ,,r other merchants are getting- and ending at Aslor Place. New Yorrc Yorkers generally are well
tip
costly
as
contains within a few thousand es that Investigations as
in line for the parade and there Is re
Insurance probing arc well
ipn to believe that it Is going to be a 'many Irish as Belfast and Dublin to- 'one and themoney.
gether, more Hermans than Munich, worth the
whopper.
more Italians than Florence, nearly 'it.
I'air Grounds Sports.
thfl
al
racing
many Russians as Riga, nearly Hi TERRITORIAL W. C. T. U.
While there will be no
Will
there
many
as Prague,
fair grounds this afternoon,
is
games,
India
land
the
more Norwegians than Chrlstla.i-sand- .
TO MEET TOMORROW
be two base ball
Style
and
best
in
their
will perform
n
the
attraction,
thai remarkable
Mr. Bryan is retired from the !!
ascension and parachute race, ai
Innual Business Meeting of Ww
Which a man, a woman and a monkey light of presidential possibilities. Pres.
Branch of Ills Temperance Or
ident Roosevelt; if he finally decides to
are the contestants, will come off. This
tAnlsatlon w in occur in Parlors of
event is set for 4 o'clock. Ir will oc- i run agafn. h id best beware, and can- l,eud Avenue .Methodist Church.
cur provided there is not a high win. dtdates like Messrs. Shaw, Fairbanks,
blowing, in which ease the monkey Taft and Hearst had belter take to the
decline! to enter. The monkey has tall timber. The pushcart peddlers f
The annual business meeting of the
aversions to wind storms, having been
' the BgSl Side are out with a tick, 'I
christian Temperance UnWoman's
va- on
counties
several
they
sweep
believe will
the ion of New Mexico will be held tomorwhich
blown through
ill'l1!! sions which he has not yet country.
if. it
presiden.
The ticket is: For
row evening. Tuesday, the Ifth, in the
Police Commissioner Itingham: for
forgotten.
of the Lead Avenue Methodist
Tonight the carnival company opens, vice president. Deputy Commisslonei parlors
Episcopal church. Tiii" business meet"Rhlnewlne" Waldo. The proclama- ing la to take the place of a regul ir
the Indians will dance and Rueaell
will do Ills first higli dive from the In- tion of these new candidates followed convention tins year, ano II s cxpecicn
the announcement that Commission '! the session will be a very busy on-- .
clined plane.
'Itingham and his deputy bad ordered OfNcefS
Tomorrow the racing program will
for the ensuing year will he
.n
events
of
(he police to forget the Sunday law s , elected anil
begin and the full swing
various matters connected
way.
be
under
far as (he pUShoert men are concerned with temperance work will he uete.;
the fair grounds will
occupy
to
today
enough
and look the other way when the ped- upon. It is expected there will he a
There will he
alera are selling things. The pushoarl large attendance
the time for everybody.
from the various
no
attracting
is
men wish to sell on this particular parts of the territory wnere till i
which
An event
Snbhalh because during a pari of th
small amount of Interest is the wrestIs represented.
f,,r Thursday week; they will be Idle because of Lhe
ling match arranged
night in Elks' theatre. This is a ne. feast of Rush Manantía. Slgmnnd
WIRE! l .ss TELEGRAPHY.
Schwartz, president ot the llnttod
departure and a live one.
Pushcart
Peddlers' association
of Is the Ki nil ,,l Prolonged S(uil ami
Oreater New York, ami Finnan Han
Deep Research.
BOYS CATCH FULL-GROW- N
dle Mose Lippman are the original
IN SACK Bingham men. Al a meeting of the
Marconi the wireless wizard did:
RATTLESNAKE
Peddlers' association an announceaccidentally upon the
not stumble
ment that Mr. Waldo's name was ori- principies
of his marvelous Invention.
ginally
Wahlocku
evoked
lthinewein
It was only by deep ami proionge i
Two Hold Youths al Orogrande Lasso
tremendous hysteria. It was suggested study of the cause of certain known!
Dig Iliicc-- l not lte;itllc and Tote that the peddlers give Commission
phenomena In nature that he was able!
a diamond studded cane and
Home t
Crowd of Admiring
produce the startling effect.
a set of diamond shirt buttons, hut to Many people, in speaking of Hair
1 licnds In ti Ouuuy-Hnfrugal afterl houghl changed this to a Restorers, have a way of bunching
set of engrossed resolutions. In red, them altogether, without discrimina- It is easy to catch rattlesnakes alive green, yellow nnd pink lettering, with tlon.
ami bring cm into town. At leant a bunch of wax flowers tied to the
HerpteJde Is as different from other
(hat is wuut Coltharp and James Mc- I ra me.
"hair restorers'' and remeReel denti of New York's upper dies" as day Is from night.
Laughlin say, and they did it hint Friday at Orogiande, according to the West Side have been getting free tnud
pre- It Is a selenitic preparation
orogrande 'limes.
baths for the past few weeks and th i parad for the sole purpose of destroy-- .
They were west of the town and have not been enjoying the treat. As Ing
scalp microbe that causes dan-- 1
happened to look down In an old as - (soon as they draw a few Inches of drufftheand falling hair.
and saw a rattler "ua ler" into the tub. they are unable
sessnient hole,
Sold by leading druggists. Send lil
( loser examih bunt three feet long,
lo see lhe bottom. For drinking par- - ilí stamps for sample to lie iterpieiu
they
It
one
hau poses they have been compelled m
to be
nation showed
U. II. Hoggs
Co.. Detroit, Mich.
lost, so they set out to capture hlni. purchase water at the drug stores.
Of
A.- - stated at (he outset It is easy.
Yo.i curse the department of water supp'.. Co., Special Agents.
make a loop In a string,, and tic the has been deluged with letters from
nYou Seen Viunii. lhe Mystery'.'
other end to a sotol pole. Then you Indignant citizens, and. after Its lilgii- - II.
It can talk!
drop the loop steadily toward the rep- priced bacteriologist sat on the probIt can walk!
tile Mr. .Snake makes a uive for it, lem for many days, It was recently an-- i
but'
you pull the stick and the snake nounced that "the water has an un- -'
Is it an Automaton'.'
looks foolish.
pleasant odor, due lo microscopic veg
Is it a Man''
With tne sirring around his neck, etable growths, but II Is perfectly safe
Who?
raise him. It is easier on tht desert (or drinking purposes." West side-V ii in
than In an assessment hole, they say were probably little reassured by this
Mystery.
The
After you get him out, there Is lots bulletin, as, In their experience, th"
of fun. It is not, so safe as fondling microscopic growths Include fish, both
will be served at 'JIN South
Meals
a kitten by any means, hut the wnj dead and alive, eels and various wale' '
Fourth all fair week h South Met lthose bo: n handled that snake, and bugs. It Is unpleasant to find a dead odfaa
ili?
lunch.
juggled him about In a gunny sack, eel In one's bath or a dead fish In one
was a slsht calculated to make the offee, so the West Slders are up if.
WIGHT PiloTOt.itAPiiv
math creep for a week.
arms. In addition, during the past a siicct-s- s el lhe Pennington studio.
This snake was a daisy It rattled few months, tilg water mains In the Guaranteed
hctu-- r
ilaiigiu.
Hutu
by several keys and afforded lots of city have burst three times doing
fre.il Special prices during the fall', (round
fun for the boys, amazed grown folks, damage. On one of these occasions
n Moor. .WO
Railroad SVC, Pl'lllllllg-to- n
ami made children wonder.
portion of Fifth avenue was turned
& Duvls, prop-- .
They feed the snake rats, rablts into a lake, on another a hilly section
and tllC like and in the meantime, of Harlem was transformed Into a
Two Purposes Accomplished.
anybody ligurlng on starting a circus roaring torrent, and on the third tin
Posting and making out statements
can make terms with the bovs on subway was flooded f,,r hours. Th Ht one writing
by the use of .the
to perform
live rattlers guaranteed
Call us
Fifth avenue Inundation occurred ,n Statement Ledger System.
every time you bat an eye.
a Sunday, and as no water department up and we will explain more fully.
officer could be found In the town, tna Auto phone 128.
Mil. SHAM. MIX Mood crew for hours until lhe firemen
II. S. l.lihgow A Co.
HltlNk TEXAS,
Bookbinders.
Jnui ur.1 building.
ERAL W ITER, PROM THE P VI. were able to shut It off. On the tw
PINTO WELL. POR SALE RV ALI ither OCCSHenS It transpired that th
.1 MIS, ;r, CI VI s
l
RT
ISDN'S
OI
engineers tildn'l know
GROCERS AND DRUGGISTS. AM. I department
V.
fTTRELLE, MIEKT, I If Wljer the water gates of the IIMli lER DOfcFN IT TROTTER A' liW-.KIVS- ,
W.
ti
New York
conilde'l
'were located.
WEST COAL.

Visitors To

u

THE GLOBE STORE

Albuquerque

THE STORE OF RELIABILITY

i

:

s

will find this

big;

clothing

store, one of the very
teresting sights of the
tropolis.

DRESS

It is one of the

stores of the southwest.

GOODS

Its stocks embrace the
goods

of

1906

Me-

largest "men and boys' "

choicest

F A L I

1906

in-

home

and foreign markets.

i

i

I H

I

..

Don't fail to

large assortment of
ladies' fall and winter dress goods, comprising of the very latest fabrics on the
market. Prices to suit all, We also have
a large assortment of Outing Flannels and
Flannelettes, in all the popular patterns
suitable for blouses, dressing gowns,
kimonos, etc. Prices to suit all. Call and
see our line. No trouble to show goods.

Apart from the splendid
display of fall wearables
in the store- - visitors arc

at liberty to make this
store their headquarters,
while in town, to meet
their friends here, to use

cur writing desk and

pub-

lic telephony.

see our

,

na-ra-

AuBtro-Hungarla- nn

The Big Globe

Sip

on W. Railroad Ave

Simon Stern

bal-oo-

Mc-Ic-

o

The R.R. Ave. Clothier

WHAT PART OF THIS PAPER DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST INTERESTING TO THE PERIS
OR BOARDING PLACE?
SON WHO IS EAGERLY HUNTING FOR A FURNISHED ROOM
IN THAT COLUMN OF THE MOR NING JOURNAL
ADVERTISEMENT
YOUR

Fifty-tw- o

years of knowing how is sewed in every

garment. ,"

AH the

I

new models for fall and

winter have arrived and we would
be pleased

to show you the newest

fancies from the world's best makers.

Men's Suits $10 to $30.

I

Boy's

Suits $3 to $7.

Knee-Pan- ts

Young Men's Suits $7 to $15.
Stetson Hats $4 to $6.

I

Young's Derby $3.
Stetson Special Fedora or Derby $5.

'

I

,

'

I

I
0

Pancy

winter underwear

blue, union or (wo piece,

$"

in

pink, white or

to $t per suit.

The most complete line Of winter underwear
ever shown in this city, $1 tO$0.&O per suit.

SEE WINDOWS

E. L.
122

Washburn

SOUTH SECOND STREET

119

Co

WEST GOLD AVENUE

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL.
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A WORD TO FAIR VISITORS
You are cordially invited to visit our establishment while in the city and look through our immense stock, comprising of everything new and

EVERYTHING

for the

neta in
...

'

i'

.:

......

Rugs

....

.'

4

Parlor

Mattings

::.

Dining Room

Upholstery Goods

Library

Draperies

and Kitchen

Lace Curtains

also
Velvet Carpets
Brussels Carpets
Axminster Carpets
Ingrain Carpets

Portieres

Blankets
.

gjflMjlft

-

-

:'

,0f

-

Pillows

and Linens

r

Our Prices are the Lowest

We Buy Direct from the Factories in Carload Lots.

ALBERT
FABER
Staab

a large plan! to bo operated at u

IRRIGATION

PROJECT GOING

see

EXPECTED TO RECLAIM
TRACT OF VALUABLE LAND

Pushinq Work nn

Track and Station Betterments nn Line between Albuquerque and Gallup,

in-e-

rai;-rna-

Correspondence Morning Journal.
i In
Hlll VHtT. X. M . Si' pi. i.".
Mulholimnd arrived today irttli
hi
force to load hli well drilling machín'!
for Qallup, where he hu leoured i
o
"iiilr;i'l fm ilrlllliiR
deep ., II
railway, harlot
Baau
hed
i in Bluewati r wall,
neorge Oanley'i tang of loo Indiana
nri located at Bluewater laying baila
- ii irrlvi
i frmn the tUo l';e i.
Tin- Indian
cnue much etnuaement
h niKht with their dancei
Than
iri .i v.nletv .if ilaiifiM us Ihr Kir..;
has Indian from luirla. Laguna, Wle- Rlveralde,
Phoenix ami aotne.
other point.
Wh.it wn almost a fre, fur all flaM
occurred lat evening al the time the
piimi! came in from work, over an axe,
Indiana ik ihk in din, n ut cara both
claiming it. The argument emieii 'n
Several Kitting; black eyes and a fgw
knockout iiiiins.
Bl in Rjleutg Track,
C, w. Alexander'
gang haa been in
created to 7.", men who are tin
traik weal of Bluewater elation
Mi expects to finbb ihu pari of the
work by October
at whli Ii time
(he nrlght
grading outfit
Iri
f,nn
fmAngele,
leevr
where !t i
tiny have laige gnuüng contracta which will lat (luting the winter
wolfa'a auryeylng mitfit of three cae
tn Bgalh
Bluewater.
re-n-

11

i

.

profit, are very encouraging,
it. Chapman and wife, hla sun. I
tin. n ami .Miss Julia Tltjen of thi.s p
were called upon to appear at Una
na before tin- grand Jury last we
Bluewater expect to be almpil
populated during the fair weak at Al- buquerquo.
.1
I) Hardiaon with men ana
I'lt'it car arrlvt'il today to erect tii
pumping plant for thé Santa Ifc't deep
They are t" install a gaaollnc
well.
nglne Which the company claim give
betior Mtlafactlan and costs leu to operate,
Bluowater ha cprung from a sid
trai k to nulte a little Village the past
six month!. Several extra anil grading
gangi of about (00 man make thin,;'
Paaaenger trana which
look lively.
forraarfj newer atoppad hen-- now eithanger
coming, and golnt
pas
er have
.o expresa dally.
The loeal fniKhi
pllea morchandlie and provision sk.
IukIi upon the platform almoal eveo
da)
The Santa Pe company expect
to build a nice depot and warehouw
when
the Bluewater Dpvclopmenl
company gel at&rted upon their .several r,:.snrvoir projects, which will
d
ao that tin
tie the buslne
enmnanv will hive to make this
itatlan an agency at well a an ei
nfflco,
Wcatern
Union
oSli e and
whicjt win pleoie the realdenli Will
have been without these here! ofoM.
The ti legraph office a closed throutch
the iiu!' Rcaion. Everyone think
bright! roture; ail
Hluewatei has
tha' la ti ceseary to make thin one if
th" mi 't fertile valley In New Mexico
Is the water and the Bluewater Pevel-npniecompany who have porchaaed
tin Vandarih ranch oi feétéral tbou- laand acres and who have an optt).l
n i much mure railroad land arc to
build four reservoir, the work to
commence aa anon as the ntrveyori
.have finished. The soil here will ral t
almoal mi'' klml of crops, but sin
grain and alfalfa. silRar beets and ill
kind of vegatablea grow very rapidly.
fia one WOtlld be surprised to see Bl
an early date a beat sugar factory and
a crloi mill located at Bluewater.
.1
H. DatlS, from the genual snpe- -

i '

llntondent'i

office at Los Angelea, waa

(taller yesterday In tha Interest if
the railroad Company's water service
The company has received no reven te
frein th-- pipe line runlng from the old
Bluewater dam to a point near tic
ItatlOB,
Several Mormon families
av been using the water for housedam ws
since the
hold purpose
The Mormon
w.i !id ait a year aro.
wail
di
to
compelled
Mttlera win be
both for household use and IrrlKitl"
nlesa they oan make arrangement!
with the new land rompany.
HI1 Vajilla at Work.
Patllemake Story,
Tho Scharf aana. the Bluewater !
urveynrc are
Another
viiipmont company'
lar" rattlesnake was
brought In yesterday: this makes a dodill buey with an niitloiik fur never
montha' work before rnniplctl'm. M' zen or more killed in close vicinity "f
Scharf wax fortunate In k ttlnu W ' Bluewater this summer. These Mttlera meure from I to BVi feat wi'.b
Ketehér and Mr McC'abe, of
l
Mr
for aaelxtnut
f to 0 rattles. Mr Storms rocentl.
hit Ih a telegraph operator wh.t made a vWIt to Lo Angeles and took
mi'iviiI t!ie V'eterii t'lilmi f..i a (on- - the nkln Of one of the large maki I
lie whs told If he WOUld
with him
fill of year In tho iTIce al Albuquer
head Inlúe ill' aaya draaiiur a aurveyor send a skin withgetrattles and
Mr.
III for It. WatSV
chain (icniH the lava rock N not qulti tact he would
pounding bran, hin Httlholland "f the Santa Fe'.i
o iileafnnt a
large
I
a
f
no doubt will service who killed
rattler il
ipellílng
mor
nut some of the operator under Iho few days ago Is going to have n be't
tflldc when he tak" up lii." old ppát m ole nf the iklti for Ills daughti r who
!l
it, Oallup. These skins make valtli, u
ith the WeKtern Union people.
uable ludlf s' belts ami are greatly adMine Kiln Hole pewwiftt.
.
Mr Havercamp, of Orani, who ho mire d.
A
"r,l party and Inncln mi iv.1 giv- been making lime at the old kl!'
en bl Mf. and Mrs. V K. Spralt In t
,)iith nf llliiewntcr. hn "hut do
A g,,od
In uní, evening.
time
retiorte l.
ii iolng n nnle nf the plnnl
Messrs. M nlholland and llolatunn of
(iilfiirnla people. If Ihey (nki
liallupl Mis,s Muck and Wolf uf
plant they Will cnlarpe it and glw
to a large force nf men l:i IWInsloW, were the out of town Visit-- i
the niiarry and getting out fuel. Th' oi s. Ml Spi att Is the operator In the
office.
I local
California people ay the proapect
ral-in-

n

a

-
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BETTS

Albuquerque, New JViexico

Building.

West Railroad Ave.

308-31- 0

Fo is

Couch Covers
Comforters

-

and Oil Cloth

LARGE

y

Table Covers

Linoleum

Santa

ate

FUR.NITUR.E
Bed Rooms

ni

up-to-d-

APPOINTED COLLEGE

innrnonn nr

ssstsjunur

Ramsay's

Thursday Evening

nrm
has oten

TrAii nm

itm

opera house

FOOT BALL ELKS'

eeeee

MADE

Wrestling Bout (or the
Championship
nf the
Southwest) and a Side I '.it
nf 1850.00 each, Between

is (,i) TO i 1ST
tow BSD
i
UIGIIWAI
OF st
Superintendent Arthur Trolfnrd of
the territorial penitentiary today sent
convicts
detachment of fort.-fou- r
to Ijis Vagal, from which city the
convicts will ifo to a point about nine
miles distant, where ihey win commence work on the extension if the
." enle highway to the eastern line of
the Pecos forest reserve. The prlon-e- i
s were In eliai'ife of Assist lilt Superintendent 8. j. Samoie, Foreman
Roy Fischer and Guard Oonaalaa, six
prisoners were detacheil to L,ns VeKan
sniuetlme aifo and have sii.ce been
wonting on road construction,
with
this number there win be iifty prisoners at work on Monday, A full supratioir;
ply of patttp equipment ami
as taken alonif and the convicts will
m
possible
ule as comfortable as
be
under the Ircumei in
Notarle PnbUc Appouftcd,
The following notatle- - nubile have
been appointed by tiovcriior IlaKor-ma- n
it

Correspondence Mumim? Joutuai.
Mesilla Park; Sept. 15. The Athletic Assuci.it ion of the Agricultural
College held a rousing meeting yesterday afternoon, til which officers for
this year were ule, ted, as follows
President,
John Q. Millar;
vie
president, J. B, Mnndell; secretary,
Doris fosten Irfeasurer, William
auditor, 'hules E, Paul; general manager, Ooorge (. Halda; advisory members elected from alumni,
A. It. Boga '00 and C. I). fase '04.
The outcome of the year's work In
athletics Is a hard one to forecast.
What Cogch Miller really thinks in
regard to the football protpecti is
omethlng many would like to know.
The team that will represent the Col-

lege as its first c layen will be practically new. Tha strong team of last.
( ir which
was tho result of three
'.ear's bard and careful training Has
been scattered lo the winds, not an

unusual thing In Institutions where
large classes are graduated.
Last Wednesday a Oquad of sixteen
men responded to the call for practice
and of last yoar'i eleven only Redding, Fruiter and Anderson wero
there i break in the new fellows.
Tinmaterial m Mght appears such
that a genii team could be worked
out. but with the University having
nine of their old men back this year
tin college evidently has some work
ah"ad.
A
ml opening ltd option.
The annual reception to the faculty.
Old and new
tudetlt, was held last
even ng in Woman's hall,
The
students who have enrolled this year
ami the membcri of the faculty spent
the evening in a waff that insures a
year of pleasatd reJtitiooship.
The
new member of the faculty w ho have
been a ided since last year' recaption are Miss DantOlI. aRistaiil in
Mngllsh; Ml
t'ro.ete, nousákeepor for
the Women:: hull; ileorge W. dim- mis. usslataui in the department .if
.i. Simpson Morgan, Toxico, Rooeo
velt eountv; Jacob M. Ilium. Kalrvlow, physics; John I!. Thompson, assistant
In
horticulture; A. C. Morton bonror,
Sierra countyi 11 Weatherly, Tesice,
Rooaeve)! oounty; R, O. Bfirrotl Plnoa naslstattl in Irriga ttantj Miss ktuggart,
professor in done stlc science.
Alto, Grant countv.
Wcl, omc tn llrlde and (.room.
Barre Yam Boon NUntu, tin ttiatevyt'
Tonight many of ihe older student",
It enn talk!
meet at th" home ,,r l.nuren W. Case,
It can walk!
04. to renew aemmlntarfca with
In I''. Nnhntirs, 'OB, and Ids wife,
but!
I It an Automaton?
(formerly Ml
Mr.
Vida Johnson).
Is It a Man?
Nabeura w as a strong man In the college during id" course here, being acWho?
V it in a!
tive in all lines ,.f work, having taken
Mystery.
a prominent part fn all uthlctlc con- Tlic
i

:

Men-Ja-

d

Special Sale of Typewriters

n

TSLMni Ufirnni
WILUULU

nrMDV

:

republican of Orant county, to be
of that county, to mi out th
ixplred term ol Andrew 1!. Laü'd,
wlio.--e
death occurred a week aso.
The appointment Ii a popular one in
Qranl county, where Mr, itetts has
been prominent in public affairs ulmén from the time of his oomlng
the territory In ISM. Mr. Betts lui
.lived in several county and municipal offices with credit to himself and
to the people who elected him. lie is
prominent in fraternal societies and la
He hu
,i successful
business man.
li.'M the position of deputy assessor
f,,i some years and Is thoroughly 0On- reraanl with the duties of the oillce.
Mr. Itetts Iris been pioniincntly mentioned in connection with the republican nomination for the legislative
council from Orftnl and imni Ana
counties. Mr. itetis was endorsad for
the position by many leading republicans oí Oráni eoiimv.

Corner Fourth Street and Railroad Avenue

Mixed

'Atj r
Prominent Republican Named rcA ni n di avtdc omi
Al. MESILLA PARI',
by Governor Hagerman to
Fill Out Unexpired Term oi
New Material is'Promisins au
Andrew B, Laird, Deceased.
Games With University aro
ndence Morning Journal.
un
,
Already Being Considered.
tanta Ke. N. M.i Sept, 16, Oovarn-H.). Hagerroan has appointed n.
Annual faculty Reception,
H. Rett
of silver city, a prominent

Tpwritorium

During Fair Week

'I'lic Santa I'c Machinist

HAMMOND (Latest Model)
NO. 2 OLIVER (Rebuilt)
XO. 3 OLIVER (Practically New)

and

Wl LLI AM BAUMAN
Tlie Brooklyn strong Boy

$35.00
30.oo
50.00

NEW CENTURY NO. 6 (New)
NEW CENTURY XO. 6
"
SHOLKS (New)
UiKRICAX (New)
XO. 2 REMINGTON
NO. YOST
,

Ihe bout will Ik decided by the
two in three lulls: the lir-- t
G ruceo-- 1 Iowa n, tlic second CCtctl-aH-l- 'r
t'ulch-ctli- i,
.uid toss
chohC ill 111''
(bird.
Ihe first opportunity over accordo1
Albuquerque people to sec profc- -- ional
rentier on tlic mat. and un
opportunity to sec two of the heal of
their weight in the country.
Announcement of sale of scats will
be mmlc later.
best

50.00
35.00
30.00
25.00
20.00

3

1

CALICRAI'II

10.00
10.00
15.00

s

CONOVER
JEWETT NO. 3
DENSMORE
REMINGTON XO. 6
THREE NO. 4 UXDERWOOIX Each
TWO XO. 4 UNDERWOOD, Each
XO. 2 SMITH PREMIER

and in the management of the
Mrs.
Collegian, the college paper.
Naboura spent a year here doing
popuwas
specially
special work and
lar. They were married iu Aibliquer-qu- o
yesterday
and arrived In Las
Cruoet this nternlng.
Ml
RUtH Colmen, ol"
last year's
graduating class, is visiting her sis
n
ter. Mrs. Dr. Kogar, '01. Miss
Is on her way to the University Of
Texas. Where she expects to take postgraduate work in several lines bi
Which she in Interested.
The public school at MoMllg Park
Open Monday under the direction of
Mr. Hunter Lewis and promises to bo
uu exceptional year.
te-t-

30.00
05.00
40.00
OO.on

80.00
50.00

Col-me-

qAlU AND sun

ÚACHINBS AT THB ABOVE PRICBS ARE RLiAl,
BARCA I S. EVERY MACHINE GUARANTEED To
BE AS REPRESENTED.

MACCAjBEE BAUt
Wednesduy night, September 19, at
Colombo Hall. Tickets $1.00 a couple.
A

TYPEWRITER RIBBONS

DURING Hi' MORNING UOUMS
HALF RATE Wild, lit QIVEN TO

l,AI)f8

T

LEY,

WEST GOLD

us

Tin:

BOWLING

23.

Aug-un-

A SPECIALTY

George S. Ramsay

AL-

AVÉ,

Nut Ice for Publication.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,

our stock, we know tiiv.su

Manager

.,.,,.

t

1U0G.

hereby given that the fol- Notice
lowtng-name- d
settler lias filed. noUce
of Ills Intention to muke linul proof !n
!
support of Ida claim, and thut suid
proof will be mude before the United
i
State court commissioner at San
S, 1906,
X. IL, on fJctober
viz:
Melquíades T. Otero, for the SK V ii
á
SW
'4,
N
4
i:
H. SK'. and NE
Is

lla-fae- j,

Sec. 24. T. 10 N.. It. 8 W.
Re name the following witnesses t")
prove hi continuous resilience upon,
and cultivation of, said land, viz: ,foe

Alilrta,

Joe

rigii'-roa- ,

Antonio Sandoval,
Pablo Lucero, all

Cubero, X. M.
MANUEL

Oor-gonl-

U.

OTERO. Register.

!

.(

Ghe R.IO IÍK.ANDE LVMBER. COMPANY

i

Sexsh and Doors

Puint und

G!ss

Contractors' Materials

o
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RECKLESS RUSSELL

HIS
THROUGH SPACE.

tHTBODUGTION 10
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HAIR-RAISIN-
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TOURNAMENT

IS

FAST

The First National Bank

ALBUQUERQUE WINS FROM
SANTA FE IN THE TENTH

Score Was 3 to 2 Drawing
for Places in the Tournament Will Take Place This
Morning at 10,30 O'clock,
The best baso ball game Albunuev-ou- e
fans have seen fur about two
years was played at the fair grounds
yesterday afternoon when the horn'1
team won from Santa Pa by a score of
3 to 2, the winning run being made
In the tenth inning
after two men
were out. Hut for a fluke on the pa-- t
of Cravens, the Santa Fe first baseman who dropped an easy little throw,
the game would have gone eleven Innings and possibly more. It was a fast,
clean ball game, and while there wee
a few errors, they only added to the
Interest of the stand. About six hundid people saw the game.
X, y pitched the t;ami' for Albuquerque and showed that the contidenee of
Manager I'avanaugh in his ability Is
not misplaced. He plays a steady,
heady game, allows very little hitting
even from such sluggers as make u;
the Sania Fe team, and although ne
threw the ball aw:iy once during th
gWme it was really half the error oi
the second baseman who didn't arrive
In ilme to connect.
Lopez also pitched a clean game tai
Kanta Fe, striking out some of tin
tleavy hitters among the Browns.
fable and Craven:-- , both Missouri
leaguers, and both pitchers, played
with Santa Fe, Cravens on first an I
fiable at second. Neither of them din
much good on the bases. Cravens In
an effort to save his hands let the ball
drop at first and his errors really lost
the game for Santa Fe.
There were no scores until the flwl
half of the sixth when Santa Fe got
through with a run. In the seventh
Albuquerque landed one and in the
eighth Sauna Fe got another. It wis
in the last half of the ninth that McDonald found his way to llrst and stole
e
second with a sample of his
speedy base running. Then, Graham,
who ha a record to sustain-- hammer-f- d
out a two base hit. one of the cleanest hits of the game. McDonald scorh
In the ten!
on it and tied the game,
Santa Fe failed to score and an errar
by Cravens at first base allowed Albuquerque to get in with the wlnnltv
run. It was a llrst class game and
if it is a sample of the way the play
is to go this week, there will be plent)
of interest in the ball games. LopeK,
the Santa Fe pitcher, did his share of
hitting as well. He got in with the
bit during the game.
only three-bas- e
Drawing for Position.
Santa Fe nnd Trinidad arrived lab
Saturday night, has Vegas appear'!
cm the scene late last night and thi
morning the Kl l'aso, Globe and Clifton teams will get in. With seven such
teams as these to play ii Is evident
flint Hiere will be top notch base bail
this wrote
The managers of the several team'
will meet this morning at 111: HO o
dock in the Rothenberg and Stohlois
cigar store on Railroad avenue, to
draw for places in the tournament,
and to arrange the schedule on whloh
the games will be played, Superintendent Hlckey, of the ball tournament,
will be present at the drawing. It will
probably be necessary to play morning
games every day during the week.
Faux Picking the Winner,
The base ball fans are busy jost now
picking the winner in the tournament
Globe and Clifton have not been seen
here and the sample of Fl Paso base
ball seen here during the summer 'I
not a fair indication of what the PaM
efty bunch will be able to produce. It
Is known that both Clifton and Globe
have speedy teams. Santa Fe has two
very high class pitchers in Cravens
and Cable, both of Whom have belli
seen here before, while the Las Vegai
team has been strengthened
There is an inclination to look dtl
the Trinidad crowd with expectation.
i, rani tiets have been offered ami laken that Trinidad would win the tournament. It Is difficult, however, to get
anything like a line on the way Hie
teams will play until a few game
hfcve gone and it Is certain that tn!
tournament is going to be an excillni;
old-tim-

.

,

thr

fair
'Cu'.l ÍJMTTlí S
; this afternoon and until th'
!i4.uln taken olace this morning it
i...'
uii.in in uv which teams win
W ill be Mayed at

expected that Trlu
i.ii.i '.,i,a Sinn tn Fe and I.as Vegas and
HI Paso will be coupled up.
The llrst game will be called prompt
o'clock.
lv at
New Players Arriving,
virr" Prrvlne and Jimmy DurhamIn
known ball players
I wo' of the best
.. v,wtern Ifeaarue. arlrved In Albu
querque last night from Kansas Clt)
fan
to play with the Browns during ha:-'
l Perrlne will play at third
while Durham
.t.i,, ii,,. tournament,
ow
niation all his
th
,.,iii nlrciilate between llrst bast
bench and the pitcher's box.01 Kansas
Kratiz.
'i,irht Parson
will ar
a nlteher
Iso
fortunes, with th
rive to throw In his week.
ThM ar
BroWn suits for the
p layers allow. d
the three professional rules.
under the tournament imported mm
Two of Santa Fe's
were in the Held yesterday aft.rnooi.
urrivd
...i.u
n. third, .lirn .aluski.
wnra
te night from Denver,
been playing during th nUH I DCIMUII,
atthriuvh

It is

V.

i

LAS VEGAS BALL TEAM
HAS BEEN COMPLETED

NEW MEXICO

OF ALBUQUERQUE,

Depository for Santa Fe Railroad

States Depository

United

REPORT OF CONDITION SEPTEMBER
in, Schopp. Dick goes to Minneapo
He worked this year
lis next season.
n
with Marshalltown. Iowa, inning
twenty
games played.
out of
Schopp is a- snuthpa and t ikes rank
is the fastest man in the Iowa State
league. The remaining members of

4th. 1906.

I

RECKLESS

sev-tee-

TO

the team are Brown, catcher; Schemp
base: and
first base; Wolff, second
Hlckerson, Taylor Tildón and V.
Held.
in
The weakness
the
It.ithburn
of the team lies In the fart that today
marked their first appearance on the
liamond together.

IE

j
:

RUSSELL
PLUNGE

RESOURCES.

Loans and Discounts
Bonds. Securities and Real Estate.
United States Bonds
.

Í

TOTAL

BASEBALL.
NATIONAL

LEAGUE.

Cincinnati
Cincinnati
At

-

Imis

SI.

es Up

II. F.

1"

1

I

1

!l

4

a

Schlcl,
Swing
Haiti rles
and
llhtmdes and Marshall.
K.
game:
I
Second
St. Loujs
I 4 "
1
B
2
Cincinnati
Batteries
Es sick and McLean.
Thompson and Noonan.

the

in

Leg

Nerve His Lack otj
Something
About

LIABILITIES.

T

Capital, Surplus and Profits
Bank Circulation

Man Who Defies Injuiy

and Death Twice a Day,

LEAGUE.

H. II. E
At Chicago
4
Chicago
1
0
Detroit
Batteries A It rock and Roth, Sic- ver ,uni Schmidt.
R. II. H.
At St. Louis
1 3 1
!t. Louis
7
2
i
Cleveland
Howell and Spencer,
linttcrics
Bernhard nnd Clarke.
11

.",

At Chicago

Chicago
Pittsburg
Batteries
Pflester
Hllidebrand and l eitz.

R. H.
E

7

i

fi

K.
0

i

WESTERN LEAGUE
Denver-- lea Moines
Denver
game postponed on account fit rain.
R. H. KAt Pueblo
At

1

3
3

Sioux Citv

Pueblo
Sioux city forfeited.
Jackson
Batteries
Stimmcl and Itenielter.
Second game:
Sioux City

Pueblo
Batterie- s- Jackson and
ind Rénlckér.
At Omaha Omaha-Lincol- n
postponed on account of

fi

0

0

2

nnd

Pettlti

,.

Tí. II. E,
3
3 10
1
fi 14

Petit. Price
rah.

200,000.00
2,691,655.34

TOTAL

$3,201,021.77

e.

Moran:

and

$ 309,366.43

DEPOSITS

Heckles:- - RUSSell, he of the single
leg nnd Unmatched courage, wi
make his first dive from the tall Inclined plane at the corner of liailro.id
avenue and First street tonight. The
dive will be made at 14:80 o'clock t
nlght and will be witnessed by sever.li
thousand people. Russell's dive is
witnessed by thousands of pca-plIt Is so daring, and so original
In its daring, that people cannot símIt is une of those tlirl1!-In- g
il way from It.
events not often seen more than
once In a life time.
Once there were two men who did
this daring stunt which Russell ddes.
One of them was Marvellous Marsh
The other was Kussell. Kussell is still
doing it. Marsh has quit Marsh had
two legs and he dived from about half
the heigth that Russell undertakes. Ho
lost his nerve. The wonder Is that any
man could have the nerve to do the
stunt more than once.
Starting a hundred feet above th
ground Kussell rides a bicycle down
the steep inclined plane, dives through
space, and Into a tank of water, three
feet deep and six feel across. 'I hi
cycle falls In a net.
one thai
it is a
to hold his
causes the spectator
breath.
There is a popular impression lb.it
Reckless Russell lost his leg in perTormfng this treml ldollS dive.
il"
didn't, lie lost his leg twenty years
ag.i, and as he said plaintively last
night, it hasn't grown out yet, although It has had lots of time. Hut
he has suffered plenty of
escaños and some Injuries. It Is to be
remembered that Russell has done tirs
reckless act on an average of once
each day for five years. He has astonished thousands in Coney Island.
Ills bulky book of press notices show
thai there Is not a large cltv in enst-- i
n America where he luis not appeared before big crowds. Ills press no.
tlcmes are not the stereotyped affairs
public entertainer.
of Ihe average
Tiny nrc genuine tributes to his darIn ill
ing and his matchless nerve.
these years It would be surprising if
there had been no accidents. For Instance Russell has no front teeth. They
ie ill been knocked out In making
th" dive. Once not so very long ago
a small hoy stnndiiig by the tank ju-- l
In fore (he dive, threw an apple In it.
By that curious fate that sometimes
guides things wrong, the apple floa'-e- d
right lo the middle of the tank.
he hit the water Hussell's
When
month came in violent contact with
the apple. Ills teeth were knocked
down his throat.
Again another sma'l boy threw a
stone Into the tank. Kussell went lf
111" bottom bend llrst and his forehead
hit the stone. They dragged him out
by Ihe feet, with a tremendous gash
in his head, unconscious. Yet be did
the trick again two days later. With
his head wrapped up In cotton and
banda gis. Now a guard stands at the
tank and the small hnv who throws
anything into It gets into trouble.
Keeklcss Uussoll his real name is
Harry Is mi interesting man aside
(eat lie is
from his breath-takin- g
tall and slender, n trained athlete,
and In spite of his missing limb, he
walks quickly and with remarkable
grace and eas". using a plain wooden
He Is nearly six feet tnH,
crutch.
dark and with the clenr eyes of the
man who has never known fenr. He
Is an Interesting talker, tUl It takes
pressing to get blm to talk about himr.
self. He refers reporters to his

1,312,813.30
$3,201,021.77

it

1

AMRUIOAN

300,00.00
1,012,813.30

CASH AND EXCHANGE

1

$1,759,651.15
128.557.32

gime

JEWELED LIZARDS FOR
HOLDING THE SKIRTS

halr-ratsl-

hi

I

t

HEADQUARTERS FOR OUT - OF - TOWN

FAIR VISITORS

hair-bread-

News has recently
from
imc
Spain an. Italy that th qaeona 'i
both COU1 tries are wearing bejowclcd
s,
lizards as
in Paris
trottoirc,
skirt escaping the pave-- l
ment. ha now given place to longc
klrt.s, and It Is t( keep them fron
dragging that the lizard holders have
been designed.
Although not every or admires the
Upple beauty of lizard.' irtlstlc
elers have used them
for
rs
In recognition
of th"
graceful curves of their bodies. The He
holder! usually are (torn four to six
inches long, and they are made rtf
maprecious as well as
terials, while no jewels are b emcd
too brilliant
to imitate the lizard's
bright round eyes. A fi w of then,
In
are seen
the Paris shops, made entirely of brilliants, hut to wear them
is rather regarded as Btepning
borders of good taste. The dealers there state that the most popular
are made of lllter
lizard
gilt and have small emerald eyes. To
please those who simply consider utility they are also made of gunmetal.
These latter when worn on n daik
skirt are hardly perceptible, As far tj
price goes, lizard holders can now e
found t" suit almost every purse.
On the under side of these lizards.
Just below the neck, there nrc two
prongs pointed downward. There arc
two similar ones which, springing
from the extremity of the body, point
upward. When it Is desired to keep
lona skirt from trailing and to avoid
the annoyance of holding it Qn the
lizard is eatight by the upper prongs
Into a part of the gown falling a i
behind the right hip. It y means of II"
lower prongs the tall of the sKIrt is
llrmly held Up from the ground. These
novei bits of jewelry are so well made
handled
be
can
they
that
quite freely. There need be no fear
them. The Impression
of breaking
which they produce on a gown Is th"
same as though a beautiful lizard harested for an Instant on his upwamarch.
The French, Italian and Spanish
women have taken to lizard
with unusual delight. In sum"
subtle way they seem to carry out
the impression produced by the exquisite froufrous of yellow or deep
rose silk that peeps from under these
skirls; to harmonise with their high
Insteps, their high heels and the gn;.
colored clocks worked en their silk
stockings.
skirt-holder-
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Death of Colonel oniogys.
Jlmmle (osgrove W ill PUT Bhortttop
A Washington dispatch says the w.ir
for
Completed
Arrangements
of
department has learned of the death
("ome-gyMeadow Clt? P"T.
Lieutenant Colonel Edward T. retired,
United States army
which occurred at Los Angeles, Cal.,
Special to I he Morning Journal. Ar- about
midnight of August 31. Lieu'Ins Vegas. N. M., Sept. 16. fair tenant Colonel Comogy was horn In
rangements for the Us Vegasracing,
Ohio October 15, 184, and was ap-of
Horse
have been .completed.
pointed assistant surgeon with rank
a
flower
sport
Will,
carnival
base
Wl
among
first lieutenant, June II, H7B
will
be
races
novelty
and
a.ii'nnne.l t,, the irr.nle of captain for
attractions.
main
ihe
2. 1RH0; was
will be afforded the five years' service, June surgeon,
Opportunity
Octo major nnd
visitors to Inspect the dry fanningto promoted
colonel,
28,
1R93.
lieutenant
and
tober
also
city
and
lands east of the
general, September
S en- - deputy surgeon
miii. it.,, trio' over t lie ofbeautiful
was retired July 1, 190,ri,
He
OtS 7 1902.
convl
fifty
A.force
ic Highway.
day or two end at his own request, after thirty years'
is espertad here In
He was for a long time In
will be at work on the road during service.
charge of Ihe big government sanithe fair.
j
(earn ha k tarium it Fort Bayard, N. M.
The Las Vegas base hull Cosgrove,
Jimmy
IH'cn completed.
For prompt anil eourtenns treatment
uoy, win pm
Uli old Albuquerque
the ver choicest of méate you will
and
arhas
Hithbum
shorf Charlie
no mistake by calling on Kmil
make
Iowa,
to
take
Ottumwa,
rived from
113 North Third stii'et, or
KieliiHort,
brought
He
at
third.
place
old
his
oor order In.
with him two speedy pitchers. Hick
s.
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innii-ag"-

"I have
five years,"
refers lo It
men would

been doing this, stunt for
said Russell last night. He
as a "stunt," much as most
refer to a walk across th"

THE

attractive store of the Benham Indian Trading Company, on the corner of First street

and Railroad avenue, is the handiest place
was signed by ninety per cent of the

in

town for a rendezvous.
visitors.

out-of-to-

visitor; and each person who registers at our store

will

address book last year

Our

This year we want the name of every
be presented with a handsome souvenir

of Albuquerque FREE.
We have also

established an Information Bureau for the convenience of our friends and customers, and will be glad to have any and all strangers take advantage of it. Our store is one of the
show places of the city.

It

contains the largest stock of Navajo blankets

the most complete collection of genuine Indian handicraft to he found
more than

one-ha-

of all

lf

in

the

the Navajo hand hammered silver that is sold.

scarcely less interesting than the great Fair itself, and
while away an idle hour.

it is

in

In

the Southwest, and
world.

fact

We

our

.furnish
store

is

an ideal place to wait for a friend or to

Our prices will be the same as they are every day in the year, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE
PRICE ON DRAWN WORK, on which

marked prices.
in

we

shall allow a discount of TWENTY PER CENT, from

This is a wonderful opportunity, as we have a large and complete line of the best

the market to choose from.
Don't forget to ask about the Lucky Swastikas.

BENHAM INDIAN TRADING COMPANY
Corner First Street and Railroad Avenue

street.
"I started right In with the big
jump. The first lime I took the dive
It was from an Inclined plane as hlgn
as the one here. Sometimes I hnv
had some close .shaves. Once or twice
I have failed to gel separated from my
bicycle and we' have gone Into the
l ink
together. Then things got InterSOCIAL ECONOMY AT THE
esting. The wheel and me were us
ally pretty wi ll tangled up when fl
JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION
got out
Now when I dive the bicycle
goes off to one side, and as far as I
can throw It.
"I've lost most of my front teeth r.l Valuable Exhibits nnd Other Kdiioii-lioiMeans for the Item rmeni of
one time or nnolher, by hitting things
In the tank, It Isn't pleasant.
Some
MoMtr WIN He of Vast Impost'
day when I can get nwny long enough
MOC to be I "lit lire of I dieailoo In
I am going
to have the t"elh llxed up
America,
or pul back or something, but 1 hav
en t time now and I don t know Wlieil
I will."
(By Silas K. Snyder.)
The Scaffolding from which the dive
Va., 8ept. II. The holdNorfolk,
will bo made will be completed today
and Kussell will make his llrst dive to- ing of the Jamestown exposition it
Hampton Hoads near Norfolk, Va., In
night at 10:30 o'clock. The plan-dowhich the wheel snneila tn ih
190 7 has cnused a great wave of mutllve Is lighted With el. efi-l- Itv
nicipal
Improvement
to sweep over
Ihe rider ran be seen from the time
the tidewater cities of Virginia In
he starts until he hits the water.
preparation for the event and It Is
poted with plensure by students of
i i
RPEC1 Hi
it ATKs
economy thnt the exposition Influon pi ml or ni phs during the mir at Ihe ence
made for
ermanence in
Pennington atadlo, fittings night or these has
Improvements rather than for
day. mm v. Ralfraud ave. Penning- - mere temporary
utility and effect. The
Ion A liiltl. props.
improvements Include not only build
,

so-cl- nl

e4
ings, but Ihe extension of public utilities, Ihe Construction of streets, boulevards anil ronda and the adornment
of public places.
The department of history and edu-

cation of the Jamestown exposition la
making a strenuous effort lo make the
economy exhibit one that will
attrnct and Interest nil visit.. rs. In
scope this subject embraces all human activity, but the exhibits will h"
so classllled and organized that an
may be
Idea of the entire subject
grasped by a brief examination.
Municipal Improvement will be one
of the chief divisions of the social
economy exhibit nnd the Amerlcnn
Civic association will have charge if
It. presenting every Idea thus far developed In Ihe betterment of cities
social

nnd city life.
The system of rural sanitation discovered, developed and finally patented hv Ihe eminent sanitary engineer,
the late Colonel Ceorge Waring, of
New Vork, will be shown. This
system Is for use OK farms
nnd Insures not only the perfect sani

tation uf ihe home ns to the disposal
of all sewage, but It converts this
sewage Into valuable fertilizer for
the Ileitis.
As to the good roads, n subject always Interesting,
vital and about
which too much cannot he said or
written, the stale of New Jersey will
undertake lo furnish a most complete
exhibit nnd u numbur of new fcnMins
will be presented not only In modelr.,
d
pictures and statistics, but In
lectures using moving picture
and sterCoptlcon views.
A fine exhibit will he Installed
bv
the welfare department of the
Civic Federation showing Improvements In the housing of employes by employers In Industrial pursuits. Model homes for working pea-pi- e
will he shown and II will be demonstrated thai artistic effects and
comfort msy be attained In the sphere
of the poor as well ns In places of the
rich.
In the construction
of tenement
houses the tenement house committee of the city of New Vork will hav lllus-trgte-

models to show the highest development of architecture along these line-- .
New suggestions are to be made an
this important sociological
iiuestlu i
will be un education In Itself.
Massachusetts, New York nnd Virginia and Ohio will unite In exploiting
Ihe Interesting problems Involved In
the cure ,,f the helpless poor, the 04(i o
Insane, blind nnd deaf. All rleeino
nnry institutions of whatever kind will
have their Inner workings mad, plain,
but the features to he eXpoi led for the
most
art will be the recent In.
proveniente
In caring
for State
chnrges.
The Juvenile court Idea as developed by Judge Mndsny, of Denver. Colo
and by Judge Mofford, of Knnsns cm
Mo., will be an Interesting feature of
the social economy propaganda and
all people who have Ihe welfare of tli
rising generation at heart will stud)
and observe It with satisfaction, for In
this has been found a way to save h
good cltxenshlp untold numbers of
children who would otherwise go U)
the abased.
I
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ACTUAL RESULTS
OF

The State Life Insurance Company
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

policy holders in the State of Colorado during the past seven years. No Company doing business in the State of
Colorado, or any other State, can show the same results. We defy any other Company in the World to openly

What the Company has paid its

publish their actual results in the newspapers, as we publish below.

NAME ANI

umber

ADDRESS

ALFRED E. BENT
ALFRED E. BENT

ot Folic J

Premium Ptfa)

1Ü0O

l'.IUl

......

$146.00

$137.91

Denver. Colo.

Feb,

$5,000

175.75

May

1005
2999

$5,000

134.75

Nov,

3001

$5,000

169.65

$5,000

154.00!

154.00

148.93

$5,000

177.00

177.00

$5,000!

159.60

159.60

$5,000

185.80

,'99

$5,000

2399

2600
Mch. 100

40739-40-41-4-

JOS. P. DUNN

Denver, Colo.

6223

Denver. Colo.

40948

Colo.

40774

Colo. Springs.

A

Boulder. Colo.

6277

CHAS. D.GRIFFITH

Denver, Colo.

40684

B. F. MAUL

Denver. Colo.

7995--

.... Denver.

Colo.

3199
Sept, 1699
July 1499
June 1099
May

2

WM. E. KETTERMAN

CHAS. A. PARKER

Premium Paid

18!!!

140931

Denver. Colo.

WINSLOW B. BOARDMAN

Premium I'uid

$5,000! $146.00

DR. ROBERT. KETNER

JOHN CARRUTHERS

Original
Premium

j

2300

114135-- 6

,.

Amount of
Policy

sue

Jan,

Denver. Colo.

-

--

41280

Denver. Colo.

W. K. HARDIN

I

Denver. Colo.

42202--

DR. CHAS. H. McLEAN

Date of

Nov. 21
April

j

j

I

41413

Premium Paid

$132.82

$128.28

99.23

Premium Paid

Premium Paid

1904

1905

JitOC

$120.64

$115.63

$104.94

175.75

160.46
69.52

100.06

93.45

87.34

81.64

156.40

130.00

120.05

112.35

116.13

117.40

110.50

104.35

98.19

171.94

144.99

143.40

136.69

129.64

123.24

123.75!

117.39

146.05

138.89

129.68

j

j

169.65

j

j

'

185.80

180.74

145.29

177.00

177.00

144.90

143.74

$5,000

185.80

185.80

180.73

143.13

$5,000

196.50

196.50

188.44

163.07

$5,000

163.00

163.00

130.49

128.92

!

Premium Paid

j

i

134.75

'

1908

PJO'J

'

129.57

j

122.85

j

109.52
i

130.82

85.57

i

i

102.50

90.24

123.30

110.64

'

Feb.

A

Premium Paid

143.47
144.70

j

130.04!

123.98

130.34

123.59

110.37

156.58

148.59

142.33

130.19

122.68

115.39

108.38

96.34

136.73

I

136.85

j

j

'

Denver. Colo.

6224

Oct.

2699

$5.000

150.00

HALSTEDL RITTER

Denver. Colo.

112836

Oct.

1401

$5,000

131.65!

HENRY P. STEELE

Denver. Colo.

6122

Apr.

2999

$5,000

201.60

201.60

196.53

HARRIS G. TOWER

.Denver, Colo.

40594

Apr.

2999

$5,000

116.20

116.20

111.13

2999
3199

L. M. PURCELL

BEN W. RITTER

.Durango, Colo.

40725

May

PHIL T. McGUIRE

Florence, Colo.

40738

May

150.00

144.94

$5,000

159.60

159.60!

154.53

$5.000

148.80

148.80

143.73

j

120.92:

119.10!

112.69

105.32

96.65

131.65

117.05

93.25

85.39

79.14

161.38

162.95

154.25

148.491

141.79

83.08

83.55

77.15

70.94

65.39

53.37

115.35

109.04

102.79

89.99

93.89

i

121.08

122.40

111.53

112.75

105.90

99.84

287.18!

295.80

284.95

277.29

115.511

110.69

114.04

122.40

115.35

i

128.66

j

81.42

'

A

July

2399
2299

A

Apr.

2999

40602

Apr.

Lamar. Colo.

40662

May

. Lamar, Colo.

40663

May

E, KREYBILL

Las Animas. Colo.

40661

May

HARRY L. LUBERS

Las Animas. Colo.

40660

May

2999
1299
1299
1299
1299
1498

PETER G. SCOTT

Los Animas, Colo.

7943--

.Monte Vista. Colo.

42194--

..Pueblo,

BENJ. B. BROWN
L. C. GOULD
A. N.
F

...

PARRISH

JOHN

M. GRAY

A.

Pueblo, Colo.

DEVINE

H.

Pueblo, Colo.
Pueblo. Colo.

SONNEBORN

Pueblo, Colo.

HUBERT WORK

Trinidad, Colo.

GEO. C. BATEMAN

Trinidad. Colo.

CHAS. E. BLACK

.Trinidad. Colo.

ALBERT L. BRANSON
THOS. S. HOLLAND
WM. H. JAMIESON
CHRIS C. KUVER
FRANK

A. PATTERSON

FRANK T. BROWN
WM.

A.

HERING

WM. P. DUNLAVY

Colo.

Pueblo. Colo.

W. W. BULETTE

THOS.

May

Littleton. Colo.

GUSTAVE G. DETZER
HOWARD H. WINCHELL

40710

...

5981

Oct.

40613

Mch.

5914

Sept.
July

5871

5872
42163--

A

40677
40751

2599
2398

798

Aug.

2500

May

1599

165.55

160.48

126.28

127.60

$5,000

219.75

219.75'

214.68

169.88

172.55

$5,000

201.65!

201.65

196.58

155.63

157.70

$5,000

159.60

159.60

154.63

121.08

122.40

148.80

148.80

143.73

$5,000

134.75

129.65

101.76

I

143.70

148.80

$5,000
$5.000

257.00

$5,000

99.75

130.60

May

199
3199

May
May
May

P. HOLLAND

DON J.

RANKIN...

Trinidad. Colo.

7844

Dec.

i

I

I

2399

Albuquerque. N. M.

Dec.

2800

98.95

i

I

i

180.35

j
i

109.04
173.64

i

268.09

238.37

111.36

!

105.74

102.79

89.97

166.14

152.17

120.30

113.99

107.54

94.62

164.10

157.44

150.19

136.52

149.65

143.04

136.09

129.37

115.35

109.04

102.79

89.97

94.75

111.53

i

112.75

105.90

95.13

i

95.03

90.97

111.73

i

j

I

87.71

í

i

j

81.09

93.89!

99.84
83.86

95.58

102.28!

75.43

75.65

99.58

73.08

73.25

134.08

139.15

99.58

104.65

$5,000

'03.

J
í

243.00

243.00
234.20

i

103.08

73.08'
227.82!

I

i

108.65

100.41

103.17

96.11

197.42

187.91

62.80

112.75

125.53

104.65

$5,000

111.53

130.60

104.65

I

68.90!

68.83

107.13

$5,000

104.65

207.35

138.73

107.35!

$5,000

204.88

143.80

107.35
139.15

257.00

i

i

$5,000
$5,000

107.48

143.73

148.80

111.73

107.28

'

A,

j

114.40
94.68

99.75

$5,000

1799
2399

j

119.16!

148.90

154.00

$5,000;

i

May

i

98.93

105.76

$5,000

164.50
121.08

154.54

134.05

139.15

143.80

40687

40711

165.55

$5,000

3199

Trinidad. Colo.

$5,000

182.25

May

40767

189.15

$5,000

40766

Trinidad. Colo.

185.78

i

Trinidad. Colo.

40688

235.18

148.80

3003

Trinidad. Colo.

240.25

j

159.60

$5,000

Nov.

40712

$5,000

159.60
24(j.25

3199

127126

Trinidad. Colo.

$5,000

July

Trinidad. Colo.

Trinidad. Colo.

164.50

j

77.29

81.42
j

'

1198

Sept.

$5,000

$5,000
I

369.58

374.65

374.65

$5,000

I

j

105.90

i

182.25

i

102.80

101.501

96.35

89.80

104.00
73.25

69.45

j

97.35
67.10

i

j

198.16

200.58
i

234.20

51.09

99.84!

93.89

177.16

j

63.19

39.22
81.42

152.87

i

89.59

j

77.22

i

77.99

65.87

j

57.64;

45.77

60.79

55.29

91.29

85.49

60.79

i

55.29

195.27

I

192.16

221.00

i

80.04

179.54

56.49

83.64
i

93.34
89.19

i

95.391

67.10
I

I

197.38

43.42
i

73.32
43.42

í

i

ffl

Mr. Policyholder, why not ask your Company to furnish you their actual results for the past seven years? The returns on Policy 41280 now held
by Alfred E. Bent, Auditor of the State of Colorado and
Superintendent of Insurance, carries only Special Contract dividends, policy dividends being deferred for twenty years. The accumulative surplus to date on this policy amounts to $113.10, which amount is in addition to the
cx-offi- cio

earnings on his special contract.

ACTUAL EARNINGS

The Life Underwriters Agency Company, the General Agent for the State Life Insurance Company in this territory, declared and paid from its
earnings lor the year 1905 a dividend of 24 0
per cent on the par valut ot its stock, being 100 per cent more than was estimated. For information in regard to Life Insurance in the State Life Insurance Company, or stock in The Lire Underwriters Agency Company, address
3-1-

THE LIFE UNDERWRITERS AGENCY COMPANY
SI4 to 519 MAJESTIC BUILDING, DENVER, COLORADO

SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVES
IB""

Louis

W. Galla, Phillip Simmons, A.J. Little, and William Dalton FOR THE TERRITORY

3S

M
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The RIGHT plan of Life Insurance, honest in purpose, correct in principle; FAIR methods of dealing with
policyholders, impartial in treatment, just in settlements ALL cardinal aims of the OCCIDENTAL
KEEP THE MONEY AT HOME
If you were going to deposit one hundred dollnrs a year for 10, 16, or 20
years during your productive period to provide for yourself In your old age
you would not send it to a New York bank If there was Just as good a bank
at home, would you? Why then should you send your insurance premiums
there when you can buy the same policies here for less money? We are an
Insurance company of the people for the people.
Do you know that about $2,000,000 annually leaves these territories In
life insurance premiums alone, and that not a dollar of this amount Is
Invested In either territory? Suppose we had $2,000,000 to loan today to
the farmers, stockmen, merchants and other representative interests of the
territory at a reasonable rate of Interest, would it not only promote the
individual, but the community Interests of our people as well? We have ROW
$110,000 that is available to the people as loans on improved real estate,
subject to the approval of the executive committee. The nmount will be
increased annually as our business grows.

OCCIDENTAL LIFE

FEW THINGS WE ARE

insurant e balng extended for a specific
perlod.
f Are free from conditions ;is to residence, occupation and travel iftnf
one year.
4 Have one month's grace in the payment of premiums, the policy remaining
in force dttrlng tin1 mouth.
Provide for reinstatement after default in payment of premiums, If
evidence if insurability is satisfactory.
6 Provide for cash loans at .1 per cent at any time after three ye ns, premium
payments being continued.
7 Are payable in one sum or may lie converted Into a LIFE ANNUITY
for
the Insured or for the beneficiary or Jointly for both.
5 Hencflelnry
may lie changed I. y the
The Distribution. Investment and Protective Policies of the Occidental
Company are ideal contracts tur those desiring nnquestloui
Life insumo-able life insurance, coupled with a profitable Investment, based upon
persistence and sutvlval.

Insurance Co. , of New Mexico and Arizona

T

HOME OFFICE

AITIIORIZER

A

I.lU'QrEItQl'E,

N. M.

CAPITAL

S

1,0(10.(11 10.00

CASH PAID IX

IO.OIMMMI

1

tahua

President

S.

Ruvnold

Sol Luna, Albuquerque,

GOING TO DO.

Sell you life Insurance at the lowest rates possible and consistent with
absolute safety.
Operate our affairs with the most careful economy and pay large
dividends.
Write standard old line policies on a legal reserve basis with all the
most modern and liberal features.
Loan you money, not only on your policy, but on other securities as
well.

Are Incontestable after one year.
Are automatically
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DR. JAMES H. WROTH, Physician, Albuquerque.
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Daily Optic, Las Vegas.
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CAHOON, Cashier First National Hank of Roswell.
POLLOCK, President Arizona Central Bank, Flag

staff, Arizona.

Bankers.

SOLOMON LUNA, President Bank of

Commerce, Albu-

E.

Y.

WKU.S.

Bank of Arizona,

Vice-Preside- nt

Prescott,

Arizona.

querque.
C. N.

Albuquerque.

V. D.'

HENRY D. BOWMAN, of Bowman

If you are considering Insuring, please llll nut the blank below
to Occidental Life Insurance Co.. Albuquerque. N. If,

Name In full
Date of birth, the
Present address
Amount of Insurance

DIRECTORS
RAYNOLDS, President of the First National
JOSHUA
Bank of Albuquerque, and also of the First National Banks
of El Paso, Belen and Tucumcari.
ALONZO B. McMILLEN, Attorney, Albuquerque.
M. W. FLOURNOY,
First National Bank of
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JOHN R. HULETT, Merchant, Holbrook, Arizona.
M. J. CUNNINGHAM, Cashier Hank
of Bisbee, Bisbee,

BLACKWELL, Cashier First National Bank of Raton,

N. M.

Arizona.

MARK A. ROGERS. Physician at Tucson.
H. S. CREIGHTON. Insurance, Phoenix, Arizona.
Bank and
C. F. AINSWORTTL President Home Savings
Trust Company, Phoenix. Arizona.

JOHN W. 'OK. President Citizens' National Bank, Rosweli;
FRANK McK EE, Cashier Firs! National Bank, Albuquerque
J. 11. O'RIELLY, Insurance. Albuquerque.
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SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS TO MEN TO ACT AS AGENTS
Christian Duty Not
All Made Up of

'Receiving Good
lORCEFUTi SERMON BY REV. A.
INO. HARRISON ON DUTIES
VOLVED IN Pl'BLIC WORSHIP.
Continual

Receiving

Without

Itetuin Sure to Result

In

Any
Under-

valuation of Hie Gifts.
Sermon by Rev. A. G. Harrison,
rector of St. John's church, Sunday
morning, September 9th. Mr. Ham-sol- t
tad as his text:
"Psalm 96-"Give Unto the Lord
the Glory Due Unto His Name. Bring
an Offering
and Some Into His
Courts."
The sermon follows:
There Is a great want of perception
on the part of the majority of people
as to the real meaning of public worship.
U is true that It Is generally
recognized and rightly recognized, as
n means of grace, that is, as an opportunity of getting something, but that
It Is also, and even more, an opportunity of giving something Is a fact
too (ten lost sight of. People com
to church, as they say, to get goo J.
and no doubt a great many do get n
great deal of good In public worship,
n gréat deal more perhaps than they
themselves have any idea of, and it
would Indeed be a great mistake to undervalue public worship as a means ol
getting what all of us greatly need.
Hut until we realize that It Is also an
occasion of giving what wf owe, and
can give public worship will nevi
excite the Interest and enthusiasm
whlcli It ought to Inspire.- nor even
be as effectual as It should be as a.
menus of grace.
It Is a fact, I think, that no one will
be Inclined to dispute that the majority of people Christian people, I mean
are more earless about their religious
obligations than any of their other du
ties In life. It Is humiliating and discouraging, but it Is true nevertheless.
What Is the reason? Why Is it thai
any Mttle trifling thing that would not
one
detain one five minutes from suffiwork on Monday is considered
cient to Justify one's absence from
Sunday? Why Is It
Go' house onSabbathiaus,"
that subthat "Morbus
tle disease that the most skillful phyresician can neither d'agnose nor 'conlieve lakes such a hold upon the
stitution of Christian people and leave
the outsider untouched": The blameI
Is often laid upon the clergy, and
am sure that we do deserve at lenst a
share of the blame, but certainly not
altogether In the way we are blamed
They say the sermons are too long or
too short, too profound or too simp e,
enough
too plain or not practical
because
Soma don't like them
prearhar uses manuscript, oihers n
cause they are preached extempors
the mfslc Is too good, or not good
nough, the service Is too ritualistic or
not enough so. These complaints may
be fslr or unfair but there are such
s
complaints, and that very fact impll
something wroug. But these comto touch the
plaints do not seem to me matter,
tenl faylt In the whole teach, or and
th!
that Is. the clergy db not public wor,,1p Jo not learn that
ship' has another object besides the
8.

-

pleasure and profit of the congregation.
We fail to teach, or you fall
to learn that public worship Is an occasion of giving as well as nay, even
more than one of getting. If you attend the public worship of the church
only for what you can get you will
surely be disappointed;
but If you
were giving something that was valued, it would draw out the liner Instincts of love, gratitude and devotion.
For human nature is not so selfish as
Is generally supposed, and there are
other things which move us more
deeply than
and however
fond we all are of getting what we
want, the love of getting after all, Is
not Implanted so deeply In the humtn
heart as the love of giving.
I know there are such creatures as
misers In this world, but you do no!,
often meet one, and when you do you
find an object of general aversion and
distrust. As a general rule, more than
half the pleasure of getting is derived
from the fact that you must wet n
order to be able to give. Who. if ho
had the choice, would not rather give
than receive? Who would not rather
do good to others than be himself the
object of beneficence? And so it Is no
wonder that people grow weary of services In which they can see no meaning but the possibllty that It might
somehow do themselves good of which
good they do not feel themselves ID
self-lov-

need.

Moreover,

If

e,

peopleonly attended from

selfish motives they would profit much
less than If Influenced by higher motives.
There are some things, and
some of the best things that cannot
Foi
be obtained in any other way.
Instance, honor Is not secured by calling on every one to pay you deferHappiness is not obtained by
ence.
trying to be happy, but Is more llke'v
to come of Its own accord to those
who try to make others happy. And
so the richest blessings of public worship are most largely enjoyed by those
who seek most the glory of God and
the good of others.
Let us then think today of public
worship as an occasion of giving.
In the first place you may give to
your fellow Christians some things vh
to be despised. The mere fact of your
presence In church is an encouragement to every member of the congregation as your absence Is a source of

grief, and hearty responses, reverent
attitudes and devout attention all add
to the blessing and helpfulness of the
service. But I want you to think mo;
particularly of giving something to
God.

Here we are met at once bv the consideration of our poverty. What can
we give, you say. that God will care
to have? There Is something which
we can give which God very much desires. Something which he has bought
at an Infinite price, but which, unless we give It, even He must go without, and that is our love. God will not
compel us to love Him. but He ask
us to do so, and He gave His only son
to die upon the cross that He mlgh!
win our love. This first and above nil
and everything else we give Is but a
means and token of this.
What then, God asks above all Is
our love, the worship of our heart,
but He asks us to manifest that love
by other gifts more visible, quite a
we like to show our affection to ou'.1
friends by little gifts and acts of attention. Of course we can only rlve
Him of what we have received and w
cannot add anything to Him by all our
gifts, but they are tokens of our lova
and this Is Just what He desires
In worshlD we give Him first out
time. He demanded this on the mount
when He gave the fourth commandment, and He requires It still, and while
It Is true that most people do at least
refrain from labor on the Lord's day,
In that they are doing nothing mort-

than rendering obedience to the laws
of the land. God's law demand mors
than that, not only that you shall do
no labor on the Sabbath day, but that
you shall keep it 'holy.' And one way
and an indispensable way for all who
can do so, Is to attend public Worship.,
But to God, who knows our heart-;the time is of small account unless
by the attention.
ll is accompanied
And this attention should carry with
it some suitable expression, the reverence of the body and the expression
of the Dps. Some people act in church
as though the stiffness which ought :o
be In their backbone was In their
knees. They can neither kneel to pray
nor stand to praise, and when sitting
seem to think themselves shamefully
abused If the pews are not cushioned
for their comfort. This cannot be acceptable as worship to God. We are
fortunate In this respect, that wo have
a liturgy which offers ample opportunity to the people, so that all mav
have their part In offering worship to
Almighty God.
If then, we could only think of His
glory to whom our service of praise Is
offered. It should stimulate us to giv-Hiour very best, our best In outward form, In bodily expression, above
all our best In heart's devotion for
thus only can we "give unto Him th
honor due unto His name."
There is one ojher way of giving to
the glory of God which we may not
forget. It Is Included In the text. It is
frequently demanded In the Holy
Scriptures of both Old and New Testaments. I mean, of course, the giving
of our substance for the service of
God and for objects of Christian charity.
Let us remember that what we give
In this way is to be given to God.
For that reason It is suitable that
such offerings should be made during
the service and dedicated solemnly
and with due reverence to God. It Is
part of the worship; without it worship I incomplete. "Thy prayers and
thine alms," said the angel to Cornelius, "are come up as a memorial
beforeGod." I need not sav, then,
that if given to Him, they should be
given liberally not grudgingly; liberally not thinking how little may do.
It
but how much we can spare.
should be given systematically, ac
cording to fixed principles of business.
There Is woeful laxity in this respect.
If Christian people were to be as
careless and unmethodical In their
business as they too often are In those
which relate to the financial affairs
of the church. In six months' time
every bank and business house In this
country would be closed and there
would be a panic throughout tin-world beside which all panics that
have ever gone before would; pale
,
into utter Insignificance.
St. Paul's advice to the Corinthians
as touching this question wus: "Upon
the first day of the week, let every
one of you lay by him In store as
God hath prospered him," and If this
fulthfully
followed
were
advice
throughout Christendom In spirit If
not In letter there would be no necessity for bazaars and fairs, and suppers. Ood's cause would never languish for lack of funds andthechurch
would never be crippled and embarrassed, for the necessary monev "to
meet current expenses.
let us sec
Now, before I close,
whether what I have suld Is in accordance with Bible teaching on the
subject.
Our text bv no means stands alone
In this connection. The duty, or rather the privilege of giving to God Is
very prominent In the Holy Scriptures.
The first and Indeed all the early
forms of worship consisted of sacrifice
Such were the offerand offerings.
ings of Abel, Noah, Abraham, Isaac,
Jacob, nnd such were the services
prescribed by God through Moses. In

connection with the great festivals
they were expressly commanded "not
empty."
to appear before the Lord
David Indignantly refuses to offer unto God that which "cost hii nothing." The Psalms and prophets all
teach the same lesson, and when such
offerings are withheld the defaulters
are even accused of 'robbing God."
True, the prophets reprove the people for offering "vain oblations"
that Is to teach them that OixL who
knows the heart, cannot be put "IT
with outward show when the reality or
devotion is wanting.
It Is more Important, however, to
notice that the same teaching Is con
tinued' In the New Testament. T ike,
for Instance the teachings of our
Lord Who does not remember how
two
he approved
of the widow's
mites, or how he commended "the
woman who was a sinner." when she
poured the precious ointment on
Him, and how He praised Marv Of
Bethany for a similar service of love?
h
bes
Did not St. Paul write: "l
you brethren, by the mercies of God.
that ye present your bodies a living
Sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God.
which is your reasonable service" And
again, In the epistle to the Hebrews:
"Let us offer the sacrifice of praise,
continually, that Is the fruit of
giving thanks unto His name.
Hut to do good and to communicate
forget not for with such service God
is well pleased."
These are only a few of many passages .but they are enough to show
that God requires us to do something
that God requires us to glvesomething
and that He will be graciously pleased to accept and approve of our unworthy offerings, provided always
that they are the expressions of humility, not ostentation, of love and
not of selfish ambition.
I know the infirmity of human nature and how hard It la to get rid of
low motives even In our best efforts
But this Is no reason
to serve God.
against makingthe effort and persevering in earnest endeavor to serve and
please God as we ought. The wonder
Is that, unworthy
us we are, God
That
would accept anything of us.
He Is pleased to accept and approve
our poor offerings is surely not due
to anything of ourselves, but Is to be
j ascribed
to the merits and mediation
or our great H'lgn priest, unrist jesús, by whom alone we may offer our
acceptable service.
Let us then, offer with glad and
thankful hearts our tributes of praise
und thanksgiving to God through Jesus Christ, our soul, and gladly avail
ourselves of every opportunity of giving to the honor of His name, for the
cause of religion and the relief of the
needy, confessing ourselves "unworthy
to offer unto Him any sacrifice and
beseeching Him to accept our boun-de- n
duty and service, not weighing
our merits, but pardoning our offenses through Jesus Christ our soul."

CHANCES FOR BOYS
MAKE A GREAT
BIG HIT
E.

If yon need carpenter telephone
Hessekien. Auto Phone 584.

COMPANY
QUICK
TO
SPECT.U I I. AG
FUN AND RE-

WASHBURN
L.
100 BOYS
WANTS

TAKE PART IN
PAIR FEATURE
WARD IN IT.

Boys, do you want a tree ticket to

the fair?

right here Is the chance ol
your lifetime to get one so thai you
can sen the whole siiow from shirt
to finish,
Register your name with the E. L.
Washburn company und the name of
your doK, If you have a dog. It you
haven't a dog, borrow one and register him. Then all that Is necessary
for vou and the dog to do la to mset
the other boys and their dogs ai E.
clothing
company's
L.
Washburn
store Thursday morning and enter the
parade.
After the parade each boy
will be presentid with a ticket for
the fair.
The rlrsti 100 names registered will
be entitled, to entry, so register your
name and the name of your dog at
once.
It would be better If you registered early this morning.
n
Re mem ser, a dog is necessary,
you have ,ao dog, borrow one.
Well,

out-lips-

PHOTOGRAPHS
at night by the new process nt the
Pennington Studio. Guaranteed better than daylight work. Special pilci s
(luring the fair. Ground floor. HOP W.
Pennington A Davis
Kallroiul ave.
proprietors.
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ARRESTED FOR ROLLING
LOCAL RAILROAD MAN

I

Alleged

Electrician

FrOffl

Sail

GRUNSFELD BROS
Albuquerque, New Mexico
The only cx;lusive wholesale Dry

THE ATTENTION OF WOOL
GROWERS, WOOLEN MANUFAC

TURERS

ill

pii-io-

A local' railroad man who left thisj
city sevenil days ago for El Paso was
"rollad" for his wa or 7rt 111 the chair
car of the Santa Fe truiji from this:
T. E. Knlne. or a man
cllv south.
giving that name, was arrested in El
i Paso
Sutui'dViy on suspicion of nelng
the thief. The Albuquet lino man,
who. from .moilws of modesty, re-- 1
fuses to give- - his ir;ime to the El Paso
police, gave the (fitter a description
of a mun who wis sitting opposite
him in the chair oaf, and whom In
suspected of the rolbery. She victim
who works lit the local yurds and was
on his way to New Orleans to visit
his parents,
hid the money taken
from the wat eh pocket of his trousWhen he
ers while he vtih dozing.
discovered an 1 made known his loss
the susnect iivihb across the aisle
said thai he a Isr. had been robbed of
110. The rallroii d man wired his son
In this city for n. oney and continued
who answers the
his Journey. Knl
description perfect ly will be held utH'l
be can be Identllii id by his atjppoaod
victim.
I

FEE'S GOOD M M ROOT BKKR
BREAKING BREAD.
When you ask a friend to break AT WALTON'S ln ,VU STORK.
bread with you, always see thut you
offer him
í
The Best Bread Our Butter Cream I
C H EL L
H.
Bread.
Don't be less thoughtful of you
family, either. Remember, this bread
CITY SCI IEMER
Is made from the famous PEERLESS
Office: Cor. Hum sdaadCoal
I
PRINCESS Hour, which retains all the
nutrient qualities of the orlglnnl grain.
OoiO. PhaaS 171
I'liom- 414
Amo.
- PIONEER BAKERY.
207 South First St.

F.

MH

TANNERS

Gross, Kelly & Co
ISCOKI'DHATHi

Wool Dealers and General

Wholesale Merchants
Albuquerque, N.

M.

1

al VsrfS,

M.J

Tucnmrarl,

Logan, N. M. feces, N M i Bark,
Tri' idad, (join. Large Scouring Mill at l.so
N

M

;

Correspondence Invited.

Salter Bros.

&

M

Vcax.
Prompt Attention Ulttg

Co., Wool Brokers, 210 Summer St.,
Sole Selling Agents for OlOM,

Boston, Mass.,

Kelly

&

Company's Scoured Wools

J. H. O'RIELLY COMPANY
Leading Uruggtsis

I

I

AND

ll called to the fait thai all gradttol NEW MIMO )
and COLORADO wool, alsoHtdss, Sheep Fens
and dual Skins are handled bv

Fran

Tolls HI El lOSO on u
i
Relieving Albaquerqueoli
of 7o on Bants ic Main vu-uWithholds Name.

cisco

Goods

house in the west. We invite all visitors to
call and examine our stock.

Ilotli riiones.

Mull Orders Killed Sanie Day Received.

Albuquerque

rO

THE ALBUQUERQUE

Cfcfllbgqu
D. A.

MORNING JOURNAL,

Jests

JOURNAL PUBLISHING
MACPHERSON, President.

W. S. BURKE. Editor
H. B. HEXING. City Editor.
Entered as second-clas- s
mutter at the postofflce at Albuquerque N. at.,
under act of congress of March 3. 1879.
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Office Furniture Globe-WernicElastic
Sectional Book Cases and Filing Cabinets jre
Standard. We are the Exclusive Agents.

COLUMN

REAL ESTATE
1

-
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Modern Business Methods Demand Modern
ke

as.
ftTKW TKr,r"To'
Knowledge.
MONET TO LOAN ON GOOD REAL
'Tou s.n- your physician knows a
AT
STATF BECURrrT
lOW
THE MORNING JOURNAL IS THE LKADINC. REPUBLICAN PAPER 8r0 !l deal
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house South Thir St.. $20.00.
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American .Winner lllr, , .,rv
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once for steallnif. There Is
arrest
$35.00.
no use in getting- inww again ior j.TOOm nougc near ln ,, iitlfully fui-erprofanity.'
nCRMl of si bscription.
furni
nlshrd; everything m
Dally, by mail, one year in advance
ture will be sold to re er, cheap.
15.00
OraUosfc
An
Dally, by carrier, one month
ron salí:General mer,
.00
A great man came to call one day, Store I11 a good location
Dally, by m ill, one month
50
t
He was the nation's pride.
chandise, want to sell thi buildings
We said ' Hooray" and went away
g
ALBUQUERQUE - and goods at a barg.iin large
.
NW MEXICO
And all were satisfied.
Price for
with stable.
all. $3,000. A snap. I. ited on SecMONDAY MORNING, HEPTEMB1 II 17, num.
Talking Shop.
ond street, near Santa ! offices.
"It took you years to learn all about Small
ranch, near In, with fruit trees
a a the business ln which vou were so
from nou- houses, etc., two milsuccessful."
ofTice. $700.
"Yes." answered Mr. Cumrox, "and
house In good location, North
mother and the girls say it is going
I'lHh street. $.,000.
to lake me years more to forget about
house furnished In a eood lo
it."
'
a a- cation. Price. $1,100. Part cash and
a a
Der cent in
oMvmonts. balance nt
Unintereatlaa;.
PEOPLE of Bernalillo county could not hate
better sample of
terest.
say it was not an interesting
"You
betwe?-.- i
sort of government they would have to lubmil to under Hubhrll oration."
live..
Two lots. Marquette
' Not very interesting.
Fourth and Fifth stp" Is, $700.
The crowd
than Is presented to them Just nnv
The republican
acres of land,
was so orderly and did so little cheer- flood house with 1
territorial ronventlon Is to I"' held on the llth Inst , and delegates, to ing thai you could
near in: fine fruit trees, etc., at a
hear every word
bargain.
bo entitled to scats, must 1h chosen by county conventions which must be of the speech
house, North Eighth St., near
tieid not later than the llth, which will be Wednesday of next week. The
.Mountain lload, J,600.
The Candidate.
7 room brick house, modern, on good
most of the counties of th" territory which have their political affairs) There came a presidential bee
corner West Coal avenue.
Which lose unto him clung.
managed In 11 civilized way. have already held llnlr conventions and their
beTwo lots on Marquette avenue
Hut whey p issed him by, ah me!
procaedlnaja have been published in the Journal.
Mnc single word to k:iv h:wl he.
tween Fourth and Fifth sis.. $700
But Mr. Hebbell is the
One ind a half acres of land ono
You've fathomed it at once, I see
party chairman in Bernalillo county, and at sip b chairman It Is his prerof.j
.Stung!
half mile from DOBtoffice; line fruit
house.
i.
all the county conven Hon ind the precinct primaries which ae
trees, etc.; with fesjut-rooNot Far Wrong.
"Pa, what are the outlying com- - Two lots, corner Sixth and West Coul
to choose the delegates to the e unty convention, and no one else can do it
ave.
mtinities?
lawfully, but he has not ye! oajle d even the primaries, which have to choose
The ones that try to outlle one anhouse North Fifth street, with
bath, etc., fine lot and shade trees
the delegates to the county mee ling, and whii h must of necessity be held other about their Irrespective populaI s'poee."
$1.800.
some days In advance of that meeting, ll ll Just twelve days from this time tion,
house in Highlands, modern.
fine corner, $2,S00.
The Vacationist.
till the meeting of the territorial convention. In the mean time the people
It took a week to spend his wad,
house in a g iod location.
Of the vinous pre, lii' is ntnal hold their several primaries to select delegate s
For he had been quite thrifty.
$2.250.
Now back to town he goes to plod
to the DOUnty onVentloHi Which cannot be put off longer than Wednesday
Four houses on South Broadway,
For weekleta
modern; will sell singly or all, at a
of next week, Without depriving the county of a voice In the territorial
bargain.
College
convention.
Boy.
The
Large and small ranches for sale near
About the farm he gayly flits
ln. Tract of land on the Mesa. eas?t
Now. what Is the rt ason for this peculiar conduct, Involving as It does I
His education's good;
of the cltv.
flagrant disregard of political duty.' Only two reasons have been Resigned
No more infinitives he splits,
Some fine lots on Tijeras avenue; alio
any
Nor
kindling
wood.
it,
but both are strikingly consistent with the manner In which he usually
for
on West Coal avenue.
House and 3 lots on North Fourth St.,
dtau bargee political duties: ilrst, that he wants to disfranchise the people of
Nothing to It.
14 rooms ln a fine location.
"Ain't there any chance for dissipaBern illllo ounty in the territorial convention, to punish them for having
Lots and houses for sab In all parts of
tion In these woods?"
I,
the city.
I." on him and his crowd, and second, that he intends to Spring
"cone
"Not a bit."
"All a fake, oh, about the mountain
Hie primaries on the people Without proper notice, and In the midst of th
BUSINESS CHANCES.
fastness we read about in books?"
Good ranches near the city for sale
gi ll 1.1I excitement which always prevails during the territorial fair, when
at reasonable prices.
The Fates Forbid.
nobody would know anything about the meetings, except himself and a
Insurance. Houses foi Rent.
"Well, the autumn haze will soon be Fire
Paid, anil
Rents Collected. Taxes property
few of his followers, who would then have a chance to run things In their in the air again."
for
entire charge taken of
"At Annapolis?"
residents and
own way, and practically disfranchise the whole people Of the county. Of
rtiriuij a m
ourse, this would not be .1 situare deal, it would not be republican, It would
Lé. II. ISVllDHIV fx
The Deacon Was a Corker.
H.
e.g
O
Kuhn, of the great ban k
nd Third Street.
not be honest, and It would not be characterized by even the honor which
Corner finid tvmn
firm of Kuhn, l.oeb
Co., is a love
Is said to "prevail among thieves,'' but the history of the county shows that of
fresh air, end when he crossed the
Atlantic 011 La Provence during her
it would be thoroughly HubbelNlike,
g
westward trij),
The matter! tbOVe referred to will furnish a complete explanation of the recent
he insisted on having all the public
reason why the people Of this county are unalterably determined to eradicate rooms well ventilated.
To a Frenchman who complained
every restige of the Hubbell policy and the Hubbell Influence from the
that there was ton manv onen
ilTiii" of their local government. Hut we state merely the simple truth when dows and portholes Mr Kuhn saidYou remind me. sir, of an old min
iy that those who have opposed Mr. Ilubbell's political methods the most
who used to preach, though he
vigorously, and have been the most active instruments in bringing abou. ister
loved fresh air. in a small, crowded,
Ma political overthrow, entertain no personal ill will toward him whatever, and
church.
"It happened that one Sunday.
but regard him, Slide from politics, as a useful citizen, a good neighbor, a through
some oversight or other, a
man of great energy and activity, who would be of inestimable value to the window in the church was left partly
ED. PIN AIDS EAU DE
The old minister actually be- zar of llussla in the present crisis provided he did not take a notion to Open.
QUININE FRENCH
gan lo preach 111 a fairly decent
huelle (he reins of government himself, and let Nicholas occupy a back
II AIR TONIC HAS
But In a minute or two .in
BEEN A UNIVERSAL
Beat. Hat he ll M much OUl of place in any position under a republican aged deacon arose, clumped solemnly
to the window, and closed it.
FAVORITE.
form of government as a fish would be on the desert He has a supreme
"The minister paused in his sermon
COntempI for the rights of the people, as is thoroughly illustrated by the facU to say bitterly:
"
Jones, if I were preaching
IT IS A DELIGHTFUL
Set fll
spect for any will but "MY" will. That Is In a 'Deacon
n
nid
bottle. I verily believe you'd put
PREPARATION FOB
why Bernalillo county has pul him on the Bhelf, and that is why It will keep the cork in.' "
scalp
KEEPING

li:I(f
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DUNBAR'S

Jingles

COMPANY
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ODD SIZE WINDOW SHADES MADE TO ORDER OUR SPECIALTY
Telephone us when you want your Furniture Packed or Repaired

J. D. EMMONS
i,ift

TIOr.SE FURNISHERS.
NEW AND
SECONDHAND.
WE BUY HOUSEHOLD GOODS. 214 W. GOLD AVE.
G. NIIUSEN. MANAGER.

vmm i t
ki. ham
Corner Coal and Second

Auto. Phone 471

Colo. Phone 177

j

n;

..........

Here

1

. .

store-buildin-

!

Is a Fair Sample

m

1

Putney

L. B.

stabltshed

3

878

Grocer
Wholesale
FEED. FLOUR AND GRAIN
Aptl

rv

Wauns

Mitchell

Mr

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Clli:

If entrusted to Tlio Uilllains' Drug Company will receive the personal attention of one oí the firm, both of whom arc druggists of many
years experience.
Prompt free delivery.

The Williams Drug 60

Albuquerque
Planing Mill

S

YOVH PRESCRIPTIONS

THE

Both

All kinds of tnUi work a
specialty. The right place
for good work at low price

j

I

403 S.

First St.

ts.

rr

o

Telephones.

1 1

7 West Railroad Avenue

Life Insurance

m

v u

FRONT

OCCIDENTAL
Company

J. LOVE, Prop.

A.

Auto phone 463

BLUE

qf fifetu Mexico and Art zona

To Contractors

Home Office:
AUTHORIZED CAPITAL
CASH PAID IN

ETC., ETC

HOUSE BUILDERS,

Albuquerque, New Mexico

navlng consolidated the Phoenix
end Superior Plaining Mills, the
machinery being of the latest designs and best make, we arc prepared to do all kinds of MILL
WORK at a price never before
atemptcd in New Mexico.

$1,000,000.00
$ 110,000.00

President Joshua S. Raj nobis.
Vice Presidents Sol. Luna, Albuquerque, N. M.; C. F. Ainsworth,
Phoenix, Ariz.; R. J. Pojen, Snnta Fe, N. M.
Secretary and Qenenil Manager J. IL O'Rlelly.

Treasurer

Frank

McKce.

Attorney A. H. MoMiUen.
Medical Director Dr. J. H. Wroth.
Executive Committee M. XV. Flournoy, A. B. McMlllen, Sol. Luna,
J. IL O'Rlelly, Joshua S. Ha nobis.

We will be glad tío give estimates on anything from the mill
work of o home to making a
window screen and will guaran- satisfaction.

Special Inducements to Good Men to Act as Agents

THE SUPERIOR LUMBER AND;

-

MILL

PLANING

COMPANY

STEAM OR HOT WATER HEAT
is beyond doubt the must efficient for
heating bulIdingR of all kinds. Our

record-breakin-

FOR YEARS W00TT0N

An Evening sikiIUm!
Gertrude Athsrton, the noted nove'-.- i
The notice may appear In Ml.
condemning the Mormons ami
Hubbell
evening for the meeting to be 1st, wasways.
ih pap
their
e same evening, bu
we must be there.
held at
"Imagine," she said, "a Mormon
wife and husband, on a cool autumnal
he regular army xpresses the opinion that the evening, silting by their cozy gral
she with her knitting, he with a boon
I Hated
men are railed upon to or newspaper.
her duties which
"The wife looks up affectionately
rform will discourage enlistments,
lie
doubtless light. Most of the
every little while, thinking that she
no
who i' tori to ih" army na an occupation do so because tney beiiev was lucky to have secured such a con
easy life, and to fill It up With work and exacting dUtllB siderate, home-lovin- g
chap for a mal
that ll will
man rises and
Which make it less endurable than hod carrying, ihocpherdlng. farming and I when suddenly the gloves.
takes his bat and
- i:
a hundred if better pa
of employment Is not calculated to fill th
"'Where are you going, dear' the
)f
n always he found in th)s wife asks gently.
iuk and keep them full.
i'lei
l'o sec young Miss Smith,'
th
country who in time Of war are ready to risk all the dangers and accept husband replies 'I have an appoint- rill the hardships of a soldier's life, but
hen peace prevails the job of ment With her. "She is to give me hei
tonight."
soldiering must be made attractive If It 1 to compete with other more answer
Mr.
Vanderbllt'a Banter.
remunerative kinds of work. 8an Francl 0 Chronicle.
"On the Alfredo. Vahderbllt coach."
said a Plttsburger, 'I rode from the
WC ks ago was doing yeoma'.l
Till! Albuquerque Journal which a ft
Hotel Windsor to the Atlantic City
lervhc for the cause nf joint statehood and predicting that when the horse show for the small sum of one
polltll il convention! met In Arizona that one 01 both parties would declare dollar. Vanderbilt
"Mr.
WU in good spirits
in favor of Joining Arizona and New MMkO In
one state, has practically the day I was his paying guest. II-very gracefully the beaut If Ui
given up the fight for jointure.
Bisbee Review,
Our Arizona neighbor does bantered
young lady who sat beside him on tlu
not state the case quit fairly. The Journal believes in Joint statehood, box seat.
" heard Mr. Vanderbilt say that
- it knew how In favor of the cause as long as
and did as good servh
women are never satisfied. No matter
there aras the fain teal hope of success, but it recognizes the soundness of what you gave thum, they always
the philosophy which teaches us that "there's no use foolln' over u hoss aft' - wanted something else, and If they
couldn't get what they wanted by
nil yes is Sot."
then they got It by foul.
"He said that last fall a lady who
11
IN THE
ninblned ass.-!-- of hnildlnir ami loin association had J11M returned from Newport sent
were ttl,tlS,lll, and of this huge sum not $23.3.'12
in the United Btati
"The physlaian, on arriving, found
7 the assets of th
In
associations were within a few thousand the lady reclining on a couch, one
maid fanning her. and another holddollurl of 6f5, lOO.OOA Since then there has been a slight denease, owing ing
to her nose a gold bottle of smell- s
lo Ihe fad ih it tin' bares of many associations have matured in the Interval.
"
Is the nature,
madam, of
The last report, however, showed assets of more th in $600.000,000.
At the your What
complaint '." the physician asked.
BOO,
1,
"
rolls,
000
In
of
census
more
on
were
members
the
than
last
distributed
'Oh. doctor,' said the lady plainmore than r,.:t",0 so, idles. The last complete report on the subject, Issued III tively, "I am suffering dreadfully from
er oh, what was that illness, anyIs'j.'l, showed that up to that time the associations in the United States way, for which you sent my friend,
Mrs. Soldi on a yachting tour in the
had built or bought 314,75.", homes.
Mediten anean V "
romes
to
ALBUQUERQUE
the front with the champion Justice of thl
Notice lo die Public,
to the heavy crowds which
Justice Chaves bound over to the grand it owing
decision of the territory.
will be necessary for the Traction
jury under 11.900 band two officers who seised under writ of atuichnienl oompany to handle during the fall
$106 in a saloon. Uis Vegas optic. Don't charge the above magnificent pcr-f- week, and for the convenience of fair
patrons and the greatest
of
The hUt IOS who pulled Off that rcmark-ibl- e people, it has been decided number
in. un e lo Albuquerque, please.
that from
o'clock In the afternoon to 5:30
stunt In judicial athletics belongs to the town of Alinljo. and
o'clock, cars will be rua only between
Is not In anywise responsible for him or his acts.
the cornur of ltallro.id avenue and
First "street and the fair grounds.
ONE of the leading railway manager-- has ordered 6,000 refrigerating I luring the rest of the day the cars
will run over the Barcias and Seccars, "to escape the persecution of the private ar trust." And the
ond street lines as usual.
Respectfully,
says; It seems that trusts have other trusts In bite 'em.
ALBUQUERQUE TRACTION CO.
OtTR ancient and amiable neighbor up at Santa Fe Is awfully jealous of
Rome dressed Beef.
Home dressed Veal.
that big hill over at Tilils, which ejected mud enough at one eructation
Home dressed Sheep.
to bury two hundred people.
Home dressed Gout.
Home dressed Hogs.
Home dressed chickens.
PUBLIC ownership of railroads Is writ large In the Nebraska platform
Home-mad- e
Hams nnd lineen.
Home-mad- e
Kentucky,
In
it.
He hedged
lard,
and Mr. Bryan will soon stump that stule for
llome-med- e
Mince
Meat.
but an exchange remarks he will go the limit up and down the Platte.
All our hhels tell the Until
( II
III
Milt MEAT A SUPPLY CO.
QUIT trying lo poke Jun at the New Mexico democrats. They are not
Morning Journal Want Ads
In a Joking humor, Jest now.
Bring Results.

AMI HAIR

irget the primaries,
nl six o'clock In th

HEALTHY

the
IN A

SEE DISPLAY IN
OUR WINDOW OF
THE GENUINE
IMPORTED.

'

208

WE HAVE FOR SALE

J
We carry the Finest Line ef
Garden Hose ln the City. ..

few small ranches, ranging from
three to ten acres each; all under
ditch and under high state of ccltl-vatlo-

Standard Plumbing and

A

n.

Also, desirable lots ln

'Phone, Black 144

B. RÜPPE

The

Alvarado Pharmacy

B. H. Briggs & Co., Proprlet rs
First Street and Gold Ave

203 West

Avenue

Railroad

J. e. BALDRIDGE

Í05 SOUTH FIRST STREET,

eesssseseseeeBl

jpost people love money

LOW PRICES ON HARNESS, SADDLES AND
SADDLERY

Ihflft why most people
cook with as.

GOODS

408 West Railroad Avenue

(05 Jiot

I

IlinllW mWHIFBEnCH FEBftLE
miMiWaJfiAAdPlLLSr

11

fl&r. Chtaim Kfi.nr fcr HnmMin MmrrvVTV)ir.
iTlVEl MOWN TO FAIL. 8'-8?
K. m. hfa. "on
Jua,rft.nUel or Mont
MM
,r
Tor
f'..' l 00 per hujt. Will semi t,
t, ..n
a
when rellpTfd. iMfetM Vtm. it jour rufflil
oi ttfrt
iotla)
ham th'-jiMirurdtn
'ml
.
UNITf 0 MEDICAL CO., BOX 74,
A

Men's Patent Colt
Shoes, $3.50 to $4,00,
Men's Vici Kid Shoe 0

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

THOS. F, KELEHER
HEADQUARTERS FOR

combined in the highest
degree is what you get In
our new lines of fall and
winter shoes,
As to our prices we are
positive that you will be
more than pleased,

;

FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.

Both Phones

STYLE, FIT, WEAR

Auto. Phone 171
West Railroad Ave.. Albuauerou

Baldridge's is the Place

j

,

Globe-Democr-

;

I

a-

Albti-querq-

412

DRUGGIST

.

oi

Colo. Phone. R 284.

THE PRESCRIPTION

11

lug-salt-

the differed

U

Heating Company.

ad-

ditions to the city.
We have several small cottages, well
In, for salo on reasonable terms.

11

,

IN

2.

Colorado

CONDITION.

REAL ESTATE
West Gold Ave

DEALERS
1--

facilities for fitting up residences,
stores, office or factory buildings, etc.,
are exceptionally good. Owners of
real estate will llnd it greatly to their
Interests to get our estimates.
Our
prices will be the most reasonable and
our work excelled by none.

& MYER

'

irl:,

MfMl

UflOAim,

Sold

In Albuqucroue by the
O'Hlelly ComiMiny.

L

W.

J.

..

.. .STABLES

youv dough
but; meats and
y veetoblejTOj .well

Ms
'

II

CALL AT OFFICE AND SEE DISPLAY OF RANGES

TRIMBLE & COMPANY
FEED AND TRANSFER

LIVERY,

u

only saves

,

The Alboqoerqne Gas, Electric Light and Power Company

To moots at Reasonable Rates.
Old Phone a
Phonn 12.

First Class
Nesv

I

$2,50 to $4,00,

1

Men's

Calf

Shoes,

$2,25 to $3,50,

Satin

Men's
Shoes, $1,85
Women's
Shoes, $3,00
Women's
Shoes, $2,00
Women's
Shoes, $1,50
Children's

Calf

to $2,50,

Kid

to $5,00,
D o n g o a
to $2,25,

$1,00 to $2,50,

WHOLESALE
MERCHANTS
Woo

Patent Kid
to $5,00.

Vici

Gros8,Kel!y&Co Southwestern Brewery

I

Shoes,

.

ILdes

a 8pectalt7

ALBUQUERQUE

P1LSENER

Pelts
LAS VECJAO

The St. Elmo Sample and
Club Rooms
Choice Liquors Served.

A Good

Place

to while a war the weary hoars.

All the Popular Oamea.
Keno every
Monday, Thursday and Saturday

Nights.

JOSEPH BARNETT,

lio w Railroad Ave

Pranrtotor

a

Ice Company's

CVLVMBACHER

BEERS

Unsurpassed for its Purity, Flavor and
Quality.
Try it and be Convinced

Southwestern Brewery

Ice Company

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL,

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 17,
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SHEEPMEN ATTENTION

Buyer

W. E. Mauger, Wool

Representing Mauger & Avery, Boston, Mass.,
will be pleased to meet you at his office

X
X

with

X
X

RAABE
115-11-

7

(&

MAUGER
Colo. Phone 74

Auto. Phone 546

North First Street

$

HARDWARE AND RANCH SUPPLIES
SADDLERY AND AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS
Ranges end Heating Stoves
Enameled Ware, Crockery end Kitchen Utensils

X

X
X

T"""

""T"

x
X
X

-

TTTT?"

'"'.'

'
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FILIPINOS ON

If

10 AMERICAN
COLLEGES
Sutherland, Formerly
Teacher at Mesilla Park, Es- corts Eight Natives Through
El Paso to Eastern Schools,

W,

A.

fellow-Americ-

TIIF,

Eight brightg and likely lookln
young Filipinos on route to Chicago,
Cincinnati and Boston to enter colli Kc, spent Thursday In El Paso an!
tett Friday afternoon over the Rock islA.
and. They were in charge of W.
Sutherland, former teacher of Spancolish and Latin In the Agricultural
lege at La Cruces, later chief inler-nretunder Governor Ta ft in the
PhlllRpineS, and at present holding
the posllion of superintendent of Fili.Sutherland
Mr.
students.
pino
stopped off in El Paso with his boys
because he regards that city In a
manner as his home, and took great
pains in showing them about the city
and Juarez. Ho left on the .Santa Fe
for Us Cruces to visit his people who
icside there.
The young Filipinos will average
about 18 years of age, and all speak
Kngllsh, having passed the necessary
preliminary examination for entrance
to colleges in this country before leaving the orient. They were all neatly
dressed, and a brighter looking set of
young men could not be found any
where The EI Paso Times has the
following interview with Sutherland:
In speaking of his charges PYofes-so- r
Sutherland said:
"The Philippine government has
adopted the plan of sending each year
a number of Its brightest young men
and girls to the United .States to finish their education, begun In the Islands. In sonic of the big institutions
of learning in the United States. The
Philippine government pays their expenses for a four years' course. They
are selected by competitive examination In the Philippines for which all
students of the public schools are eligible. The examinations are In English and the age of those who may
take the examination Is from 16 to 21
years. Some are appointed for a special course without examination. One
of the young men in this party Is a
graduate of a denial school In the
Philippines and will enter the Boston
Technical school for a pedal course.
Five of the young men will enter they
University of Chicago two the Unlver-sliof Cincinnati, and one the Boston
Tech. They come from every province In the Island and In this way
Ihclr Inlluence when they return edu
cated men will b spread all over the
archipelago. The Philippines government has already sent 184 of these
students, who are now scattered about
In the best Institutions of learning In
(his country. The Philippine government allows them $500, but most of
them are rourtg men of means and
h ue more money than this to go on.
"This Is but one part of the great
being carwork of education that isgovernment.
ried on by the Philippine
American
There are already 1.000 as
fast as
teachers In the Islands, and
schools ran be built more are added.
The government has decided to edu

NOT

an

STUDIO,

MILT.ETT

DOOMED

OVER

Mexican revolutionists, arrested w
tf Douglas and .Nogales, ira not to he
shot by the Mexican government If deMASON S QUART JARS. : CENTS
PER DOEN AT TROTTER & HAW- ported from Arizona to Sonora. UnitIf ed States Attorney Alexander has reKINS.
ceived assurance to this effect from
NOTICE.
President Diaz.
I)
AN
MR.
JOSEPH KELLER
With the arrest of the Mexican agiRAl'OHTER, wMISS ELSIES, H AVE tators opinions were freely exprcssyd
OPENED A DINING ROOM AT THE that to send then back across the
mean tin li
HOUSE. Mexic an border would
MINNEAPOLIS KOOMINO
MEALS 25 cents.
nil doom, the custom of the Mexican gov
M'lM'OSII HAIimVAUE CO.,
RAILROAD AVE.

end Cutlery

time overthrow President Diaz, setting
up an entirely new government.
Attorney Alexander has much of the
correspondence that passed between
the St. LOUlS junta and the Douglas
branch. In much of this the St.
LoulS leaders requested that funds be
sent to purchase arms and distributo
seditious rtcraturc.
One of the master strokes was to
be the corruption of the Mexican nrmj
following out the course that has been
followed by the Russian revolutionists, from whom many of the plans oi
the Mexicans appear to have been
copied.
f
Mexican soldiers In Sonora were to
agents
and urucd not to
be seen by
Are on the revolutionists when order,
ed to do so by the government army
The next step was to be an
officers.
appeal to them tn desert the army and
join the attacking forces.
Big rewards were held oul by the
Mexican Junta at si. Louis to the
Douglas and Nogales following. It W8I
promised that any money they conLouis.
Cananas was to be their objective tributed would be returned to them
with interest, and that those who led
point. Once there they hoped to capthe revolutionary movement would be
ture the store of the Cañonea Consolidated Cop pet company, In the base- given high offices and rich property.
ment of which COI. W. 0. (Jreeno I?
VE AOIT VI'ORS
SEVENTY-l'- l
said to keep 2.000 rllles stored.
SHEARING TO BORDER
(luce In possession of the rifles, th"
a ciifton dispatch to the iiisbee Releaders expected to arm a force of
L'.una Mexicans, and turn them loosj view says:
During the past two weeks about
against the local and government offiarmed Mexicans have left
cials. Their plans throughout appear seventy-liv- e
to have been on the presumption that this district for Douglas and Nogales.
way
they
In a small
Some have gone overland and sonic
once started
would gather impetus, and In a short have gone on the train. It Is believed

ernment being to deal promptly and
effectively w;th revolutionists.
REVOLUTIONISTS ARE "Willi the exception
of two of the
lot arrestada whom i understand ace
escaped murderers, wanted in Sonora, I have been assured by the Mexican government that these men if deported will not be shot." said Attorney Alexander in Phoenix.
"They will probably be given trla's
for their revolutionary acts, but wi'.l
not be ordered shot, as many hav
Supposed WOUld follow If they were
TO BE SHOT
sent back by the United States Immigration officers.
"Some of them will he tried for violating the neutrality laws, and If convicted they will be sentenced to terms
C o n s pir a t ors In the penitentiary at Yuma. The othSeventy-fiv- e
ers will probably be deported."
Alexander states that the agitators
Have Been Stealthily Makhad but little following, The plan was
to start small armed forces from Non
ing Way to Border Towns in Mies,
Naco and Douglas at a sigiml
to be given from the revolutionary
the Past Two Weeks,
.junta, which now nourishes at Si.

cate the rising generation in English,
for the reason that there arc so manv
different languages in the islands that
it would not be advisable lo educate
them In their own language. The
young are taught Kngllsh In the public schools, just as the Mexican children are taught in El' Paso.
"The Filipinos are perhaps the most
eager people for an education in the
World. They are simply running wild
on the subject. Over 500,000 have already matriculated in the colleges and
schools there, and If the government
had the money with which to build
more schools this number could be Increased to son, ooo
"Í am told at the colleges where
Filfpinofl arc that they at'" the best
foreign Students that come to this
country.
They have taken many
prizes and are always favorites with
students."
trtelr
Fu- Money, sums to suit. W.
trelle, agent, 116 W. Coal.
21Ó W.

that these men represent all the revolutionists In this sec tion. Other Mexicans here do not appear to take any
Interest In the trouble along the Hfl.
to Clifton from
A man who drove
Tombstone this week states that he
met several bands of Mexicans on the
way to the border. They were all armed with Winchesters and pistols. H
counted twenty Mexicans In one party.
The Review says:
The above special to the Review
from Clifton Is from a reliable source
and advices coming from Phoenix
last night were to the effect that the
Information had already been wired to
Mexican Consul Arturo Ellas at Tu -son. who In turn had advised the territorial and United States authorities
at phoenix. Attorney Alexander yesterday sent Instructions to the United States marshal at Tucson to procure fifty John Doe warrants anil send
points
men Willi them to different
along the herder. The deputy marshals will arrest all Mexicans headed
for Sonora who carry arms of any
kind.
The very nest or Kansas City beef
and mutton at Emil Klcluwort's. 112
North Third street.
SUPPLIES
BUY VOI R SCHOOL
WD STATIONERY AT THE V, 4.
HOUSTON CO. A PINE NEW STOCK
TO SELECT PROM.
MASON S QUART JARS. 7.1 CENTS
PER DOZEN AT TROTTER A HAW-

tf

KINS,

HOW TO LEARN ABOUT
SIMPLIFIED SPELLING
Government Senda out Instructions (
Interested Spellers Telling Row
Words
Bulletins anil Simplified
.May lie obtained Prom Washington.
The following announcement relative to the manner of securing bulletins on the simplified spelling ordered
Introduced In government publications
and printing by President Roosevelt,
has been made by the department in
ashington.
Government Printing Office of Super
intendent of Documents, washing
ton,

l.

c.

The publications which the public
printer has Issued relative to slmpli- lied spelling consist of a pamphlet, a
small pocket brochure, and a wail
card containing; the 300 words for
quick reference, put up in sets, and
offered for sale by this office at 2C
cents per set. Sets are not broken.
Remittance should be made by postal money order express order, bank
draft, or certified check, nava.hle to
of Documents.
the "Superintendent
Government Printing office Washington, D. C" Currency may be sent at
owner's risk. Postage stamps or personal checks will not he accepted, and
only one copy can be sold to any one
person.

If

a enrnentcr. 'cleplione
Auto. Phone 586.

you need

llessclden.

.

T

ÍW&OTG
Uhe Future

X

""

Agents for Diamond Edge Tools

'

Albuquerque

.

SELSX7i

Paitroad

Center

of

JVetv Mejcico

LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-OF- F
OF THE ATCHISON, T0PEKA & SANTA FÉ RAILWAY. THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., IS AT
LEADING EAST ANO WEST FROM GALVESTON AND CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES,
THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINES OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES TO EL PASO, TEXAS, AND THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.

The Helen Gotvn and Improvement Company
(INCORPORATED)

streets and avenues, right In the business
Are the owners of the Belen Townsite, consisting of 1000 Business and Residence Lots, size 25x142 feet, fronting upon 80 and
center of the new city and directly upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Grounds, The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company is now grading its extensive depot grounds
yard limits 800 feet wide and a mile long (capacity of 70 miles of side track.) to accommodate its immense passenger and freight traffic, Harvey eating House, round house, coal
f- -i
chutes, water tanks, machine shops, etc,
THE CITY OF BELEN has a population of 500, and several large Mercantile Houses, the Belen Patent Roller Mills with its 50 Barrels a day capacity, winery, etc, It is the
largest shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, beans, hay and fruit in New Mexico, From its location upon the great trunk line leading north, south, east and west, to all
points in the United States and Mexico its future growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated, All fast limited, mail, express and freight trains will pass through Belen to
Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast, The water 3 good and climate unsurpassed, Belen has a $16,000 public school house, two churches, a commercial
newspaper and a good hotel, The lots offered are low in prices and terms easy, One third ot put- club, three hotels, restaurants, etc, It needs right now a good
may remain on noie ana mortgage tor one year wnn inieresi ai o peí uoiu uei annum, i me penen aim wanaiuy uocuo 6ion,
cnase money casn;
,
..
Come early it you wish to secure the choice lots, For further particulars and prices ot lots call in person or write to
70-fo- ot

'
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The Belen Town and Improvement Company
JOHfi BECKE
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President
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SOLE AGENTS FOR THE GREAT MAJESTIC RANGE

niece of furniture In your dining room: hence, ttgdteuid combine,; te
artistic w th the useful. You 11 experience a feeling of satisfaction
when you act as hosteps If your table Is a good one Be- It Moder t
or Colonial in quartered, goal en or weathered oalt -- we are confident you'll find our prices for "quality" furniture, nearly as cheap as
you'll pay elsewhere for the commonplace.
are different
There
grades at different prices, but each is as
furniture as can be
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to go up ag.iinst the real thing. The
m.-are Wllllawi Phillips, Irvln
H.iie, Ivan salido-- ii. George Calvert,
Ráaa, CarfMhan.
Carl Vogei. of Cabexop, rode into
Albuquerque last night to remain during the fair. Mr. Vogcl came across
COttntry and created, a sensation rii
the Alvar. ido last night by appealing
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COMPANY

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

Construction

ÍPLUrE

I

TÍWjK

LI

.

Whitney Company

s,

R.R

Alaska Refrigerators

well-know- n

i

Candies

CP.Schutt,

White Mountain Freezers
Blue Flame Oil Stoves

S. Second

I

Gasoline Stoves

COAL

X

.1

Lawn and Garden Tools

COKE

!

WOOD

-

Albuquerque

Cash

Grocery Company

W.M.HM&C0

113-115-11-

First Street

South First Street

A. E. WALKER

well-know- n

STAGE

al

SSSfe

$8

J. E. BELL

Rankin & eo.

well-know-

COPP, D.

J. L.

"Beit Co.

Livery, Feed and Sale

..STABLES..

I.

Tromot

Stiver Ave.

.W. STRONG'S SONS
DIRECTORS

I

RftABE & MAÜGER
I15e,ndll7 NORTH FIRST STREET

r

Conner, M. D. D. O.
Specialty Osteopathy.

O. H.

I l l s HOMF-MARCANDY
WALTON'S DRl't; SI'ORE.
i:

I

DIAMONDS
Railroad Avenue

Kitchen Utensils, Ranges and Enamel Ware
Laundry Supplies, Wringers, Tubs, Washing Machines,
Wash Boards, Wash Boilers, Buckets, etc,

ffjIlOTOTB ROOFINtt

Huicher - Kni)e - Satvj - Cleaners - Steels
ÁLKIAIEROVE LUMBER CO

prompt attention.

EVERITT,

Doors, GIqlssV Cement
AND REX

Our prices are RIGHT.
When bought right are a good Invest mint.
We Inrlte you to call and examine the beautiful diamond goods we are
offering. Also Watches. Jewelry, Silverware, ato. Mail orders receive

THE LEADING JEWELER

LUMBERSash,

aaBBBBaWMsaafMBBaaWs

Hotel Tableware, Restaurant Suppli

a

First Sired 1 Navrqurtte Avenue,

Albuquerque. New Mexico

SHELF HARD

WARE-SADDLE-

RY

AUBNTSDIAMONI) BOOK TOOLS AND OUTLERY

